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* How few our real wants, and •-
— how vast our Imaginary ones’— —
— Lavater. •••.«.
THRIFT SHOP CLOSING OUT i
ONE YEAR AGO
Prom the files of The Courier-Ga­
zette we learn that—
Capt. John Bratuiigan and two com­
panions who were being blown to sea 
■w hen the gasoline supply of their boo t 
had become exhausted, were rescued 
by Capt. William H. Wincapaw with 
his airplane.
Frederick S. Fales. formerly of 
Rockland, was elected president of 
the Standard Oil Co. of New York.
Elmer Erickson. 50, a former resi­
dent of St. Oeorge. was found dead in 
a fellow’ countryman's shoe shop on 
Main street.
The taxpayers SOS means Stop 
Silly Spending—Pasadena Post.
Sportsmen and Land
Owner’s Association
MEETING
Friday, January 27
7.30 P. M.
At City Council Rooms
Non-Members Welcome
nut
JIG SAW PUZZLES
For Sale or To Let or Cut To Your 
Order. Rental 25c prr week. Alvo 
Supplies for Puzzle Makers, Plywood. 
Special Glue, Boxes. Etc.
H. L. MASON. Thomaston. Maine 
Telephone 104 lOtf
Time: A sunny afternoon in Janu­
ary 1880, 2 p. m Place: Schoolroom 
at thc old red schoolhouse district No. 
19 at thc Harbor. Boys. About 50 
of 'em. from Al to Will, ages 12 to 20. 
Tenciier: F. O. Young.
F. O. speaking: "Boys, this is a fine 
afternoon, the skating is good on the 
march. I like to skate Just as much 
as you do. If we can get through the 
’.ecitatlons by half past three. I'll dis­
miss school and we ll all go skating.”
Did w’e make the recitations 
snappy? We did. and got out at the 
appointed hour, bound for the marsh, 
F. O. leading.
There was one boy. older than my­
self. at the old red schoolhouse, who 
when the boys of his own age were 
wrestling with the three Rs. was mas­
tering algebra, geometry, navigation. 
Latin, French and Spanish. He 
wielded a ready pen. could write 
essays <in those day called composi­
tions! upon almost any subject, studied 
law for awhile, and then what hap­
pened? He tried teaching, not suc­
cessful at that. He went to sea. but 
never got farther than the cook’s 
galley, although his father, without 
the higher education, was one of the 
smartest sea captains who ever 
sailed out of the Harbor. I haven't 
seen him for a quarter of a century, 
don't know what he is doing, but 
don't look for him in "Who's Who."
Another boy of my own age. was a 
wiz at 'rithmetic. The problems that 
made the other boys sick, he Just 
laughed and solved. Went to sea 
never got beyond the fo'csle. quit the 
sea. and the remaining years of his 
life he spent as a crossing tender on 
the railroad, where he had plenty of 
time to solve problems.
Another boy, a little younger, 
bright as a new dollar but erratic, fin­
ished common school, graduated from 
J high school in another town, gradu­
ated from college, tried teaching for 
a while, not successful; the last years 
of his life he spent as a night watch­
man.
And the common, ordinary boys 
who plugged along and got thc three 
“r's” down fairly pat, what of them? 
Well, some of them became sea-cap­
tains. and good ones, both in sail and 
steam; some engineers, and good 
ones; some became salesmen, some 
had establishments of their own in 
different lines of business; and some 
of us Just trailed along with the com­
mon herd and made a living. Of the
Report Of Mr*. Maude Blodgett Show* That Much Ha* 
Been Accomplished By the Worker*
In September a meeting of the offi­
cers of the Thrift Shop was held in 
the Central Maine Power Company- 
room at which time the resignation 
of Miss Oertrude Smith, general 
chairman was accented with regret; 
also the resignation of Mrs. Alice 
Spear. It was then voted to open the 
Shop Oct. 15.
Meantime the local branch, Ameri­
can Red Cross, called a meeting of 
the women of the city interested I- 
velfare work, at which time 21 local 
organizations responded by sending 
representatives: The Thrift Shop. 
O.A.R. Auxiliary, American Legion 
Auxiliary. Junior Auxiliary , Fales 
Circle of thc O.A.R , Spanish War 
Veterans' Association. Sunshine So­
ciety, Kalloch Class of thc Baptist 
Church, Itooevik Club, Browne Club, 
Opportunity Class. St. Peter's Ouild, 
I adies of the Congregational Church, 
Catholic Church. Rockland Branch 
American Red Cross, Baraca Class of 
the Methodist Church. Littlefield 
Memorial Church. Salvation Army, 
Veterans ' Foreign Wars, Mission 
Circle of the Universalist Church and 
Chapin Class.
It was stated that the United 
States Government would furnish the 
local Branch with some 2000 yards of 
cotton cloth to be made up into gar­
ments to assist the unemployed citi­
zens and Mrs. Flanagan was elected 
i chairman to handle this project.
In spite of the fact that the ladies 
| representing the above organizations 
have been engaged largely in sewing 
for the Red Cross they have made 
many quilt tops, tacked many quilts, 
knitted dozens and dozens of pairs of 
mittens for school children for the 
Thrift Shop: and the sincere thank* 
of the Thrift Shop committee is 
I hereby extended to all who have
srwed. sent bi used and new artclcs 
of clothing, knitted mittens, and 
assisted ln the Shop by giving of their 
time and strength ln helping dispose 
of the garments thus acquired; and 
we trust that the local citizens have 
(been benefited by their well meant 
efforts to assist in aiding during the 
present unemployment situation 
The Thrift 8hop has contributed 
$200 to the city matron with which 
she bought at Christmas time need 
i ;.hoes, larrigans and stockings; and 
also contributed (150 and another 
rum of (50 to the milk fund for 
babies. The Shop has given away 
many articles of clothing upor. 
requisition of thc city matron, and a 
small time employment to a few per­
sons.
It is now thought best to sell out 
the goods remaining on hand awl 
close th? Thrift Shop for this season: 
therefore the Shop will be open to' 
j business Saturday of this week and 
Monday of next, at which time al' 
garments will be marked down to 
lock-bottom prices; those not dis­
posed of will be given to the cWy 
matron and Salvation Army
Especial -mention must be made of 
the use of the former Business an? 
Professional Women's Club Room 
loaned to the Thrift Shop by the Sal­
vation Army. It proved an ideal loca­
tion and the hearty thanks of the 
committee is hereby extended the 
officers and The Courier-Oazette for 
space given for publicity and coopera­
tion shown.
The number of families helped 
.since Dec. 17 was 28. Organization* 
which have worked for thc Shop are 
Speech Readers Club. Itooevik Club 
Sons of Veterans Auxiliary. Outing 
Club. Ruth Mayhew Tent, Kalloch 
Class, Central Maine Power Co.
Maude Blodgett
A FINE RECORD
Huse Tibbetts Coaching At 
Ho’ulton Rewarded By a 
Series of Successes
A young Olencovc boy, Huse Tib­
betts by name has entrenched himself 
strongly in the hearts of Aroostook 
County fans by the remarkable 
coaching record he has established at 
Houlton High Schcol in the past four 
years. The Bangor Daily News pub­
lished a striking portrait of Young 
Tibbetts the other day and beneath 
it was the following:
"As coach of football, basketball 
and baseball Tibbetts has proved be­
yond a doubt hts ability as a great 
builder of outstanding teams. In 
four years his outfits have won live 
county championships and one East­
ern Maine title. In his first two 
years at the shire town. 1929 to 1931, 
hts gridiron teams did not have a I 
single defeat chalked up against them 
winning eight games and aiso walk­
ing away with the county footbali 
pennant
‘In his first year at Houlton. Tib
AT THE CAPITOL
committee named by the last Legisla 
ture to study old age pensions report­
ed to the House Tuesday that "such 
legislation is inexpedient." A minor-
Letts'teams won the football, baseball j ity report termed the principle of 
and basketball championships of such insurance "not only morally
Spudland. His outfits that season 
winning 28 out ot 32 contests played, 
a record that any coach in the State 
will have to go some to equal.
"Though the last two years have 
perhaps been a bit below the average
THE LIONS KNOW NOW
What Is Meant When They Speak Of White Pine 
Blister—Walter Frost’* Address
Walter O. Frost of the State for­
estry service, was guest speaker oi 
the Rockland Lions Club yesterday 
noon, and from him the members 
I Earned a great deal about the lum­
ber industry as especially applied to 
' the production of white pine. They 
discovered the real meaning of white 
| pine blister rust, and after listening 
Tto "Jack" and viewing the illustra­
tions which he brought along were 
lost in wonder that the growth has 
not been utterly destroyed.
The festive session was interrupted 
with an ominous roar, vastly more 
i ttrr”y’n8 lhan that 10 which the 
club gives voice upon any reasonable 
excuse, and from the dim recesses of 
the Hotel Rockland basement sud-
dt nly emerged the most ferocious 
looking lion that ever broke into 
polite society.
The animal, and there wa* no 
doubt as to his be in- alive, had many
right, but economically scund."
We feel that the old-age pension
movement is one that is in the pro­
cess of evolution and that it is not 
necessary or feasible for the State of 
Maine to adopt such legislation at
1 bers of thc Camden-Rockport Lions
Club—the whole of course being a
publicity stunt in connection with thc
tig musical revue which that club is
putting on in Camden Opera House
tenight and tomorrow night.
The Camden-Rockport Boys' Band
furnished music for the "street pa-
,________ ___ _  __ ____ „ _____ , . rude." and played two selections in
right' but econ<>mlcaI1y sound- Ulas- the local club's den, this music being at that institution for some time tc niuch there u abundant data ob- „ __________ ... .....
for Tibbetts' teams as wins and losses . tbc present time," the majority report 
go. still the Houlton mentor can see ' sajd
a bright ray of sunshine coming i "We feel that it is not necessary or 
through the clouds, in that his bas- j practical to add the expense of ad- 
ketball five this winter looks like the j ministering such a law, estimated at 
re?L, *817,776.56 per year, to the already
"Tibbetts' brilliant record, un- overburdened taxpayer. We would, 
equalled by a shire town coach would therefore recommend that such legis- 
seem to stamp hun as a fixture at lalion inexpedient."
Houlton, if real worth is appreciated j ..We heheve the principle of old age 
there, and we feel they do appreciate 1 stance to be not only morally
The Thrift Shop
I* Holding a
Closing Out Sale
SATURDAY and 
MONDAY
11*12
’ ......
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
ROCKLAND TO BOSTON
“Quaker Stages”
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Daily Except Sunday 
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P, M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M. 
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4 55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00 
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
Tickets May Be Purchased At 
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St., 
Thomaston—McDonald's Drug Store,
Tel. 620
Tel. 3
Stf
common people it has been truly said 
that "God must love them, for He 
made so many of them."
And so this is a story of the old red 
schoolhouse days in District No. 19.
Boze
Somerville. Mass
LARGEST BABY GIRL
Ever Born In the University of Ma'ne 
Barns Is Anna Belle Pledge
Anna Belle Pledge 1324886. a pure­
bred Holstein owned by the Uni­
versity of Maine, has recently com­
pleted an official record of 587 
pounds of butter fat from 16.740 
pounds of milk in 365 days at three 
years. 1 month of age. thus breaking 
the state record Mr both butter fat 
, and milk oroductlon in the Junior 
! three-year-old class of division B. it 
was announced bv H W. Hall, assist­
ant professor of Animal Industry,
who is in charge of the herd.
I Anna Belle supercedes her stable 
mate. Thelma Vaidessa Shephard 
the former holder of this class rec­
ord with a production of 504 pounds 
: of fat' from 14.570 pounds of milk.
Anna Belle also holds the unique 
record of being the largest baby girl 
ever born in the University barns. 
She weighed 132 pounds at birth, 
whereas the average for the breed is 
1 only 88 pounds.
iff;
McGVFFIE’S WORD
Writes Alex McGuffle, Secretary of 
the Quarry-men's Union at Ston­
ington
"At present we arc doing very little 
here—the Deer Island company have 
a barge loading cut stone randum 
and saw blocks. I don't know who is 
| getting the saw blocks but who ever 
does get them will have to have 
, pretty good gear to handle them 
with as they weigh somewhere 
around 35 tons each. Tlie John L. 
' Goss Company has somewhere about 
a dozen men working. They are fix­
ing the gear, moving derricks and so 
forth, getting ready for business in 
the spring. Here is hoping that both 
companies have all they can stagger 
under this year."
According to Controller Bern 's re­
port, the city is temporarily embar­
rassed but far from insolvent. New 
York still has plenty of means to live 
beyond —New Yorker.
SUSIE P. MOSHER
PSYCHIC
69 PARK STREET. ROCKLAND 
PRIVATE ADVICE DAILY 
Circle Wednesday Evg., Jan. 25 
All Welcome
9*10
A MUSICAL REVUE
Camden-Rockport Lions Put­
ting On Notable Event To­
night and Tomorrow
The show of shows, with one 
. spectacle following another in rapid 
succession, is what they say about the 
big musical revue to be given by the 
Camden-Rockport Lions Club in 
Camden Opera House tonight and 
Friday night.
More than 50 gorgeous costumes 
will be used. Music will be furnished 
for the entire production by Clar­
ence Fish and his 10-plece Lions Club 
Musical Revue Orchestra.
One scene alone with more than 
300 balloons of all colors of the rain­
bow with the clever light changes of 
the spot-light playing on them will 
more than repay you for attending, 
but this is only one of the many 
striking scenes. Many others of ever, 
greater beauty and splendor are on 
[ the program.
Many new faces will be seen. 
There will be a male quartet, musical 
acts, a real ventriloquist act, short 
sketches, and here's a brand new 
act. A trio of popular Camden young 
ladies ln specially designed costumes
Tickets are on sale now by mem­
bers of the Lions Club. Relief As­
sociation, members of the American 
1 Legion, and nearly all stores in
Camder. and Rockport.
Thc committees, the director and 
the entire cast are working ha.d day 
and night to give you a real finished 
production and the Camden-Rockpor' 
Lions are appealing to you to aid 
' their great endeavor in assisting Che 
' deserving families in the community 
who need assistance by responding *o 
this worthy cause. With your sup­
port and patronage, the theatre
should be packed both nights.
In the cast of this revue arc Adin 
Hopkins. Frank Tibbetts. Lesler 
Merrithew, Dr. Jameson. Ernest 
Berry, Elsie Hendricks, Fred Crockett. 
Katherine Calder. Sam Lankton. Dct 
Lankton. Fred Sherman. Elizabeth 
Calder, Bonnie Quinn, Howard An­
derson. Ruth Damery, Augusta Noyes. 
Oertrude Noyes, Virginia Noyes, Louise 
Johnson, Marion Ross, Dorothy Stod­
dard. Kay Waterman. Herbert Alex­
ander, Lewis Clark, Wallace Crawford.
come,
"Huse Tibbetts was born in Glen- 
cove. Maine. April 30. 1907. son of Mr. 
and Mrs Ralph Tibbetts. He gradu­
ated from Rockport High in 1925 
While there he played basketball and 
baseball. In 1926. Tibbetts entered Uie 
University of Illinois, and was a mem­
ber of Ihe Frosh basketball squad.
In 1928. he coached Urbana High |
Y MC A basketball team. He ma- abu5es which have been allowed 
Jored *n Physical education and grad- t0 creep [nto pension and compensa- 
uated in 1929. He was assistant Urn- „on legislallon. wh€reby those who 
versity of Illinois Freshman coach ln gre m need or morany cn.
titled to Federal. State or municipal
The News also gives this summary enjoying the benefits
; of governmental help, wc strongly 
recommend that whatever legisla­
tion is enacted by the 86th Legisla­
ture. there be required of each appli­
cant the filing of their answers to a 
_____ questionnaire . . . the veracity of the
.. _ ,, _ ,. , I applicant’s answer thereto being at-Mrs. Caroline Staples Berry, oldest „ ,t leas^ of
dC,nt,H°f h S,PnT« omcero of the town or city where
one of the oldest residents of Maine. | annn_,n,
™Jh^ under suspension of the 
h<L^*urhrules. pushed through the two bills to 
enable an early start on construction
tainable . . . that the average cost of 
maintenance per person under such a 
j law . . . enabling them to remain in 
! their own home or in the home of a 
relative or friend, is approximately 
one-third less than the average cost 
of maintenance per person in our 
i almshouses, to say nothing of their 
j contentment and peace of mind. 
"While we are regrettably aware of
1929 '
of his accomplishments: Football- 
Won 10. lost 6. tied 2: basketball- 
won 38. lost 19; baseball, won 23. lost 
seven.
ALONG IN YEARS
Mrs. Willard M Berry, with whom 
she has lived for thc last 36 years. 
Witli thc exception of impaired hear­
ing. Mr*. Berry is remarkably well 
preserved for one of her years, and 
she said It was the happiest birthday 
she had ever had. There were many 
callers and messages of congratula­
tion, the gifts including a large birth­
day cake. She was born on Cape 
Jellison. not far from her present 
home, and in 1860. she married Capt. 
David Berry, who died many years 
ago and with whom she made num­
erous long sea voyages.
SOME HELPFUL HINTS
In firing thc furnace during cold 
weather much of the heating value 
of the coal can be saved by leaving 
the furnace door open for a few min­
utes after shoveling in the coal.
Cold water is better for scrubbing 
floors than warm. It will not sink 
into the floors and rot them.
Never clean matting with soap 
Use cold water and ammonia.
Always put cold water in sauce­
pans. pots and baking tins immedi­
ately after using if you want them 
to clean easier.
Iodine will cover up scratches or. 
walnut or fumed oak furniture
Dipping fish in boiling water will 
aid in scaling them.
Glycerine used to oil the food chop­
per. egg beater or other kitchen uten­
sils will prevent food from tasting oi 
lubricants.
Moist tabic salt will remove egg 
tarnish from table silver.
A sweet potato or carrot will pro­
duce a very nice little vine if placed 
in water and kept in a warm room.
The disadvantage of added numeri­
cal strength is that us Democrats 
now outnumber the postoflicef — 
Weston (Orc.) Leader.
The country needs a reduction 
its waste line.—Brunswick Pilot.
in
!!! HURRY !!! Only A Few More Days Of !!! HURRY !!!
Sensational I BLACKINGTON’S I Mark-down Sale
Stanley Foster. Stanley Frye, Parker 
Oeorge, Raymond Oushec. JoTin 
Knight.
Rhythm Kings: Louise Dyer, Foster, 
Crawford. Harden and Carr.
More tlian 20 scenes, two acts and 
five spectacular stage settings. Show 
start* promptly at 8.15 and lasts two 
and one-half hours.
GIRLS’ WOOL SPORT 
COATS, $5.00
Now $2.98
Snow Suits and Boots 
MARKED DOWN
24 MEN’S HIGH GRADE
OVERCOATS, 1-2 PRICE
$25. Coats now.....................$12.50
$15. Coats now..................... 7.50
$35. Coats now.....................$17.50
MEN’S HEAVY BLUE
ZIPPER JACKETS 
$3.48
Men’s AH Wool $10 Jackets 
Now $4.98
MEN’S $1.00
BROADCLOTH SHIRTS 
Only 59c
FLORSHEIM SHOE SALE
Now only $6.85
MEN’S HOSE
RAYON OR WOOL FINISH 
9c
Many Bargains In SHOES, RUBBER FOOTWEAR, And Other WEARING APPAREL 1
MIAMI, FLORIDA 
The most Intereitlnz ipot In 
the Eaitern Hemliphere dur- 
tnz the winter month*.
HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all artleltles. 
Beautiful room* and hi|h 
rlais Mrrlre.
A Modern Fireproof Rtrur- 
ture. Every room steam heated
Rates: (European Flan) 
Sinzle room* 82.50 per day
upward*
Double room* $5.00 per day 
upwardi
A Laura Jacobsen Cale tn Ihc i 
Rulldlnz
Ownership-Management S 
.WILLIAM M. L'RMEV,
the fact that a recent cut for tliat 
purpose amounted to 9.000.000 feet 
Wood from slow growing trees is de­
sired for this industry, and thc waste 
is very large.
Tree growth has its troubles and 
cnief among them is the white pine 
blister rust, to the extermination of 
v.hich Mr. Frost has devoted 17 busy 
r.nd successful years. He explained 
tliat the white pine blister rust is not 
a bug as some think, but a fung't’. 
trouble. The parasitic fungi are 
cedar apple rust, barberry wheat rust 
nnd white pine blister rust. Thr 
last named is a parasite on all spe­
cies of pine, and on currant ar.d 
gooseberry bushes.
How did the disease get lo America. 
Brought here in 1906 Mr. Frost thinks, 
Ir, diseased stock which somehow go­
by quarantine. It first made its ap­
pearance at Geneva, N. Y. Maui? 
first came into touch with it at Kit-
attendants, who proved to be mem- I tery in 1918, and is supposed to have 
been brought in by an English sea 
captair who had a cargo of Englisn 
black currants. The technical name 
ior gooseberries and currants, as 
used in the forestry department is 
"rybes."
The blister is orange colored and 
contains millions ol seeds or spores; 
v.hich are known .to have been cai- 
ried as far as 100 miles by the wind. 
It the leaves of the rybes are damp 
when this happens thc spore will 
stick, and a single infection on the 
under side of a leaf will cause lots of 
trouble. One tree will produce a crop 
ol spores which will plaster a whole 
township in a single season. Nine 
hundred feet is the limit which spore
a revelation to many of what is being 
accomplished up the line in the way 
ol a boys' band.
Describing the white pine as a tree 
which has meant much to Maine.
Mr. Frost told how the early explorers 
carried home stories of great virgin 
lorests which were found on our 
shores and how His Majesty caused j may be carried from thc rybes. but
of the $4,000,000 "Rockefeller High­
way" on Mt. Desert Island, and passed 
them to be engrossed.• * • •
A 2 percent differential in favor oi 
Maine firms bidding for State con- I 
tracts of all kinds would be estab­
lished by Fernald of Winterport. By 
amending the law relating to State j 
purchasers and contracts. Represen- , 
tative Fernald would provide that any I 
person or firm residing in Maine or
ttees to be marked which contained 
material suitable for use on the boa’s 
of the Royal Navy. These had to be 
36 inches in diameter at the base.
Giving the early history of the 
lumber business Mr. Frost told how 
the first saw-mill ln this country was 
established at South Berwick in 1634 
and how gradually the Penobscot 
River became dotted with them. In 
1830 Maine led all of the other States 
in the lumber industry, but 10 years 
later had lost that distinction to New 
York State. The peak year, however, 
was 1909 when the lumber cut i» 
Maine amounted to 1.111.565.000 
board feet, all of this not being pine, 
of course.
White pine is one of the most popu • 
lar of lumbers, due to its lightness, 
strength, durability and ease in work­
ing, as seen ln the construction of 
sashes, doors, blinds, paneling, etc. 
The draft which the match industry
incorporated here shall be giver. | makes upon white pine was shown by
preference in awarding State con- ]_ ______________________________
tracts, if the Maine bid is not more
than two percent higher than the 
lowest bidder. The measure would 
apply to all kinds of contracts mad? 
by the State or Its department for 
labor or supplies
ln this manner thc infection spreads 
from the bushes to the trees and if 
the pine needles are damp the cycle 
<s completed, and the disease works 
down through the needles into the 
twigs. At the end of three years the 
white blister stage will have been 
leached again.
Control of white pine blister is ac­
complished by the removal of the 
rybes or bushes. Mr. Frost said that 
80.000 acres have been cleaned up. 
and a million rybe plants have been 
destroyed. He has worked in 56 towns 
01 12 counties.
The former baseball star, whose 
tight against white pine blister has 
been of such great value to the State, 
was conceded to have delivered one 
ol the most interesting talks the local 
Lions have heard, and he was given 
a great hand.
A. W. Oregory and Dr. Newman were 
named as entertainment committee 
for February.
EMULATES STATE MOTTO
Bills introduced in the Legislature 
as it opened its fourth weekly session 
Tuesday apparently held little of a 
controversial nature Several meas­
ures by Senator Weeks, of Somerset 
chairman of the Judiciary committee 
would clear up obsolete laws and 
make portions of thc statutes con­
form with provisions of administra­
tive code act. Bills presented in­
cluded:
Ward of Thorndike Appropriating 
$292.10 to the Town of Unity for 
money expended for the support of 
the family of Fred H. Jones, a veteran 
of the World War.
Fernald of Winterport—Extending 
thc hunting season on deer in Waldo 
County to Dec. 15 instead of Dec. 1st.
Gray of Brooksville — Forbidding 
the use of seines or gill nets in the 
catching of smelts between Nov. 1 and 
April 1 of each year in the tidal wa­
ters of Penobscot Bay.
Mayers of Hallowell—Providing for 
a fee of 50 cents to tax collectors to 
cover costs of clerical work in issuing 
duplicate receipts ln collection of ex­
cise tax on motor vehicles.
Friend of Skowhegan — Ordering 
State Highway Commission to extend 
winter routes for snow removal to the 
end of the highway route or to the 
border of the State.
Harmon of Hancock -Compelling 
pedestrians to walk on the left side of 
State highways, facing on-coming 
traffic. • • * •
Senator Andrew Jackson of Cum­
berland County will sponsor legisla­
tion at thc present legislative session 
to change the system of State taxa­
tion from the town valuation scheme 
to a plan of assessing each town a 
certain percentage of its local tax 
commitment.
The plan to be proposed will follow 
closely thc scheme of taxation used 
ln Connecticut thc last 17 years and 
more recently adopted by Rhode 
Island and various other states.
Senator Jackson conferred witli 
Oov. Brann regarding thc plan. He 
promised assistance in bringing the 
matter before Uie people of Maine
The Cumberland Senator also con­
ferred with Republican leaders and 
with minority party leaders and re­
ported strong encouragement on both 
sides. Republican leaders urged him 
to draft legislation for introduction 
at this session. Scates of Westbrook, 
domestic leader, became so interested 
in the plan that he borrowed from 
Senator Jackson ail the data avail­
able from Connecticut and other 
states. In substance the Connecticut
New Cruiser Portland Makes New Record For This Type 
Of Ship On Rockland Course
The new naval cruiser which bears 
Uie name of the State's metropolis 
lived up to the Maine motto, "I Lead, 
yesterday, when it attained a speed 
ol 33.71 knots during its standardiza­
tion trial on tlie Rocklanff course. 
The average for the five top-speed 
runs was 33.00.
This is said to be a new record lor 
ships ol this class, and is altogether 
to thc credit of the work which is 
done at the Fore River yard ln 
Quincy. Mass.
The Portland went on the course 
early Tuesday morning and ran up 
to 27'/s knot speed. Then came dark­
ness and the trial was suspended until 
yesterday when the ship put in an­
other busy day making three runs 
each at 30 and 32 knots, five runs at 
top speed, and then backed over the 
course at a high rate of speed.
Today's schedule calls for a four- 
hour run at full power and thc usual 
steering tests, Friday. Saturday and 
Sunday there will be fuel economy 
tests at varying speeds, and Monday 
the ship will go to sea for her final 
tests docking that afternoon at Fore 
River.
The trial will be shown in due time
on thc screen. Movietone men were 
on the Job Wednesday. Mr. Lord, the 
official Fore River photographer, 
made some vory fine snapshots.
The ship is being navigated on 
these trials by Capt. Joseph I. Kemp, 
who unfortunately, is not enjoying hLs 
usual rugged health, and does no- 
get ashore.
Capt. Herbert Leary. U.S.N., who 
will command the Portland. Is a na­
tive of the District of Columbia and 
entered the Naval Academy from 
Maryland.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
plan is to levy upon each town and 
city a fixed percentage to be deter­
mined by the Legislature. That levy 
would be a percentage of the amount 
raised in each town or city for mu­
nicipal purposes. The more rinsed by 
a town for Its own purposes the more 
it would pay the State. Thus, as Sena­
tor Jackson explains it, the plan 
would place Uie premium on local 
economy and a penalty on extrava­
gance. The plan has been very suc­
cessful in Connecticut and lias be­
come the fixed tax policy of the State. 
Its success there has led to its adop­
tion in several other States and Sena­
tor Jackson Is communicating wiUi 
those States to obtain further infor­
mation as to its result.
Thc plan has been studied for sev­
eral months by Frank H. Holley, 
State tax assessor, and Senator Jack- 
son expects strong support from Mr. 
HoUey in placing it before the public
BLESSINGS OF TODAY
If we knew the woe and heartache 
That await uh on the road;
If our lips could taste the wormwood. 
If our backs could feel the load;
Would we waste today In wishing 
For a time that ne'er may be?
Would we wait ln such impatience 
For our ships to come from sea?
If we knew the baby fingers 
Pressed against the window-pane
Would be cold and stiff tomorrow — 
Never trouble us again;
Would the bright eyes of our darling 
Catch the frown upon our brow?
Would the print of little Angers 
Vex us then as they do now?
Ah’ those little Ice-cold Angers.
How they point our memories back
To thc hasty words and actions 
Strewn along our backward track!
How those little hands remind us,
As In snowy grace they He.
Not to scatter thorns, but roses.
For the reaping by and by.
Strange we never prize the music 
Till the sweet-voiced birds have
flown;
Strange that we should slight the 
violets
TUI the lovely flowers arc gone; 
Strange that summer skies and sun­
shine
Never seem one half so fair 
As when winter's snowy pinions
Shake the white down in the air.
Lips from which the seal of silence 
None but Ood can roll away
Never blossomed ln such beauty 
As adorns the mouth today;
And sweet words that freight our 
memory
With their beautiful perfume 
Come to us tn sweeter accents
Through the portals of the tomb.
Let us gather up the sunbeams 
Lying all around our path;
Let us keep the wheat and rosea. 
Casting out the thorns and chaff;
Let us And our sweetest comfort 
In the blessing of today.
With a patient hand removing 
All the briers from out the way.
—May Ri»- South,
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THKEE-TIMBS-A-WEEK
He shall give his angels charge 
i over thee, to keep thee In all thy
ways.—Psalms 81:11.
This has been an epochal week In 
national affairs due to the fact that 
ratification by the necessary number 
of States has resulted in the adoption 
of tlie 20th amendment to the consti­
tution, more commonly known as the 
"Lame Duck Amendment." In order 
that the reader may know exactly 
what it Ls all about the full text of 
the amendment Ls here presented:
Section 1. The terms of the Presi­
dent and Vice-President shall end a* 
noon on the twentieth day of Janu­
ary, and the terms of Senators anil 
Representatives at noon on the third 
day of January, of the years in which 
such terms would have ended if thh 
article had not been ratified; and the | 
terms of their successors shall then 
begin.
Sec. 2. The Congress shall as­
semble at least once in every year, I 
and such meeting snail begin at noon 
on the third day of January, unless 
they shall by law appoint a different 
day.
Sec. 3. If, at the time fixed for the I 
beginning of the term of the Presi- i 
dent, the President-elect shall hav- 
died, the Vice-President-elect shall 
become President. If a President 
shall not have been chosen before the 
time fixed for the beginning of hLs 
term, or if the President-elect shall 
have failed to qualify, then the Vice- 
President-elect shall act as President 
until a President shall have qualified; 
and the Congress may by law provide 
for the case wherein neither a Presi­
dent-elect nor a Vice-President-elect 
shall have qualified, declarlnr w'-'- 
shall then act as President, or the 
manner in which one who Ls to act 
shall be selected, and such person 
shall act accordingly until a Presi­
dent or Vice-President shall have 
• qualified.
Sec. 4 The Congress may by law 
provide for the case of the death of 
any of the persons from whom the 
House of Representatives may choose 
a President whenater the right of 
choice shall have devolved upon 
them, and for the case of the death 
of any of the persons from whom the 
Senate may choose a Vice-President 
whenever the right of choice shall 
have devolved upon them.
Sec. 5. Sections 1 and 2 shall take 
effect upon the fifteenth day of Oc­
tober following the ratification of till? 
article
Sec. 6. ThLs article shall be inop­
erative unless it shall have been rati­
fied as an amendment to the Consti­
tution by the Legislatures of three- 
fourths of the several states within 
seven years from the date of its sub­
mission.
Back in 1923 the Senate approved 
this measure, but it was killed by the 
House. In 1924 the Senate again 
adopted it, but the House would not 
even consider it, and likewise faded 
to act upon it in 1926. In 1928 the 
House adopted a more friendly atti­
tude, but failed to give tt the support 
of the needed two-thirds. In 1929 the 
proposition went to a conference 
committee where it died. Final 
agreement was reached March 2,1932. 
and the proposal went to the States 
Virginia being the first to ratify thc 
amendment, on the following year. 
The other States gave rapid affirma­
tion, and the bill became a law this 
week when Missouri placed its 
stamp of approval on the measure. 
Apparently the Idea has met with 
very general approval upon the part 
of those who are interested in the ad­
ministration of national affairs.
Vicks Antiseptic
cuts Mouthwash Costs in Half’
Five Million Trial Bottles 
Supplied to Druggists Below Cost.,.. 
to Prove its Quality and Economy
VICKS Voratone Antiseptic will do everything that any oral antiseptic 
can and should do... yet it costs you 
Itsstban Z*<r//theusual priceof other 
quality antiseptics.
But the only real prooj of its quality
—and economy—is actual use in your 
own home. To furnish this proof, with 
the least possible trouble and expense 
to you, we have produced 5 million 
bottles in a special trial size...a usual 
25/ value... priced, while they last, 
«t only 10/.
For Limited Time Only
We suggest that you phone your 
druggist promptly to make sure that 
one of these trial bottles is reserved 
for everyone in your family who uses 
an antiseptic mouth-wash or gargle.
We make no extravagant claims 
for Vicks Antiseptic. It is simply the 
best antiseptic for its purpose Vicks 
Chemists could produce. And they 
were aided by the chemists, bacteri­
ologists, and pharmacologists of our 
16 allied organizations...in America, 
in England, and in Germany.
You can use it for all the customary 
uses ... in your customary way. And 
it will cut your costs by more than 
balj. Born io a depression year, Vicks 
Antiseptic is priced accordingly.
Record low prices on raw materials 
and Vicks facilities for large-scale 
production enable our chemists to 
give you a large 10-ouoce bottle ... 
a usual 75/ value . . . for only 35/. 
As soon as you see it, you will ap­
preciate how much it can save you.
V»CKSA JV0WAT0Nf*wti$ept,c
Regular Size... a 75< value... Only 35£
BAD BREATH
(HALITOSIS)
Vicks Aotisepiic is an efficient and 
refreshing mouth-wash even when di- 
luted with as much as 3 pans of water.
AMATEUR OPERATORS
"Blackie,” a Texas dog, has just 
died, and the event was considered of 
enough importance to provide mate­
rial for an Associated Press despatch. 
Twelve years ago "Blackie" was a 
homeless hound dog, befriended by 
Dr. John Maxwell, a dentist. Dr. 
Maxwell did more than adopt the 
canine; he filled the dog's teeth with 
gold and the attention of the whole 
country was called to the incident by 
a series of articles on what dentistry 
could accomplish for canine patients. 
A diary of "Blackie's" life was sent all 
over the country for the benefit of 
sick children. So you can see what 
an influence an adopted dog may 
have.
Knox County Has a Live
"Group Learning the Radio­
telegraphy Game
One of Knox County's youngest and 
most active organizations Is the Knox
County Amateur Wireless Association.!
Welded together without mark of 
rank, caste or creed, it is purely a 
non-commercial combine of amateur 
radio operators who serve to perfect 
themselves in the art of radiote­
legraphy.
Considered by the majority of peo- j 
pie as a "hobby” it is far more than 1 
that. This fact alone would not war­
rant the support ano splenuld con­
sideration that has been given ama­
teur activities by every nation in con­
ference at the recent international 
radio conclave at Madrid. Spain The 
Army and Navy of the United States 
keenly recognize the possibilities of 
potential trained operators in the 
event of war and give the amateur 
every aid and encouragement.
In emergencies the amateur oper­
ator has written an indelible record 
of accomplishments. He has provid­
ed. in a number of cases, the only 
means of outside communication in 
flood and storm emergencies, not to 
mention the cases of minor import­
ance where life and property have 
been saved and suffering alleviated.
There is no thought of recompense 
on the part of an amateur operator 
It is truly a public spirited organiza­
tion of men who, by reason of pro­
ficiency in the art of radiotelegraphy, 
are able to perform inestimable pub­
lic service. Such in brief, is the Knox 
County Amateur Wireless Associa­
tion.
Through the kindness of the Cen­
tral Maine Power Company, the As- ,------------------
sociation now holds its meetings in So many queer ideas are generated , 
the lecture room over that company's jn the faculty of Dr. Nicholas Mur- I 
office on Main street, in Rockland, ray Butler's skull-works that we have 
The meetings are held regularly come to regard'it as Columbia, the 
every Friday evening at 7.15 and any- germ of the notion — Philadelphia In- 
one interested is invited.
For the next meeting, Jan. 27, an 
entertainment program has been ar­
ranged, consisting of music and 
“mystery acts" by Barney "Damon”
Jones, the "Mystery Maestro" of the 
Association, whose weekly exhibitions 
are one of the high points of the 
meetings.
The Association invites and urges 
every amateur, and those who desire 
to become affiliated, to attend the 
meeting Friday evening. “73s."
Interest centers in the broad­
cast of "Das Rheingold" Friday 
afternoon at 2 o’clock from the 
Mitropotitan Opera House as 
Doris Doe, a former Bar Harbor 
girl, will be starred in the cast. 
Miss Doe formed many local 
friends during a visit last sum­
mer with Mrs. Harriet Stickney at 
Crawford's Lake. The broadcast 
will be sent ovdr the NBC net­
work.
Edna St. Vincent Millay read 
a number of her poems over a 
coast to coast network last night, 
making >pecial reference to one 
which <he wrote at 19 while 
making her home in “a little town 
named Camden, in Maine."
"Where is the capital of the 
United States?" asked one of the 
comedians last night.
“Over ln France” was the an­
swer, "and most of it will prob­
ably stay there,
♦ ♦ ♦
Those who listened tn late Ia4 
night found a considerable ac­
cumulation of static.
A MINSTREL SHOW
Forty Club Has Many Old Time Fav­
orites In Its Production To Be 
Given Feb. 6
Except for a slight increase in shoe 
production in a few factories Maine 
last month showed the customary 
recession found at that season of the 
year. Most saw mills were closed, al­
though some wooden box factories 
remained fairly active. There was a 
slight recession in the production of 
pulp and paper mills, the granite in­
dustry remained quiet, with many 
quarries closed, and machine shop.-, 
and foundries continued to operate on 
restricted schedules. One steam rail- 
load released 100 workers from vari­
ous departments.
The new amendment to tne Consti­
tution cuts 43 days off the term ot 
Franklin D. Roosevelt as President oi 
the United States and two months off 
the end of each Congressman’s term. 
Incidentally it reduces each Con­
gressman’s salary $1666 for the period 
thus served. The lame-ducking does 
not appear to be who’ly confined to 
those statesmen who have been voted 
tut of office.
There has just been introduced in 
the Maine House of Representatives 
a bill which should be passed unani­
mously. It requires highway pedes­
trians to walk on the left side 
of the road facing oncoming motor 
vehicles. Tlie Courier-Oazette has 
advocated this for a number of years 
and is at Iocs to see why any pedes­
trian should be so foolhardy as to 
walk on the right hand side of the
MOWING THEM DOWN
Both Rockland High Teams 
Keep Slate Clean By Beat; 
ing Thomaston
Rockland Takes 'Em
Rcckland High expected "rough go­
ing" in the Thomaston gym last 
night, and so far as the boys’ garni 
was concerned it certainly was. 
Thcmaston led at the end of the first 
and third prnods, and the score was 
31 all when the gong sounded for tlie 
end of the last period. In the over­
time Rorkland scored seven points 
while Thomaston, could squeeze in 
only two. The honors were pretty 
evenly divided on both teams. The 
Rockland girls had much easier sled­
ding, winning the match 30 to 2C 
Score of boys’ game:
XiM'kUnd High 
Q
i Armata, If ............... 0
*\Frohock, if ............. ' 2I ..
Pellicane, rf 
Preeman, c ... 
Pietroski, lg 
Thomas, rg .
F
1
1
2 
2 
0 
0
TotaLs ................  16
Thomaston High 
O
Grafton, rg ............ 4
Perry, lg ................. 2
Stackpole, c ........... 1
j E. Jacobs, c ........... 0
Jacobs, rf ................. 4
.Caven, rf ................. 0
Keefe, If .................. 0
Anderson. If ........... 0
Totals ...................11
Referee. Wotton.
F
K
3
1
0
0
0
1
1
11
38
P
13
7
3
0
3
0
1
1
33
Rockport 38, Camden 35
Camden High made a gallant finish 
j in Tuesday night's game at Rock­
port but could not overcome the sub­
stantial lead of the home team, 
j Camden's "weaker sex" team had the 
' satisfaction of defeating its opponent 
32 to 25. Score of boys' game: 
Rorkport
O F P.
L. Snow. If .................... 5 0 101
Wentworth. If ..... -....... 0 0 0 :
Payson, rf .........   4 4 12
Colamore. c ...... ....... ..... 4 3 11
Orant, lg .........   0 1 1 |
J. Annis, lg .............   0 0 0
E. Annis, rg ................ 12 4
14 10 38
Camden
others. This entertainment will be 
' a blow aimed at Old Man Depres-1 
1 sion, as the price for both the show
and dancing will be only 40 cents 
j ThLs 4k done so that everyone may ( 
have the opportunity of forgetting 
I cares and troubles for one evening at j
least.
The Forty C?_b is fortunate in hav- , 
1 mg among its members a musician 
| of such talent as Al Rougier. whose j 
long experience in the theatres of
Brown, rg 
Fairbrother, 
McLeod, lg 
Clark, lg ...
Dean, c .....
McKeen. c
Lord, rf .....
Payson, rf 
Melvin. If
rg
Reviving its custom of giving the 
citizens of Rockland, at least once a 
year, an evening of rollicking enter­
tainment. the Forty Club will pre­
sent another of its minstrel shows __ _ ______ _____ _______
I at the High Schoo! on Feb. 6 with^, Boston and vicinity coupled with hLs 
■ free dancing after the show. In the’i work of teaching fits him for his job 
lineup will be seen such stars as as director. He is rapidly moulding 
Maynard Marston. Lou Cook Harry i into shape what promises to be one 
i Smith, John McLoon, Ben Dowling, of the finest shows presented in 
Dick Bird, Ross McKinney and l Rockland in many a day —adv.
Referee, Wotton.
f
G
2
0
1
0
7
0
0
0
5
15
F
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
p
5
04
0
15 I
0
0
0
11
35
Waldoboro Took Two
Union High fared badly in Waldo­
boro Tuesday night, the boys losing 
40 to 11. while the girls lost 26 to 
14, Leavitt was high man. scoring 
one more basket than Piper and E. 
Achorn each maae. The score:
-.,^1 Piper. If
Waldoboro High
a
__ ___ ______ 6
P
0
0
qqirer.
It’s beyond us. If the people would 
spend four billion, everybody would 
prosper; if the Government spends 
four billion, everybody Ls poorer.—At­
lantic City Union.
road, particularly in the night when 
the motorist traveling on that side is 
blinded to his presence by the glare I 
of an approaching car. The person 
walking on the right hand side of tlie ] 
highway Ls in constant danger from ' 
cars approaching from the rear, bu; 
if he uses the left hand side the ap­
proaching car is always visible. It is ( 
□ matter of so much importance that 
it should be universally taught in th' 
S'ChocL:.
Thc Courier-Gazette is in receipt ol 
a Very interesting booklet entitled 
"The Romance and Drama of the 
Rubber Industry." It contains a 
compilation of 51 talks recently given 
on the "Voice of Firestone" program 
by Harvey S. Firestone Jr. Mr Fire­
stone is not a novelist, and the book 
Is not a romance, but the articles 
have all the interest of fiction, and 
ire decidedly more valuable as relat­
ing to one of our largest industries.
MICKIE SAYS—
IF THERE'S AUYTWIMff A LlVk 
STORE KEEPER LIKSE, ITS A
eOMPLASCMT fiOMPCTTOR 
WMO THROWS OUT HtS (SMESTM 
1 BRAGS, " WHY SHOULD 1 RUU 
AW AO IU the PAPER-J EVERY 
I BODY KMOWS MR I ♦
HAVE YOU ' 
SUBSCRIBES 
-to your <n 
HOKE PAPER-
[the friendly store]
Cut To Fry If Desired
LITTLE PIG PORK ROAST, lb 10c
REEF CHUCK ROAST, lb 08c
BONELESS RIB OVEN ROAST, lb 18c
FRESH
SPARER1BS,
FEET,
BACON, Fat and Lean, 
PORK BUTTS,
PORK STEAK,
PIG
Ib 10c 
Ib 08c 
Ib 10c 
lb 10c 
lb 18c
Ib 20c 
lb 18c 
lb 20c 
Ib 25c 
lb 20c, 25c 35c 
lb 18c
NATIVE VEAL STEAK,
ROUND BEEFSTEAK,
CUBED STEAK,
BONELESS SIRLOIN,
RUMP STEAK,
FRESH HONEYCOMB TRIPE, 
BONELESS HAMS, lb 14c
RUMP ROAST, lb 15c
HAM TO FRY, lb 19c
20 Lb. Tub SILVER LEAF LARD, 1.39 
SUNKIST ORANGES, 2 doz 29c 
10 LB. BAG ONIONS,
MILD CHEESE,
19c 
lb 19c 
5 lbs 25ci Benner, If
CDFPf4IC
E. Achorn, rf.....
Iibes. rf ..............
! Leavitt, c ..........
...... 6
0
......... 7
0
0
0
12 1
0
14 ICEBERG LETTUCE, 2 heads 19cuiELlALu • • • (Simmons, c ......Heald. lg ............
Raid, lg .............
0
0
........ 0
0
0
0
ol
0
0
TANGERINES, 2 doz 29c
R. Achorn, rg ....... .....I
for
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Ladies' Aprons, each................................. 10c and 15c
Oilcloth Table Covers, each ................................... 19c
Water Bottles and Syringes, each ....................... 39c
Men’s Hose, pair.......................................... 5c and 10c
Water Sets (pitcher and six tumblers) for the 
set, only .................................................................. 25c
We still have some extraordinary values left in our 
January Clearance Sale
Ladies’ $1.00 Dresses ............................................... 69c
Ladies’ Hosiery, pair................................................... 09c
Brassieres, each............................................................. 09c
Children’s Hose, pair ...............................................  09c
Fresh New Lot of Fig Bars, pound........................... 10c
Union High
Cunningham.
| Hitt, lg .......
Creighton, c .
Ahoe, rf .....
Perris, If .....
rg
20
O
1
0
0
3
1
F
1
0
•
0
0
40
P 
3 
0 
0 
6 
2
1 11 
four 8's.Referee. Woodcock.
5
Time,
PURE BARBADOS MOLASSES, gal 59c 
P. & G. SOAP, 5 bars 14c
CIGARETTES, popular brands, carton 1.15 
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR, bag 69c 
FAT MEATY PRUNES, 3 lbs 23c
E. B. CROCKER 5c& 10c 
TO $1.00 STORE
. 'TIWWOT'
(Widely known for its Larger Variety and Lower 
Prices)
SOCONY "W?
for oil ranges
STRAND THEATRE
One of the most heralded motion 
pictures comes for Friday and Sat­
urday. It ls "I Am a Fugitive From 
a Chain Gang,” starring Paul Muni.
Not only Is “I Am a Fugitive From 
a Chain Gang," said to carry more 
thrilling and sensational episodes 
than any other picture made this 
year but it presents a triple romance 
g of strange and glamorous loves, 
against a background of incredible 
prison chain gang brutalities. The 
- story, which was authored by Robert 
E. Burns, who Ls still in hiding from 
chain gang police, shows men driven 
to desperation by the tortures f the 
whipping post, poor food, excessive 
labors in broiling heat and other 
cruelties. Paul Muni, as the fugitive, 
makes a sensational escape and 
crosses into another state. After 
years of struggle, he makes good 
under an assumed name, but a 
woman who discovers his past, be­
trays him. He is returned to the 
chain gang only to escape again in 
one of the moat breath-taking epi­
sodes of the current season. There 
is no more touching figure than this 
fugitive, a man yearning for love 
and home, an ex-service man skulk­
ing from place to place, not daring 
to show his face, unable to marry 
the girl he loves devotedly. Truly, 
a man wiithout a country.—adv.
SIMON PURE LARD, 2 lbs 13c
This is Pure Leaf Lard, Even Better Than Pure 
Lard. You Will Use Less
MACARONI OR SPAGHETTI 
10 Pound Box 57c
Chase & Sanborn’s 
Seal Brand 
Coffee 31clb
FISH COUNTER SPECIALS
Fish Sticks, 
Cod Steaks, 
Swordfish,
2 lbs 25c 
2 lbs 25c 
lb 25c
CLEAN 
BURNING
PROMPT
DELIVERY
ECONOMICAL
WITH THE BOWLERS
Wholesalers 4, Burpees 1
“Ty" Cobb went on a rampage at 
the Recreation Alleys Tuesday night 
and established a new three-string 
record of 270. The high string was 
135, but with it were two that listened 
pretty good to the Wholesalers—110 
and 125. Bowling as a four-man team 
the Burpees totaled 1111 and lost by i 
111. How's that for aces? The score:
Wholesalers—Rogers 283. Mealing 
276, Martin 293, Cobb 370, total 1222.
Burpees—Lawry 272, Hanson 277, 
Clarke 276, Stewart 286, total 1111.
Halibut to Fry, lb 19c 
Fresh Tongues, 2 lbs 25c 
Fresh Shrimp, lb 25c 
Smoked Shad, lb 15c 
Alewives, 4 for 25c
Smoked Mackerel, lb 15c 
Salt Mackerel, lb 15c 
Fish Bits, 4 lbs. 25c 
Tongues, Sounds, Ib 15c 
Fish Cakes, 2 cans 23c 
Corned Hake, lb 12c 
Fresh Salmon, lb 25c 
Finnan Haddie, lb 19c
all ELECTRICAL
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
PHONE ROCKLAND 115
It is stated by no less than Ogden 
Mills that capital in the hands of a 
few men ls much more productive 
than in the hands of count lew thou­
sands. Our situation, therefore, is 
practically perfect,—The New Yorker.
FRANCIS E. HAVENER
.70S BROADWAY
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 
ROCKLAND TEL. 370
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TALK OF THE TOWN ORRIN H. WOODCOCK
While Shopping
STEP IN AT
CHISHOLM’S
And Enjoy a Plate of
HOME MADE
ICE CREAM
HEALTHFUL 
REFRESHING 
GOOD FOR THE 
KIDDIES
In Pints and Quarts 
To Take Home
CANDIES
COMING NCIGHBOKHOOD CVRNT8
Jon 28-27 — Camden — Lions Musical 
Bevue, at thp opera house 
: Jail 27 — Thomaston — Arcana Lodge, 
K P entertainment and dance.
Jan 27-Installation of officers Oolden 
Itod Chapter. U. E. 8.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 2 Milk fund boxing exhibition 
at Empire Theatre.
Feb. 3—Thomaston Operetta. "Dream 
Boat." presented by grade schools.
Feb. 3—13 to 9.30) Woman's Educa- 
| tional Club meets at Copper Kettle
Feb. 8- Monthly meeting of City Gov­
ernment.
Feb 8—Forty Club Minstrels at High 
- School auditorium.
Feb. 7—Maud Andrews Lincoln reading 
I at Universalist vestry.
Feb 12- -Lincoln's Birthday.
Peb. 14—8t. Valentine's Dav.
Feb 14—Camden—C. C. H. Club Valen­
tine Ball at the Opera House, 
b Feb IS The Junior Class, R H. S.. 
presents The Automatic Butler," a 
farce In three acts
Feb. IS—Annual Junior play at High 
School auditorium.
r Feb. 17-Kippy Karnival at Rockland 
High School.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Third dhnual Coast Ouard 
ball. Temple hall.
Feb 24 — Camden — Fifty-first Annual 
Ball of Atlantic Engine Co., at the Opera 
' House
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied 
i bodies meet In Bangor.
Peanut Butter Chips 
19c lb
“Old Homestead” 
Asst. Chocolates 
25c lb 
Jumbo
Salted Peanuts 
« 25c lb
CHISHOLM’S
FRESH MADE CANDIES 
AND ICE CREAM
ROCKLAND, MAINE
WEATHER
There's one privilege that even the 
depression cannot deny us, and that's 
talking about the weather, whenever 
or wherever we choose. With the 
ground still bare and the tempera­
ture up near the 40's almost every 
day the conversation may be varied 
considerably. Instead of saying "Nice 
day. isn't It?” one can remark:
I ''Didjer ever see the beat?” There 
are wonderful possibilities in a weath­
er dialogue when one gets right down 
] to business. Today's forecast is for 
rain or snow, or both, almost every­
where except on the Maine coastal 
region. In Boston this morning the' 
1 barometer was steady at 29.77; the 
temperature was 34, and highest yes­
terday 40.
Dr. William Ellingwood is in Wa­
terville today attending a clinic.
Alfred C. Hocking, .manager of the 
Long Cove granite plant, is in New 
York on business.
Pleasant Valley Orange circle sup­
per will be postponed until further 
, notice because of sickness.
Dr. P. O. Bartlett, who has been 
seriously ill, ts convalescing, and will 
. be able to answer calls today.
Due to so much illness among the 
children, the meetings of the Betty 
Boop and Bimbo Club will be can-
j celled until further notice.
Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S. meets 
tomorrow night at 7.30 for business 
only. Definite plans for the installa­
tion of officers will be made.
Arthur Porter was given a 30 day 
sentence in jail Tuesday by Judge 
Dwinal after being convicted of as­
sault and battery on Roy Furbush.
The American Legion Auxiliary j 
will serve a public supper Saturday, 
from 5 to 7 at Legion hall with Mrs 
^Elizabeth Barton as chairman.
Mrs. Carl CiFsens fell from n chair 
Monday at the Baptist Corner build- , 
ing, while extinguishing a light and 
spraining her foot, thus necessitating 
tlie us? of crutches.
The builders'crew on the new cruiser 
Portland includes some excellent rol­
ler skaters, who disport themselves 
each night at the nearby Spanish 
Villa.
Past presidents' night Is to be oh- 
jJZTZrEJafZJ2J?J^JZr?JZrZIZrZreRrZJZI s„rved at the meeting of Edwin Libby
——_____________________________ , Relief Corps tonight with Mrs. Re-
_ ______________________________  bccca Ingraham occupying the chair
as president. Circle supper will be
Don’t Cough
USB
McCARTY’S 
COUGH STOP
It is an old fashioned cough mix­
ture made from a formula handed 
down from our grandmother's 
time. Used for coughs and ordi­
nary Throat Irritations.
Price 50c Bottle
SOLD BY
D. L. McCARTY
THE NORTHEND DRUOOIST 
ROCKLAND. ME.
Mail Orders Filled
1-tf
served at 6 o'clock.
Rev J. L. Corson of the Penobscot 
Bay Sea Coast Mission and Mrs. Clara 
B. Emery of the W.C.T.U. legislative 
committee are attending the hearings 
»n the Audet beer bill in Augusta to-
1 day.
There will be many extras at Mon- 
1 day night's big meeting of Knox 
Lodge. Following supper at 6.30 the 
crack team from Warren will work 
ttte degree on a class of candidates. 
Those not solicited should provide
pastry.
John H. McLoon. David Daris, L. 
h. Cook and Albert McPhail have re­
turned from Boston where they at- 
i tended an enthusiastic dealer con- 
I Terence of New England's Lynn'Range 
OU Burner men at the University
Llub.
See Barney the Frog! 
Felix the Cat!
Our Window Sill Puppy 
Dogs
They’re Cute! And They 
Hold Plants!
Great Prises for Parties! 
Nice for Valentines, too!
“SILSBY’S”
FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
10-11
Miss Estelle Hall has been sub­
stituting for Miss Mabel Stover 
Grade II at the McLain school Miss 
1 Stover returned yesterday after an 
I attack of the grippe. Miss Anna 
Coughlin of the High School faculty 
ls 111. her neohew, Donald CoughKn, 
substituting for her.
In the vernacular of the day, the 
crew of the Steamer Westport has 
been all "shot to pieces" by th>' 
grippe epidemic. Ray Grinda! has 
just returned to hLs duties after a 
siege. William L. Spinney Ls still laid 
up and this week finds Oeorge B 
Davis a victim. Tom McGrath of 
Camden is substituting for Mr. Davis.
WARREN FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
Wanen. Maine
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1932 
Cash in office and bank *2,203 87
Gross cash assets   *2.203 87
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
Net cash assets *2.203 87(
Premium notes subject to
assessment  ............................ *15.603 00
Deduct all assessments and
payments ............................. 1,580 30
Ml > \1 Mf /,\f Mf Ml /.Al /.A| Ml Ml Ml AA
PICK PLENTY OF 
FLANNEL TIES 
55c
2 for $1.00
“Variety!” said the artist as he 
sketched the picture. “Value!" we 
added as this ad was written. 
And we ran assure you there's both 
Value and Variety awaiting you in 
this sale of
Flannel Ties at 55c 
Two for $1.00
Beautiful Plaids in Attractive 
Colorings
Mogador Silk Ties 
29c
Two for Half a Dollar
Wonderful values in these wear 
resisting ties in neat, appealing 
stripes.
Bow Ties of same 
material, 25c
Gregory’s
ROCKLAND, ME.
Death of Former Deputy
Sheriff Who Had Been Ac­
tive In Town Affairs
Funeral services for Orrin Hunt 
Woodcock were held at his late home 
in Cushing Tuesday afternoon, with 
a large attendance of hts fellow 
townsmen and quite a number from 
nearby towns. Rev. H. I. Holt of 
Camden and Rev. W. E. Lewis of 
Friendship officiated. Respect for the 
deceased and sympathy for the sur­
vivors found expression in the manv 
beautiful flowers which surrounded 
the casket, special designs being sent 
by Accm Orange P. of H.; thc 
Ladies’ Aid Society of Cushing and I 
the Broad Cove School. Th? bearers 
were Carl Pales, Irving Fales, Clarence ' 
Wales and Herman Killeran. The in­
terment was in the family lot at thc 
Norton cemetery.
The death of Mr Woodcock saw j 
the passing of one of the town's best 
known citizens. He was born Sept. 14. j 
1874, son of Loses L. and Jane (Oay» I 
Woodcock He spent his entire life in 
his native town, which he had so ably I 
served hi the capacity of selectman 
and town clerk. Ten years' service as 
deputy sheriff earned him a county- 
wide acquaintance, while his loyalty 
to the Republican party found its 
expression ln 35 years' service on the 
tewn committee, and he had also 
been a member of the county com­
mittee. A short time ago he was ap­
pointed a justice of the peace by Gov. 
Gardiner. He was one of the charter 
members of Acorn Orange.
His townspeople saw in him a pub­
lic spirited citizen, who was found en­
listed tn every good cause, and always 
a willing worker, whether for his 
church, or for some civic enterprise.. 
Friends found him always a genial 
companion.
Mr. Woodcock is survived by one 
sister. Miss Mina A. Woodcock, one 
unele and several cousins.
MRS. CELESTE WOOD
I Celeste (Philbrick) widow of
Charles F. Wood, died last Sunday at
, the home of her daughter, Mrs. H. de 
[ Forrest Smith, in Amherst, Mass., 
where she had been making her 
home for a number of years. Death 
: followed a short illness.
) The deceased was a native of 
I Rockland, which city continued to 
' be her residence until she went to 
, spend her last years with her daugh- 
I ter, her late husband being for many 
I years a prominent business man on 
, Main street. She was one of the old- 
) est members of the Rcckland Con­
gregational Church, and her activi- 
| ties over a long period had gTeatly 
1 endeared her to the supporters of 
j that church. The city’s social activi- 
i ties over that same period also 
| found her occupying a position of 
I much prominence.
, In addition to her daughter, Mrs. 
(Wood is survived by one grand­
daughter, Miss Barbara Smith.
Cyclone Sawyer, the Bath pugilist, 
who is scheduled to meet Bud Fisher 
in this city Feb 2. won a technical 
knockout over Mickey Holbrook of 
Quincy. Mass., in Portland Tuesday 
night.
Rockland is reported to be losing 
lots of Island business this winter be-, 
cause of the fact that there Is iw| 
landing floats for small boats. In 
summer there are excellent facilities
at the Public Landing and the Maine In local Catholic circles yesterday 
Air Transport's float, but neither is much sorrow was being expressed 
now available, and customers who j over the death of Rev. Nicholas J.
Horan, jfastor of St. Dominic's 
Roman Catholic Church in Portland, 
and former pastor of St. Mary's 
Church ir. Bath.
come across the bay are faced with 
the unwelcome task of climbing 1 
greasy ladders—not a pleasant Job I 
for some of us, at low tide It is a j 
situation which demands prompt at-\ 
tent ion on the part of the City Oov-' 
eminent, Chamber of Commerce or j 
somebody. The most available place 
ls said to be where the Simmons- ‘ 
White float formerly lay.
Forty-five members of the Boys- and 
Girls' Service Club of Tillson avenue 
were treated to a fish chowder yes­
terday at the home of Mrs. Jennie 
Allen Wilson bv Oonortunity Class of 
the First Baptist Church. Mrs. Addie i 
Small, president, was in charge, as­
sisted by other members of the class 
Other features of the menu were 
crackers, hot rolls, milk, mince and 
apple pie. oranges and candy. The 
fish for the chowder was donated by 
M B Perrv, a kindness much appre­
ciated by the class. The children are • 
invited to supper by Miriam Rebekah 
Lodge Saturday at 5 o'clock at Odd 
Fellows hall, with Mrs Austin Smith 
in charge. The dinner next Wednes­
day at Mrs. Wilson's home will be 
provided by Baraca Class of the 
Methodist Church.
Thirty-five Maine Fairs received 
*32.396 in State stipends during the 
year 1932. the State Agricultural De­
partment announces.* Included in 
this list were: Lincoln County fair, 
*569; North Knox Society, *654; 
Sagadahoc Society iTopsham), *1947
The nominating committee of the 
Knox County Fish and Oame Asso­
ciation met at The Thorndike Tues­
day night, and selected a ticket 
which will undoubtedly meet with 
the approval of thc full membership. 
Preceding this task the committee 
and guests enjoyed a very nice sup­
per.
BORN
BUTLER—At Thomaston. Jan. 22. to Mr I 
and Mrs Sheridan Butler, a son.
COUSINS—At Warren. Jan 24 to Mr 
and Mrs Leonard Cousins, a daughter I 
Laura Ann.
MELVIN—At Rockland. Jan. 19, to Mr 
and Mrs. Ambrose Melvin, a daughter. 
Faith Janice.
DOUGHTY—At Vlnslheven. Jan. 22. to 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doughty, a son. 
THIBODEAU—At Friendship. Jan. 22. to
Mr and Mrs Joseph Thibodeau, a son.
BOIJ3UC—At West Penobscot. Jan. 19. to 
Mr. and Mrs. George Bolduc, a 
daughter.
The officers of Rockland Lodge. 
F AM., will be installed tonight by 
Rt. Wor. John D. Mitchell, district 
deputy, assisted by Ralph U. Clark 
as grand marshal and Rev. W. S 
Rounds as grand chaplain. The of- 
flcers-elect are: Harold L. Karl mas­
ter, Ralph A. Calderwood senior 
warden. Jesse E. Bradstreet junior 
warden. Willis R* Lufkin treasurer. 
I. Lawton Bray, secretary. John A 
Stevens, senior deacon. William L. 
O'Brien, junior deacon. Myron E. 
Young, chaplain. Tobias Smalley 
marshal. Edgar B. McBrine senior 
steward. Raymond C. Ludwig junior 
steward.
WE GIVE 
GUI.D BOND 
STAMPS or 
S. & II. GREEN
STAMPS
s IM O NT O N ’DEPARTMENT STORE 
410*12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
s s. ASK FOR & II. GREEN STAMPS or GOLD BOND 
STAMPS
SALE
For The Last Few Days of Simonton’s January 
and Pre-Stock-Taking Sale, We Will Put On 
Extraordinary Special Values At This Price
Women’s Full Fashioned Silk and Wool
Hosiery, per pair—
In the most wanted shades.
Ruffled White Voile Curtains, pair—
Formerly *1.00. The quality of the material will 
please you. Come early!
Women’s Rayon Silk Bloomers, 2 for
In Peach or Pink.
Also Rayon Striped Jersey Bloomers, 
2 for—
White Quality Cloth Slips
With hand mode lace trimming. Special at-
Women’s 10% Wool Tucks and Vests 
to match, at each—
Also Children’s Union Suits for—
Men’s Fancy Silk or Silk and Wool 
Hosiery, at 2 pair for—
Men’s English Wool Hose, Heather 
Mixture, also at 50c
Women’s Bandeaux, Brassieres or Gar­
ter Belts, Unusual Values at—
Back and side hook bandeaux. They're well made 
and expertly styled; in a splendid selection. At 
two for 50c. Or Bandeaux and Garter Belt.
Children’s Silk and Wool Hosiery /-*
2 pair for— 50
Boys’ Golf Hose; 3 pair for—
Linen Squares, 36 in. x 36 in.,
Fast color, printed lace designs; a good 89c value for
Also Exceptional Values in Scarfs at 50c
Fast Colored Broadcloth Aprons, 2 for
New patterns and nicely made.
Full Size Quilted Cotton Batting, 72x90 ZLg —
Snow white. An exceptional value. I Ms I It
Also 2—1-Pound 35c Batts for 50c
50 in. Drapery and Upholstery Repp,
The *1 00 quality. In colors Oreen. Brown or Blue
Also Sunfast and Tubfast Cretonnes, 
3 yards for 50c
12 M. All Silk Pongee, 3 yards for—
Usually sold at 25c yard.
In the Dress Goods Department—excellent tor 
curtains, too.
Snow White Pillow Tubing, 40 or 42 
inches wide; 3 yards for—
Also Fine Quality Heavy Unbleached 
Sheeting, 40 in. wide; 7 yards for
Good Quality 81 x99 in. Bleached Sheets
A splendid value for 50c. Made from a firm and 
evenly woven sheeting of soft snowy white finish.
42x36 in. Pillow Cases to match, 4 for—
50
Large 70x80 in. Sheet Blankets, plaid, 
Patterned; at—
A soft, fleecy blanket In colorful plaid pattern. 
Easy to launder.
Large 22x44 Cannon Turkish Bath
Towels, of Double Loop Weave; 2 for
The double thread, weave means extra absorbcrcy 
and softness.
Washable Lingette Slip Fabrics, 3 yds. /
Formerly sold at 38c to 75c per yurd—Very Sjjecial ' lu
Also Slimmerette; 2 yards for— A
15 Year Guaranteed Carlton Silver; Z _ _ 
4 Piece* for—
Wool and Silk Neck Scarfs at 50c
Silk and Wool Crepe Dress Goods
In plain colors; Tan, Rose, Navy and Grey; 53c 
and 69c value.
2 yards for—
Many other items, extraordinary values, not mentioned in this advertisement
GEORGES VALLEY PIKEducted the evening service at the 
Baptist Church in this place Mon­
day evening. Solos were rendered by 
Mr. Mosher and Mrs. Barter of Rock­
land. The special meetings will con­
tinue this week.
Alvah Chadwick has been ill with 
grippe thc past week.
Mrs. Alice Wall of Willardham 
visited Mrs. Clara F. Clark Saturday.
Mrs. Alice Jones is visiting in Rock­
land.
Rev. John Holman ls 111 from 
grippe. •
TliompscnandCrosby Prior have con­
cluded their duties with the Consoli­
dated Lobster Co. of Gloucester. Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Roy Carter, Mrs. 
Helen Bums and Miss Gera Idin'1 
Burns visited Mr. and Mrs. A C. 
Waltz in West Waldoboro Sunday.
Ansel Orne of Cushing was a visitor 
Sunday at Mr. and Mrs Austin 
Orne's.
j Carlisle T. Lash is spending th; 
Week with his family in Cambridge. 
Mass.
PORT CLYDE
Grippe is prevalent in this vicinity 
and many families are victims of it.
Mrs. Harry Lowell has returned 
from a visit in Camden.
Mrs. Jennie Butler continues quite 
ill and is attended by Dr. Gross.
Joe Murray cut his hand quite seri­
ously while chopping wood one day 
last week.
Mrs. Clyson Coffin has moved into 
the rent recently vacated by Paul 
Traugh.
Several from this place attended 
the special meetings held at the Bap­
tist Church in Thomaston.
Rev. Sidney E. Packard of Booth- 
bay called on friends in this place 
Saturday.
A heavy wind struck this place last 
Friday. A chimney was blown from 
the house owned by Forest Morris.
Mrs. Norma Hawkins of Tenant's 
Harbor, teacher of the primary 
school at this place, is suffering from 
pneumonia. It is hoped that she will 
be able to resume her duties soon.
Rev. L. O. Perry of the Littlefield 
Memorial Church in Rockland con­
An important meeting will bc held 
at Masonic hall. Union. Monday 
: night. Senators, Representatives, 
j county officers, and all other citizen; 
of Knox and Waldo Counties are 
urged to be present. Supper will b" 
served at 7 o'clock. Everybody is 
welcome. Oeorge E. Nichols
Chairman.
FRIENDSHIP
Cf
K
Ladies’ O’shoes
$5.00 WOOL JERSEY, Quick Fasten- $1 JQ 
ers. Now .......................................... la1!*/
$4.00 WOOL JERSEY, Four Buckle. QO
$2.50 ONE SNAP RUBBERIZED rn 
CLOTH OVERSHOES. Now...............J J
$1.50 ALL RUBBER SNAP OVER- QQ 
SHOES. Now............................................ */O
$2.50 ALL RUBBER OVERSHOES. $1 yr 
Auto Fasteners. Now.................. la I J
$1.25 CHILDREN'S ALL RUBBER aq 
SNAP OVERSHOES. Now..................*/O
Schools are closed for thc remain­
der of the week due to the prevailing 
i gripjj? epidemic.
L. R. Burns and Daniel Coogan 
metored to Bangor Monday.
Mrs. Hattie M. Wotton has returned 
home from a two weeks' visit wit'.'’ 
her daughter Mrs. Nellie Brazier ln 
Danvers, Maas.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Thibodeau are 
receiving congratulations on the birth 
I of a son Jan. 22.
Capt. Charles Dodge, Clifton
University of Maine rtudents who 
came home during the next fortnight 
will scarcely be recognized by their 
parents, who are likely to set the dog 
on them. This is because of a beard­
growing contest open to all under­
graduates. which is being sponsored 
by the Campus, student oublication. 
The purpose of the contest is merely 
to provide a bit of diversion from the 
drudgery of final examinations 
which occur during the few days. At 
the end of the two weeks the con­
testants will present themselves to 
the judges for inspection and the 
person with the best beard, in the 
opinion of the Judges, will be award­
ed the grand prize. There will also 
be a second prize, and the person 
taking third place will receive honor­
able mention.
DIED
DYER—At Camden, Jan 25. Charles 
Dyer, aged 65 years. 11 months, 28 
days.
SMITH—At Augusta, Jan. 24. Leslie H 
Smith, formerly ol Thomaston, aged 
58 years. 1 month. 19 days. Funeral 
Thursday at 2 o'clock from Cushing 
funeral home. 10 Knox street. Thom­
aston.
HURD—At Ash Point. Jan. 24. George 
Henry Hurd, aged 63 years. 1 month. 
5 days. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock 
from late residence
WOOD—At Amherst. Mass.. Jan. 22, 
Celeste, widow of Charlea F. Wood.
McCLOUD—At Boston. Jan. 24, William 
C. McCloud, aged 81 years. Funeral 
services at Waterman chapel. 2328 
Washington street. Roxbury. Friday at 
2 p m Relatives and friends Invited
I. Leslie Cross hands us a program 
which was used In connection with 
i th* flrst annual concert, drill ant 
ball of Anderson Camp. S. of V. he’' 
March 13. 1884. F. H. Crockett wp.s 
floor director, having as aids W. H. 
Kittredge, E. W. Berry, Francis A. D 
Singtii, S. W. Lawry. R. H. Burpee 
and J. W. Rogers. Of this group Ml 
Lawry is the sole survivor.
Quoting from a letter received from 
sHcnry A. Howard who Ls down in "8; 
’Pete:" Chamber of Commerce of 8t 
Petersburg has registered 2112 more 
visitors than last season at this timc: 
that the Shuffleboard Club has en­
rolled 2111 members or 361 more than 
a corresponding period last year; tha: 
they have had only one cloudy div 
in seven weeks, that the weather is 
not as warm as iast winter. Every­
body for his special type of amuse- 
t: contract bridge, checkers 
ffleboard and dancing are al! 
but gathering odd shells, snakes 
and bugs suits Norman Lermond 
much better. That’s the life, tht 
place with variety of amusements to 
suit all. Where your tastes and in­
clinations can be satisfied.
men ;
fright i
Bal due on premium notes *14,042 70 
O. A. COPELAND, Secretary.
5-Th-ll
CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to thank all the neighbors 
and friends who were so kind during our 
recent bereavement; also for the beauti­
ful floral tributes.
Weldon M Arey. Joseph M. Arev. 
Galen N. Arey. Madine F. Arey.
Vinalhaven. Me •
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank neighbors and all 
other friends who have been so kind to 
me ln my bereavement, and to those 
who sent flowers for the funeral; es-
K dally Acorn Orange, the Ladles Aid clety and Broad Cove School.
Mina A. Woodcock.
Cushing. •
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to the 
Kings Daughters of both churches and 
all neighbors and friends who have re­
membered us during our recent Illness 
• Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Caler.
Scientists are trying to break up the 
atom. They should let it alone—it’s 
the only thing we have left that hasn't 
already gone to pieces—Atlanta Con­
stitution.
Our Advertising 
Columns Are 
the
Merchant’s 
Show Wmdows
For the next few weeks we shall make some especially low prices In 
stimulate trade. This week we offer—
GOOD HEAVY OVERALLS
at 85c
These are well made and give great satisfaction. Your money back 
if you are not satisfied
Notice our Men’s Zipper Coats at S3.75; and Boys’ at SL98 
Also Men’s and Boys’ Laced Leg Pants at *1.98 and S3.00
Especially nice line of Heavy Wool Stockings for cold weather,
at ............................................j..—................................. 25c and 50c
Goods purchased here are guaranteed to give satisfaction. If 
they are not what you want, if they don’t give .satisfaction, if for 
any reason you don't want them after you get them home; why, 
just bring them back and get your money.
WILLIS AYER, j
MCLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
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CHAPTER IX
I
In the Gulch.
GOING down to breakfast the next morning they found Star- 
buck waiting for them. When he 
asked what they were going to do 
with their day, Markham said they 
were Intending to drive about and 
have a look at Brewster and its 
surroundings. This brought forth 
an Invitation from the mine owner.
“If you are out on the Topaz 
road, stop at the Little Alice. I'm 
going out there shortly.”
The Invitation was accepted, con­
ditioned upon their driving that far.
As they were taking the roadster 
out of the hotel garage Landis 
asked what was to be the program 
for the day.
"I want to take a shot at trying 
to find out what Canby did with 
those two unaccounted-for hours j 
yesterday morning.”
The “shot" was fired methodical- i 
ly by making Inquiries on all the 
roads leading out of Brewster, and 
It led to nothing nntll the round ■ 
brought them to the road over 
which they themselves had driven 1 
ln. Here, at a cottage. Markham j 
stopped the car. saying. “There was 
a light tn this house when we came 
by yesterday morning; I noticed it. s 
It's only another of the wild 
chances; but we'U ask."
A woman answered their knock, 
and Markham began the well-worn 
formula.
“Pardon me, but we'U be grateful 
If you would answer a few ques­
tions for us, if you can. You were 
up early yesterday morning, weren't 
you ?”
The woman nodded. “I was—all 
of that. My baby was sick.”
“Do you often notice the passing 
of cars?"
“I couldn’t very well help it, 
could I—living that close to the 
road like this?" Then, pointing to 
the roadster, "1 saw that car. or 
one Just like it, go by a little after 
day, yesterday morning.”
“Quite right; and we were In It. 
Was It the only one you svv?"
“No, there were three more; big 
cars, all Just alike. Two going into 
town, and one coming out. I was
sitting by the window."
“Could you see this big car well 
enough to tell us how It lookelT'
“It was a fine, closed car, paint­
ed a kind of light yellow; a litniny- 
zeen, the;*1 call 'em. don't they?"
Markham nodded. “1 suppose 
you couldn't see the people In It, 
could you?"
“Only that there was two of 'em 
in the front seat; a man and a 
woman."
"Exactly. Now the next one; 
when did it come along?”
“Maybe a half hour or so after 
that. It was going the other way. 
It looked like the same car. Any­
way, It nas the same color.”
“And the 'bird one; which nay 
was it going?"
“It was going fn, and it was a 
big, yellow car. too. Just like the 
others. I saw It good."
"Could you see the folks In It?" 
“I could see only the one man, 
driving."
“An extraordinary good witness, 
that woman," Markham commented, 
when they drove on; adding. “That 
was a happy thought of yours, Owen 
—timing those three cars. Where 
does it land you?"
“I think you kuow. The three 
cars Just alike were one and the 
same car. And the man driving it 
all three times was Oanby."
“Check I The next question Is, 
why did he double back after he 
had left the professor and Betty at 
the hotel?"
"Wait," said Landis; and after a 
brow knitting pause, "I'm trying to 
reinember. Coming over last night 
you repented for me the talk you 
overheard between Canhv nnd the 
three In the Copah garage. Didn't 
you say something about Canby's 
meeting the others, as agreed?”
“You've got it! Ho did say Ju»t 
that. That’s why the Fleetwiug 
hasn't shown up in Brewster; 
they’ve left it somewhere along the 
mad; and Canby picked them up 
and brought them In. We re fram­
ing the puzzle tip, a bit at a time. 
1—hello—here we are at the Little 
Alice. Shall we 6top?",
“Have to. won't we? If Mr. Star- 
buck secs us, he'll think it queer 
If we drive past without stopping."
Markham parked the car. and as 
he was doing It. Starbuck came out.
"You are just in the nick of time 
to have a noon snack with us,” was 
Ihe mine owner's greeting. “Come 
on over to the mess shack and meet 
the staff.”
This was their introduction to the 
engineers’ and officer men's mess; 
and after the meal Starbuck took 
them ln hand and showed them 
through the mine.
After they had tramped for what 
seemed like miles in the network, 
Starbuck halted them ln a well- 
lighted heading where the chatter­
ing clamor of the air drills was 
deafening; and the silence, when 
the drills stopped, and the miners 
began to unlimber and drag them 
back from the heading, was almost 
ftp mf lib * _ . '-L
•‘This Is our main lead," Star 
buck explained, when the stoppage 
of the drill clamor gave him leave. 
“It's what the old miners call a 
’true fissure' vein, and they have 
a belief thnt such veins grow richer 
the deeper you drive." Then. “They 
are aiming to load the holes and 
fire, and we'd better move out."
As they came out of ihe mine, 
Markham asked the location of the 
Quavapai. Starbuck pointed up the 
road toward Lake Topaz.
"It's on the other side of the spur 
in the next gulch. If you are go­
ing that way, you'll see the dump 
as you pass the mouth of the | 
gulch."
They saw It. hanging like a huge 
gray beard from the mountain side, 
but a turn in the gulch hid the mine 
buildings. The side road was bar­
ricaded against traffic, and beyond 
the barricade they saw a man with 
a gun.
“What do you make of that?" 
Landis asked.
"No visitors need apply. I won­
der what Canby has up his sleeve j 
in there?"
“Time may tell. What do we do 
now. Go on hunting (pr the Fleet- 
wing?"
Markham made a sign of assent. 
"I'd like to know where those three 
men left it. and why. Also, why 
Canby went out to mpet them."
They stopped at the hotel to 
glance over the register in search 
of the three names Markham had 
copied from the record In St. Jo­
seph. The names did not appear, 
and, as they were driving out nf 
the hotel grounds they met Canby 
driving in. not tn the yellow limou­
sine, but In a sport roadster. The 
other occupant of the single seat 
was Betty Lawson. Canby seemed 
not to see them, hut Betty did and 
she waved to them.
"You see,” said Ijindis gloomily.
“I see that you are taking it ly­
ing down," Markham returned in a 
half growl.
“You think I wouldn't break In 
If 1 had an opening—that I don't 
care enough? Good Lord. Wally. 
I’d give the best ten years of my 
life If 1 could go hack to where I 
stood with Betty before I began to 
bury myself In tills cursed Inven 
tion of mine!" He choked up st 
that, and when he went on. "Show 
me un opening. Wally, and I'll walk 
Into It if h—I Is gaping on the other 
side of It! That's how much I'm 
taking it lying down!"
“Urn; that sounds more like It." 
was Markham's gruff approval, and 
he drove on.
Before they bad gone far. Landis, 
looking back, saw a small cur fol
lowing; a car that was apparently 
having trouble making the grades.
] since, however slowly they drove, it 
I never overtook them. After a time 
' 1-andis spoke of the struggling 
j flivver.
"That Lizzie seems to be making 
hard work of it." he said, when, on 
one of the reverse loopings. they 
could see it across the intervening 
gulch. It was stopped, and two men 
were apparently doing something to 
the motor.
j Markham gave the halted car 
j only a passing glance. “This is the 
j gulch where we saw the fire night 
i before last," he pointed out. “Sup- 
j pose we climb down there and 
' have a look."
They got out and scotched the 
i wheels with stones. The descent 
: into the gulch was down a precip- 
| itous slope. Before they had gone 
1 very far they came upon what ap­
peared to be a rough trail, with 
crushed and broken bushes lo mark
Its course.
"What's been happening here?" 
Landis asked. “More rock rolling?”
“I/joks like It; we'll find out when 
[ we get to the bottom."
At the bottom of the gulch they 
came suddenly upon the thing they 
were searching for—the remains of 
the fire. Wedged in the bottom of 
the gulch was the wreck of a large 
car crushed into a shapeless heap 
of Junk, and with everything burn-
; able blackened and destroyed.
“Now we know what made the 
! scarred trail," said Markham.
"That car ran off the road and 
! came down here and burned up. Is
' It the Fleetwing?"
Before Landis could reply, there 
came a vicious spat on the face of 
1 the rock beside which they were 
standing, followed by the crack of a 
rifle. They ducked behind the 
1 boulder, and at that there was an­
other report and the clang of a bul­
let upon the Iron work of the
wrecked car.
i “What the—?" Markham choked, 
j grabbing for his pistol. But Lan- 
j dis was cooler.
"Easy,” he counseled. "It's those 
fellows up at the flivver. Don't 
| waste your ammunition. The au- 
l tomatic won't carry half that far."
"D—n!" gritted Markham. “We're 
! penned up here like rats In a
trap!”
"No trouble about getting out of 
i it, with ail these rocks to dodge 
around," said Landis. Then, in a 
, sudden upblaze of passion, “I've 
had about enough of this d—d am­
bushing business, haven’t you? 
There is good cover 05 this other
side of the giilcli. We'll ninth ont 
that wny and see If we can't do a 
little of the ambushing ourselves!" 
Markham had always thought of 
Landis as a dreamer, a thinker, a 
student—ns anything but a fighting 
man.
But here was an entirely new de­
velopment. The dreamer, pale of 
face, to be sure, hut with his Jaw 
outthrust and the light of battle 
In his wideset gray eyes, was storm­
ing up ihe steep ascent nt a pace 
that made his heavier follower nant 
and blow. Thus it came about that 
Landis was the first to step out of 
a thick growth of little spruces at 
the level of the road. Markham 
burst ont of the cover a moment 
later, nnd what he saw was a fur­
ther proof thnt a lifelong friend­
ship may not reveal the whole man. 
even to his closest Intimate.
The small, dusty, rattletrap car 
was standing ns they had seen It 
from the opposite side of the gulch. 
Beside it were two men with their 
hands above their heads In defer 
ence to Landis' covering pistol, and 
at their feet lay the rifle with 
which one of them had been firing 
Into the gulch. Before Markham 
could get his breath. Landis was 
grilling the pair snappily.
“What did you fellows mean by 
firing at us when we were down
ed; stepped on Ihe gas, and witli 
a quick twist of the wheel whipped 
the roadster around the rear of the 
backing truck with no more than 
Inches to spare lietween a deep 
roadside ditch and the trundling 
menace.
No word was spoken nntll they 
were speeding over the mesa road 
toward the city. Then Markham 
said. “We ought to have shot that 
truck driver. Owen. It would have 
been Justifiable homicide, don't you 
think?"
"I don't think; 1 know." wus the 
gritting reply. “That was one of 
Canby's trucks; I saw the name. 
'Quavapai mine' on it as we came 
up. It's running In my mind that 
we'll have to kill a few people ont 
here, yet. before we're through. 
Wally. And by heavens. I'm tell­
ing you. right now. If they keep on 
asking for it. they'll get it!”
'Talk Fast and Talk Straight. If 
You Want to Go On Living!”
here? Talk fast and talk straight, 
f you want to go on living!"
“G-g-great Scott!" stuttered the 
aller of the two. “Are ye rneanln' 
a s-say hit was you-al, down yon- 
er in the gully?"
"You know d—d well It wasl 
That's your game? Who sent you 
ere to kill us off? Talk quick!”
"'Fore Gawd, mister, you got us
II wrong! We ain't aimin' to kill 
©body! I thort you was a h’ar; 
o help me, I did! They told us, 
own along, that we might meet up 
'Itb a b'ar cornin' through these 
tountains. and when we looked 
own yonder, we shore thort you- 
II wuz one, didn't we. Jeff?" ap­
pealing to his mate. “Good gravy! 
Yon don’t reckon we'd shoot at a 
man. knowin' It wuz a man, do ye?”
At this point Markham took a 
hand.
"Where are you fellows from?” 
he demanded.
“We're from Tennessee. Been 
to Utah, seein' If hit wuz a flttin’ 
country for white folks. Hit ain’t, 
and we're aimin' to go back where 
we come from."
Landis lowered bis pistol, but 
held It In readiness. "Why did you 
stop here?” he asked.
The man jerked his head toward 
the open cowl of the car. where a 
disconnected ignition wire offered 
the reason for a stop.
"Go ahead and fix It," said Land­
is curtly.
He and Markham waited beside 
the road until after the car had 
limped on around the next gulch 
looping. Then they got into their 
own car and headed for Brewster.
“Well." Markham said, after they 
had left the scene of their late ad­
venture a mile or more to the rear, 
“what's the answer? Is that wreck 
in the gulch what Is left of the 
Fleet wing?”
"I couldn't be sure. But It was 
an Eight. Y’ou saw that much, didn't 
you?"
Markham nodded. "Next, what's 
the answer to the two men In the 
flivver? Have you figured that
! out?"
"No; though I more than half be­
lieve they were lying. It's lucky for 
them that I wasn't sure."
“Gosh!" said Markham with a 
laugh. “A little while ago I said 
something to the effect that you 
might he lacking a few of the red 
corpuscles. I take It all back— 
every last word of It. Why have 
you never shown me the fighting 
side of you before, Owen? You 
haven't, you know.”
Landis’ smile was a mere tighten­
ing of the lips.
“You've heard the old saying. 
'Beware the wrath of a patient 
man,' haven't you? I'm patient, 
Wally—tood—d patient. I guess. As 
I said. I'm fed up. From this time 
on. by the Lord Harry. I fight for 
my own hand! I've been robbed 
and sandbagged and shot at. and 
the next man that tries it is going 
to get the best I've got in the box!”
"Gosh!” said Wally again; and 
this time he did not laugh.
On the flight down the mountain 
nothing happened until they were 
on the stretch approaching the side 
road leading to Canby's mine. Here, 
j however, there was a near accident. 
As they ran down they saw a heavy 
truck backing out of the main road 
I leading to the mine Markham 
sounded his horn, but the driver of 
the truck held on in a way to place 
the heavy vehicle fairly across the
highway.
It was too late to stop, and Mark­
ham did the only thing there was 
to do If a collision. to be. avert-
TO BE CONTINUED
UNION
Mrs Abbie Burgess who has been 
very ill wilh pneumonia Is slowly im­
proving.
Mrs. Cora Mank who has been 
confined to her bed for several days 
was able to sit up a short time Mon­
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foeter of Ten­
ant's Harbor were guests of relatives 
in this place Sunday. Mrs. Potter's 
father. Albert Mank. accompanies 
them home for an indefinite stay.
The ;:v roads have been the means 
o.' putting many care into the ditches, 
and many a man on his back, but no 
sjrious accidents have as yet been re­
ported.
There is much sickness hereabou's 
and Dr. Plumer tl kept bu«y early 
and late. Mr. Dav is driving the dec- I 
tot's car. thus enabmg him to rest a 
little between calls.
Owing to the prevailing epidemic 
the attendance a; church and church 
schcol was not a; large a; usual but 
it is hoped there will be larger at­
tendance next Sunday. T.iey a?e 
rehearsing for a pageant to be pre­
sented in thc evening. There will be 
special nut.-ic
Sunday morning at thc Church of 
thc Nazarcne thc pastor. Rev. J. W 
Ames, will preach on “The Last 
Judgment.” Thc service is at 10.30; 
Sunday school. 11.45; evangelistic 
service in thc evening at 7.30. A 
cord.al welcome is extended to all to 
at'end these services.
Mrs. Eda Schermerhorn. who for 
12 weeks has been confined to her 
couch and chair, is slowly learning to 
walk again.
Miss Lois Clough, a teacher in the 
Biddeford schools, is visiting her 
sister. Mrs. William Thomas, during 
the temporary closing of her school 
because of illness.
Miss Mildred Davis is at home from 
' Rockland and is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Harding 
were in Cushing Monday, called by the 
death of their friend Orrin Woodcock
Much sickness prevails throughout 
! the town and although the schools 
j have not been closed the attendance 
is considerably decreased. Miss Lar/s 
1 work among the young people Is also 
affected. » j
The Union basketball teams play 
| at Waldoboro Tuesday night.
A shower was given Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert L. Seligcr last T.iurrdav ev”- ' 
I ning at the home of Dr. and Mrs 
Stephenson. A large number of 
friends of the young couple gatherc1 ! 
each with a gift and a very happy 
evening was enjoyed.
The card party of the American Le­
gion Auxiliary. Jan. 14 *as the most | 
popular of the season. Seven tables 
enjoyed bridge until 11, when an 
oyster supper was served. First hon­
ors went to Mrs. Euda Lermond 
There will be another card party at 
thc Legion hail Jan 28
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Seligcr ex­
press their appreciation and thanks 
to th? pecp!e of Union who were o 
kind to them last Thursday evening 
at the hospitable home of Dr. and 
Mrs. Stephenson.
CRIEHAVEN I
Bertram White U improving ar.d 
able to be out again after an attack 
of grippe.
Francis Philbrook was at this 
place last week on a fishing trip, 
which ns made in one of our own 
boa'.s "Thc Rackata ,h."
H. J McClut? is making repairs on 
his wharf, and at this time is con­
fined to thc house with grippe.
Miss Clothilda Whitt is .-.pending 
the weekend in Rockland
Kenneth Arey is spending a few 
days at Vinalhaven.
During last week's storm Forest 
Maker's boat broke from thc moor­
ing, nnd came ashore, but ro damage 
wa-. done, thanks to the boys.
Lobsters are 20 cents a pound now 
which is a more encouraging price I 
to thc fishermen.
Tiie Grod Times Club met for thc , 
first time Saturday afternoon at thc 
'.tome of Mary Maker. The after­
noon was spent in doing jig saw puz- j 
des, games and readings, followed 
by refreshments. In the company 1 
were Theo Hupper. Dorrene Hupper 
Leoline Wilson and Caioline Wilson 
and Mary Maker.
Friends arc pleased to hear that | 
George White of Vinalhaven la 
a’.I right atler his narrow escape 
,rom being drowned last week while 
on a gunning trip on the ledge-. Mr. 
While and his family lived here at 
one lime.
Mr. Capone says it's "funny jtistic"" 
that puts a man in prison for eleven 
years for not paying his income taxes. 
Perhaps, but not nearly so funny as I 
thc Justice that permits the acqu s- I 
ition of a taxable income by Mr. 
Capone's methods—Arkansas Gazet'e. j
SLEEP GOOD 
EVERY NIGHT
— Make Thia 25c Teat —
Pint wakr un for bladder relief. 
Physic thc bladder as you would thc 
bowels. Drive out Impurities and ex­
cessive acids which ca”se the Irritation 
resulting ln wakeful nights, leg pains, 
backache, burning and frequent desire. 
BUKETS. thc bladder physic, made from 
buchu. Juniper oil. etc., works cffectl’ c- 
• v on thc bladder as castor oil on the 
bowels. Get a regular 25c box and after 
four days If not relieved of getting up 
nights your druggist will return ycur 
money. Make this test. You arc bound 
to feel better after this cleansing and 
you get your regular sleep. Corner Drug 
Store. Charles W. Sheldon. Druggist, and 
C. H. Moor <5c Co. say BUKETS b a best 
seller - —”•• ■
Upper left—I). W. Griffith, Lillian and Dorothy Gish at the White House visiting President Harding. Upper 
right—Lowell Sherman In “Way Down East.” Center—The Ride of the Clansman In the great epic “Birth 
of a Nation". Lower left—Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelniess in a poignant scene from "Broken Blos­
soms." Lower right—D. W. Griffith broadcasting his reminiscences over the NBC WJZ Blue Network.
The Reminiscences of a Star-Maker
"Yielding To Lure of Microphone, D. fV. Griffith, 
America’s Pioneer Director, Dramatizes
Movie History
"The Adventures of Dolly” billed 
as "one of the most remarkable 
cases of child stealing" showing 
"the thwarting by a kind Provi­
dence of the attempt to kidnap for 
revenge, a pretty little girl by a 
gypsy". The completed picture wasBy E. C. SCHNURMAC'HER I ideas which he flrst brought to the'713 f'eet o( fl]m.
I screen have been skillfully adapted | From very mode<t 
TNAVID Wark Griffith, maker of to the microphone in the stirring. developcd the - flash-back", the 
stars, inspired director of such reminiscences.of this star maker. |"Ci0Se-up”, "mist photography", ths 
epic pictures as "Birth of a Na-| Mr- Griffith hlmselt has ap- "fade-out" and many other revolu­
tion," "Intolerance" and "Broken Proachedthe m*crophone In a spirit 1 tionary |deas which caused great 
Blossoms ": a man who haa been humility, aware of the tremend-1 gasp3 0( astonishment when first 
called "One of America's seven dous audience which his voice they were (jasbed on the screen, 
great men of achievement" has fin-1 reaches tn the course of a single, In 191J. Mr Griffith had made 
ally yielded to the lure of the br°adcas’-. and fully appreciative of -The Battle ot the Sexes". Jhe fol- 
broadcaster’s microphone. |the Power ot the microphone itself. i0Wing year he made "The Aveng-
Twice a week, on Wednesday and It Is a heart-warming remlnis- ing Conscience" a fore-runner of all 
Sunday evenings, at 10 P. M., over cence, is this "Hollywood” of Mr. the current German art films; 
the nation-wide network of the Na- i Griffith, recalling o 1 d. familiar "Home, Sweet Home" and “The Es-
tlonal Broadcasting Company's names, some now stars, others cape." "The Birth of A Nation"
WJZ network. Mr. Griffith now re- which have faded Into the obscur- which Is still being viewed through-
mlnlsces of "D. W. Griffith's Holly- ity of the past It is a "Hollywood" I out the world, followed these films,
wood." | of Mary Pickford, Dorothy and Lil- September 6th, 1916, "Intolerance"
Mr. Griffith s Hollywood, as seen ban Gish. Blanche Sweet, Mae was released at the Liberty Thea- 
through his eyes Is a glamorous, ro- ; Marsh, Owen Moore, Henry B. Wal- tre, New York City.
mantic adventure that starts dur- i thall, Alice Joyce, Lionel Barry 
Ing pre-California days, when mo- more, Jack and Lottie Pickford, 
tlon pictures were made tn Union Mabel Normand, James Kirkwood,
Square, New York City, when Mary Harry Carey. Robert Harron, Rich- ___
Pickford worked for $5 a day. and ,ard Barthelmess and Constance technique of delivery. It haa been 
when a film of 713 feet In length i Talmadge. And It is a Hollywood , said that whatever literary material 
was a "feature picture." .which recalls to movie goers such Griffith uses is transfigured by his
Mr. Griffith has brought more early companies as "Biograph,"
than his voice and personality to "Kalem". and "Edison", 
the microphone. He has brought his I In June of 1908, Griffith became 
own technique and originality. The an assistant director of Biograph. 
flashback, the close-up, the fade on 14th Street. New York. The re- 
out and many other revolutionary 1 suit was Mr. Griffith's flrst film
Today, as he lends the spark of 
his genius to radio broadcasting, he 
once again is cast tn the role of a 
pioneer, a pioneer of method and
touch and released from Its original 
limitations. In the graphic, sincere­
ly told tale which he unfolds to 
radio audiences ot the world, he 
will undoubtedly make radio 
history!
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HORIZONTAL
1-Besides
4-Myth
7-Farm animal
10-Worship 
12-An equal
14- Cattle
15- Lick up
17- Laceratcd
18- The (Fr.)
19- Bird of prey
21- Musical note
22- Pronoun
23- Old times (Poet.)
24- Metal in natural
state
26-Father
28- A wading bird
related to tbe 
heron
29- Snare
31- Branch
32- Outfit
33- A fruit 
36-Observed 
38-Preposition
40- Expire
41- Sailor (Colloq.)
42- Preposition
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 
43-ltalian river 
45-Choicer
47- Egyptian sun-god
48- Combining form.
Foot
50- Tear
51- Smaller number 
53-Space for combat
55- Gasps
56- Absence of peace
57- Bed linen
58- Golf term
VERTICAL
1- An ox of Tibet
2- A magistrate of
ancient Rome
3- Piteh
4- lron (Cbem. sym.)
5- Boast
6- Prlnter's measure
7- Particle
8- Wrltten characters
9- Pronoun
11-Musical note
13-Near
15-Boys
VERTICAL (Cont.) 
16-Chart
19- High priest (Bib.)
20- Make a mistake
22- One of the lowest
class of ancient 
Sparta
23- Declined 
25-Anxlous
27- Adorn with dress
28- Mischievous child 
30-Enelosure
34- Atmosphere
35- At the back
36- Walk
37- Organ ot hearing 
39-Muslcal drama 
42-Sew loosely 
44-River in Germasy
46- Mature
47- Lease
48- Cat's foot
49- Ahead
51- Musical note
52- Point of compaas
(abbr.)
54- Because
55- Liquid measure
(abbr.)
APPLETON sideling the bad traveling and storms.i Mr. Garloek promises to try to pre- 
,, ... ,, , . . I vail upon his father to come hereEvangelist and Mrs. Oarlock, who wUh h)s f„„ l)and o( mUfilc iSome.
have been with the Pentecostal 
Oliurch here for tlie last week, lefl
Monday for Providence. Mr. Gar- , different musical instruments.
lock is the youngest son of the Rev , —-•-------------
David Garloek of New York and is These farm experts, we presume, 
one of the members of his father's will tell Governor Roosevelt Just how
time during our r.exl convention. 
Mr. and Mrs. Garloek sing and play
large orchestra which has played in 
many states. There was very good
to make one bushel of wheat and one 
bale of cotton grow where two grew
attendance at tlmse meetings „t'9li- before.—Boston Transcript
Two Locomotives That
Made Civil War History
The old wood-burning locomotive 
known as the "General" has long 
been on display at Chattanooga. The 
equally famous “Texas” is housed 
at Atlanta. Iu Civil war times some 
enterprising Union spies stole the 
"General” while It atood with steum 
up on a siding near Big Shanty, Ga. 
The Confederate engine crew were 
having breakfast at a tavern near 
nt hand. By handcar and afoot 
they followed up the track un­
til they found and commandeered 
the old freight englue, “Texas." and 
then the real chase started.
Box cars on fire were rolled down 
grade on the single track line by 
the fleeing Federals. Heavy rains 
were falling, but they managed to 
set fire to a bridge at Chickamauga 
over which the "Texas" scooted Just 
before It crashed. At last the Union­
ists set the "General" In reverse and 
sent It speeding southward while 
they took to the woods. The south­
erners reversed the "Texas" Just In 
time to avoid a collision, and then 
managed to capture these enterpris­
ing spies.
Manna Found No Favor
With Wanderer in Asia
Iraq la not ail plain and marsh; 
there are forests In the north, which 
yield even the ‘‘divine” food of the 
Hebrews in the wilderness. For the 
flrst time, In Bagdad recently, I snw 
manna (sap af the European flower­
ing ash), and I did not hanker for 
a fraction of an omer of It. A look, 
a taste—and the mercy of Jehovah!
It ls exhibited in burlap, a black­
ish mass, hard and insipid. Even 
made Into a candy plentifully pow­
dered with sugar and packed tn 
wooden boxes, It Is no more than ac­
ceptable; "Turkish delight" makes 
It bitter with envy.
When the Bedouin Arali tasted 
first the cride product and then the 
candy, he u’.Id: “My boot, if cooked 
with sugar, will be toothsome." He 
preferred pickled locusts.—Aineen 
RihanI In Asia.
Revised Motto
In the olden days Imperial Spain 
Inscribed on her coins a picture of 
the pillars of Hercules, which stood 
on either side of the straits of Gib­
raltar.
These mighty roocks marked the 
western boundary of the empire of 
Spain. Beyond these rolled the 
mighty unexplored ocean. On the 
scroll over the picture of the pillars 
of Hercules they Inscribed the words 
Ne Plus Ultra—nothing beyond. 
After Columbus, the man of mighty 
faith, discovered America. Spain 
struck out the negative, leaving the 
Inscription Plus Ultra, “more be­
yond." For every earnest soul 
there ls always more beyond. Strike 
out the negative and make Plus Ul­
tra your motto.—Montreal Family 
Herald.
Tha Firefly's Light
The light produced by the firefly 
ts believed to be caused by the ox­
idization of gases in a series of air 
cells located on the abdomen of the 
Insect and not, as originally be­
lieved, the result of the presence of 
phosphorug. There are many types, 
including the beetle ln the United 
States, known as the lightning bug. 
In tropical countries, the insects are 
much larger and their light much 
more brilliant
The glowworm of Europe is a 
species of lightning bug of which 
the female has no wings. Because 
of this, the female snd the larvae, 
while still possessed of the mys­
terious power of light, are usually 
termed glowworms.
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A GOOD HARVEST
John is a good gardner and has 
Mist reaped a fine harvest from 
his garden bed. Jf you want to 
sec what John has in the basket 
take a pencil and join all the 
numbered dots together, starting 
wilh dot number one and ending 
with dot number thirty-eight. He 
says they grow on poles.
Growth of Bamboo
In Its early stages timber bamboo 
resembles many of our common 
grasses. The leaves sre long and 
narrow and the canes or stems are 
greenish, but quite hard. As with 
some grasses, the timber bamboo 
bas creeping underground stems or 
rhizomes. They spread from the 
parent plant In all dlrectiona; new 
eyes or buds develop on the rhi­
zomes, from which spring new 
plants. After a few years the 
grove has Increased In area and 
Its 70-foot stems 4 to R Inches In 
diameter, waving In Ihe breeze, 
present a magnificent appearance. 
Wherever cotton will grow bam­
boos will thrive, says the Depart­
ment of Agriculture.
Italy's Artistic Glorias
Italy is history in stone and can­
vas; here are meccas of the soul 
like Rome or Assisi, which Dante 
called “the garden of the Penin­
sula," nnd Ronan “the Galilee of 
Italy." Here for the literary saun- 
terer Is the road to Arque, with its 
vine-clad hillsides, that Petrarch, 
lover of Laura, so eDjoyed; here 
you may ride with Byron along the 
banks of the Brents or on the hill­
sides of Este and • enjoy with 
“Chllde Harold" Ihe "fairest gar­
den of the world." Here are Mloli- 
ael Angelo and Raphael, and Cel­
lini and other Immortal artists.
Similarity ia Problems 
“All problems," said HI Ho, the
sage of Chinatown, "are alike ln one 
respect. If you make a alight error 
at the beginning of a calculation, 
the more diligently you labor, the 
further away you get from the an­
swer.”—Washington Star.
The Courier-Gazette
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANOEMENT
Btesmer ls&ves Swan’s Island st 5 30 
A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.33. 
Vinalhaven 6 13, due to arrive at Rock­
land about 0.30.
Rat urn— Leaves Rockland at liO?. M.. 
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30. Ston­
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan's 
Island about 0.00 P. M.
B. B. STINa
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THEY HAVE FOUND A 3-MINUTE 
WAY TO RELIEVE SORE THROAT
All Pain And Soreness Eased In 
Few Minutes This Simple Way
FOLLOW DIRECTIONS PICTURED BELOW
Crush mid Dissoloe 
3 Huger Aspirin 
Tablets in Half a 
Glass nf Water.
GARGLE Thor­
oughly Throw 
Your Head Way 
Hack, Allowing a 
Lillie lo Trickle 
Down Your Throat.
Repeal Gurgle and 
Do ,\ol Rinse 
Mouth, Allow Gar­
gle lo Remain on 
Membranes of Ihe 
Throat for Pro­
longed Effect.
Proves Only Medicine Helps A Sore Throat
Modern medical science now throws 
an entirely new light on sore throat. 
A way that eases the pain, rawness 
and irritation in as little as two or 
three minutes.
Results are among the most 
extraordinary in medical science. 
On doctors’ advice, millions are fol­
lowing this way . . . discarding old- 
time "washes" and “antiseptics.” 
Eor it has been found that only medi­
cine can help a sore, throat.
Simple To Do. All you do is 
crush and dissolve three BAYER 
Aspirin Tablets in half a glass of 
water. Gargle with it twice—as 
pictured above. If you have any 
indication of a cold — before gar­
gling take 2 Bayer Aspirin Tablets 
with a full glass of water This is to 
combat any signs of cold that have 
gone into your system. Keep on 
taking if rold has a “hold." Eor 
Genuine Baver Aspirin will not harm 
you. Your doctor will tell you, it 
docs not depress the heart. Get a 
box of 12 or a bottle of 100 at any 
drug store.
Reduces Infection, Eases Pain 
Instantly. Gargling with Bayer 
Aspirin will do three things: Relieve 
soreness at once. Allay inflamma­
tion. AND—reduce infection: which 
is thc important thing in lighting a 
sore throat.
It requires medicine—like BAY­
ER ASPIRIN—to do these things! 
That is why tliroM specialists 
throughout America art prescrib­
ing this BAYER gargle in place of 
old-time ways. Results are quick 
and amazing.
Be careful, however, that you 
get rreil BAYER Aspirin Tablets 
for this purpose. Eor they dissolve 
completely enough lo garglr with­
out leaving irritating particles. 
Watch this when you buy.
Ask your druggist about the recent price reduction on the 
100 tablet size Bayer Aspirin.
ZT\
NO TABLETS ARE GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN WITHOUT THIS CROSS
X.LZ
WALDOBORO I from this chapter present. Past 
District Deputy Ida C. Stahl served 
as installing officer.
Tlie Woman's Club held an Inter­
esting meeting at the home of Mrs. 
Bessie H. Kuhn Tuesday afternoon. 
Current events opened the program 
following which Judge Harold R. 
Smith of the Lincoln County Munici­
pal Court spoke on "Law Observ­
ance." Introduced by the president 
Mrs. Rena Crowell. Judge Smith 
gave an enlightening address on the 
many phases of the present enforce­
ment of law-. He was enthusiasti­
cally received. Three new members 
were added to the club. Refresh­
ments were served by the hostesses, 
Mrs. Ida Stahl and Mrs. Kuhn.
The Sunday school classes of tin 
M E. Church Mrs. Lerov Oross and 
Mrs. Roland Creamer, teachers, will 
hold a cake and candy sale in thc 
Central Maine store, Saturday at 
1.30.
Mrs. J H. Lovell returned from 
Boston Friday.
Dr. and Mrs. M. L, Palmer, Mrs.
Cora Winchenbach. Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Benner and Mr. and Mrs 
Milton Creamer were among those 
who attended the meeting of the 
past grands and past noble grands 
in Warren last week.
The Ladies of the Baptist sewing 
circle held an all-day session last _
Thursday in the vestry. Dinner was Ther« were 22 members present, 
served at noon and thc time given 
over to benevolent work.
Thc boys' and girls' teams of thc 
Waldoboro High School played Union Church Circle 
against Wiscasset Academy. Friday I vestry tonight at 5.30 
night at Wiscasset. Tlie Waldoboro, The Needlecraft Club met Wedncs- 
boys won by a score of 27-26 Tn th- dav night with Mrs. Herbert Carver, 
girls contest the Wiscasset team won 1 Mr and Mrs. Ralph Doughty are
VINALHAVEN
; upper al thc
STALIN’S WIFE GAVE 
LIFE TO SAVE MATE Keep Watch for the 
“Feverish Cold”
Officials Believe Poison 
Intended for Dictator.
London.—Throughout the length i 
snd breadth of Russia ngents of the | 
dreaded O. P. U., the Society secret 
service, have their ears to the 
ground in the hopes of getting some 
clew to the persons who are be­
lieved to have fatally poisoned Ihe 
wife of Joseph Stalin while seeking 
the life of the dictator himself.
This Is the report which has 
trickled out of Russia past the rigid 
censorship which Moscow exercises 
over all news. It hears out previ­
ous reports that Mme. Stalin—al­
though she never abandoned her 
maiden name—had succumbed to a 
deadly drug In pursuance of her 
habit of tasting food Intended for 
her husband some hours before It 
was served to him.
Explains Puzzle.
If true. It explains the puzzle of 
why “Comrade Nadeja Sergei vna 
Alllluleva," ns she was officially 
known, wns given the most Impres­
sive funeral, marked hy pomp and 
ceremony, accorded any Individual 
under the Soviet regime although In
If you are “run down’* or out of 
condition, if sluggish bowels have 
allowed poisonous impurities to 
accumulate in your system, you 
are very liable to suffer from 
“feverish” colds.
Dr.True'sEIixir
Laxative Worm Expeller
will ward off or lessen these attack* by 
giving relief from constipation.
Mrs. E. W. Stephan of 31 Ken- 
berma Road, Dorchester, Mass., 
writes: — “It was recommended 
to me by a relative who had used 
it for years, and I in turn most 
sincerely recommend it, most of 
all for children, but also as a 
laxative for adults.” 
v Successfully used for Ii years.
SOUTH HOPE
Kingsbury P. Fish
| At Togus Jan. 19, occurred the
life she was retiring, self-effacing ! death of Kingsbury P. Fish, aged 87 
and insignificant in the general So­
viet scheme.
Comment outside of Russia wns
aroused when tlie official announce­
ment of Mme. Stalin’* death failed 
to mention the cause. It was a 
terse statement, signed by tbe sev­
en officials highest In the Soviet 
government and their wives. It re­
ferred to her by her maiden name 
and only as the "friend and devoted 
aid of our Comrade Stalin” and as 
"our comrade and friend and the 
finest person."
It served to recall that when 
Stalin suddenly leaped into the die-
vears. Two months' previous Mr. 
Fish, who had been ln feeble health 
for the past year, went to Togus to 
make his home for the winter. He 
1 was the youngest son in a family of 
ten children born to Church and 
Elmira (Fuller) Fish, and had al­
ways lived at the old homestead. 
! meet of the time alone, since the 
death of his mother more than 45 
years ago.
Mr. Fish was an upright citizen, re- 
j spectcd by all who knew him. and 
I he dearly loved to have the young 
people visit him in his home, thus
tatorsbip after a ruthless and ' hclding the friendship of many who
stormy career of violence under bin 
predecessors It was said that his 
wife had made herself Ids “official 
taster" to test all his food as part 
of the precautions to protect him 
agnlnst the constant plotting of his 
enemies.
Taking such a duty upon herself 
would have been In keeping with 
the romance which began when she 
was merely a school girl, daughter 
of a locksmith in Georgia, and 
Stalin, part Georgian, part Mon­
golian, fell In love with her, parted 
from his first wife and waited un­
til the girl reached adolescence to 
marry her at seventeen.
Rarely Seen in Public.
Public appearances of Mme. 
Stalin were very rare despite the 
high position of her husbaud. They 
and their two children, a boy of 
eleven and a girl of six, and a 
twenty-three-year-old son of StHlin's 
first marriage lived ln Spartan se­
clusion. So little known. In fact, 
was Mme. Stalin that for a year 
she attended an industrial academy 
to take a course In artificial silk 
making without her Identity becom­
ing public until she wns posted for 
“cutting" classes, a demerit which
have since moved away. Gifted with 
a fine tenor voice, which he retained 
almost to the last, he generously gave 
of his talent on all occasions, afflord- 
ing much pleasure to his listeners. 
It was fitting that the funeral should 
be held in the Universalist Church,
' situated across the way from his i 
i heme, and where he had been organ- 
I ist. chorister and janitor, until the 
past year. He is survived by one 
sister Mrs. E. H. Burkett (Inez Fish) 
j of Union, who is spending the winter 
j in Florida, and several nephews and 
’ nieces.
Funeral services were held Satur­
day afternoon, attended largely by 
neighbors and friends from surround­
ing towns, and conducted by Rev. 
George H. Welch, pastor of the Unl- 
Iversallst Church of Rockland. The 
' bearers were R. E Robbins, H. A.
I Hart, C. C. Childs and W. G. Payson, 
i Interment was in thc family lot at 
Hope Comer.
WASHINGTON
U. S. EXPERIMENTS 
IN CRIME REFORM
Naw Institution to Look to 
Prieoner’s Future.
Lewisburg, Pa.—In the new Unit­
ed State* Northeastern peniten­
tiary, near here, which except for a 
forbidding 21-foot wall and a few 
carefully concealed bars hears more 
resemblance to a college than lo 
the accepted Idea of penal Institu- 
tlona, Uncle Sam has Just begun 
his moat ambitions experiment in 
reformation of the criminal.
The Drat prisoners have been 
transferred from Atlanta, Ga., and 
more will be brought regularly un­
til the prison has Its normal ca­
pacity of 1,200 Inmates.
The warden of the new peniten­
tiary Is MaJ. H. C. Hill, formerly In 
charge of the Illinois state prison 
at Joliet, a prlaon executive of long 
experience.
Prisoners from Maine, New Hamp­
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Con­
necticut, Rhode Island, New York, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, snd pos­
sibly Delaware, Maryland, and Ohio 
will be housed In the penitentiary.
Emblazoned on the proscenium 
arch In the prison auditorium, which 
is large enough to seat all the pris 
oners that the Institution will hold, 
are the words, "That which is past 
and gone is Irrevocable; wise men 
have enough to do with things pres­
ent snd to come."
These classic words from Bacon, 
according to Sanford G. Bates, di­
rector of the bureau of federal pris­
ons, In Washington, strike the key­
note of the new Institution and the 
new federal prison program. The 
penitentiary will look to the prison­
ers' future rather than their past.
The old-style steel cell block has 
been abandoned at the new prison. 
There are only S3 disciplinary cells 
for the most desperate prisoners. 
For the most part, prisoners will 
live In single rooms, their quarters 
being bettered for good behavior 
and s capacity for reform.
The Institution was built at a re­
markably low cost. Federal prison 
officials estimate that It was erected 
at a coat of about $2,000 per man 
housed, compared with the $4,000 or 
$5,000 per Inmate of some of the 
other new prisons.
Tlie drama entitled "Jimmy" given 
at the Grange hall Jan. 20 by High 
School students under the personal 
direction of Miss Bernice Beechy was 
well attended. A good sum was i 
realized from the drama and dance 
and home made fudge was sold.!
she made up in time to graduate 1 Overlock's Orchestra furnished music 
for the drama and dance.last June.
That some weighty reason lay be­
hind the pomp of Mme. Stalin's 
funeral is indicated hy the fnct that
Installation of Officers
o. .. ... j . ...... i Fond-du-lac Chapter, O ES., heldjStalin permitted It, for the dicta- MnUB, installation Jan. 18. 
tor Is a man of simple tastes, of j These officers were impressively in- I 
almost Puritanical ideas where his , stalled by Past Matron Ida Stahl of 
Wiwurna Chapter of Waldcboro, 
ably assisted bv Madeline Kane as i 
marshal and Sace Weston as chap-
the score 58-35
Mrs. Virgil Wallace entertained 
finends at bridge Thursday after­
noon. There were two tables. Thc 
guests were. Mrs. Harold Perry. Mrs. 
Earl Spear. Mrs. Ronald Somes, Mrs. 
Henry Crowell. Mrs. Russell Benner. 
Mrs. Bessie Benner and Miss Fran­
ces Crowell.
E. Ashley Walter has opened an 
insurance and real estate office over 
thc A. ti P. Store.
The Rev. William Muir is spending 
a few weeks in Waterville.
Miss Carrie B Stahl and Vertna 
A. Stahl of Portland visited their 
parents Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Stahl 
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Scott have been 
passing a few days in Gardiner.
Members of Wiwurna Chapter, 
O.EB.. were invited to attend the 
annual installation of officers of Fon- 
du-lac Chapter in Washington Tues­
day evening. There were 25 members
HAVE COLOR IN CHEEKS
If your skin is yellow—complexion 
pallid—tongue coated—appetite poor 
—you have a bad taste in your mouth 
—a lazy, no-good feeling—you should 
try Olive Tablets,
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablet*—a sub­
stitute for calomel —were prepared by 
Dr. Edwards after 20 years of study.
Olive Tablets are a imrely vege­
table compound. Know them by their 
olive color.
To have a clear, pink skin, bright 
ryes, no pimples, a lecling of buoy­
ancy like childhood days, you must 
get at the cause.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets act on 
the liver and bowels like calomel—yet 
have no dangerous after effects.
They start the bile and help over­
come constipation. Take nightly and 
note thc pleasing results. Millions of 
boxes sola yearly. 15c, 30c, 60c.
Kidney
Acidity Ruins Sleep
Thousands suffering snd losing sn- 
•rry from Getting Up Nights, Back- sene, Stiffness. Leg Pains, Nervous­
ness. Acidity or Burning, cause* by 
poorly functioning Kidneys or Blad­
der, should use Cystex (pronounced 
prepared for theee 
Marte el ref­
lating through system ln II tatautoe. 
Only Tlo at druggists. Guarantee* te 
fix yon un or money book on return
receiving congratulations on tht 
birth of a son. Jan. 22.
Mrs. CharlesOhflles entertained thc 
Mother and Daughter Club Wednes­
day night at her home.
Regular meeting of Ocean Bound 
Rebekah Lodge was held Tuesday 
night.
The date of thc firemen's gift ball 
is Friday at Memorial hall. Big gifts 
will be presented free. Music by 
Smith's Orchestra.
Mrs. Edith Vinal held first honors 
and Mrs. H. W Fifleld second at the 
Saturday Night Bridge given Jan. 
21 by Mrs. E. L. Gliddcn. at her 
home.
Mrs. Samuel Warren was in Rock­
land recently to visit tier daughter 
Mrs. Risty Warren, who is a patient 
at Knox Hospital.
Miss Frances Macintosh enter­
tained her patrol of Girl Scouts at 
her home Tuesday night. A one-act 
sketch was enacted by the Scouts 
Supper was served.
The public bridge and 63 party | 
given by the Ladies of the O.A.R. was l 
well attended, nighest honors at I 
bridge going to Mrs. Herbert Morton, 
and John Wentwortn. second to Mrs 
Josephine Webster and F. F. Ames; ' 
for 63, first to Bernice Calder, sec­
ond to Flora Brown.
Mrs. Margaret Gliddcn was host­
ess to the Sewing Club Tuesday eve­
ning.
W Adetbert Smith returned to 
Augusta Tuesday after spending the 
weekend in town.
Mr>. Owe.i Roberts entertained the 
Mothers' Club at her home Monday 
night.
The annual installation of Canton 
Vinalhaven. held in Odd Fellows hall 
Jan. 23, was conducted by Major C.
L. Boman, assisted by Capt. W. Adel- 
bert Smith as assistant adjutant 
general. G. R. Geary as aide, Capt. 
W. J. Billings as chaplain, and Capt 
M- W. Leadbetter as sentinel. The 
officers: E. E. Ccombs, captain; C.
M, F. Ames, lieutenant; F. W. 
Grimes, ensign; M. E. Smith, clerk; 
S. A. Ames, accountant; A. M. Miller, 
banner bearer; W. H. Lawry, guard; 
E. E. Billings, sentinel; A. M. Cassie, 
picket. The installation was public 
to Canton members with their ladies 
and invited guests. Dancing fol­
lowed the ceremonies, the grand 
march bring led by Adjutant and 
Mrs. W. A. Smith who conducted thc 
Cantons and their guests through 
some very intricate movements. Re­
freshments were served at intermis­
sion. Dancing continued until 1 a. m. 
Music by. Smith's Orchestra
home and family are concerned and 
Inclined to frown upon any display 
of rank.
Yet he permitted his wife's body 
to lie ln state In a red coffin, amid 
white chrysanthemums — Russia's 
mourning flower—and threw open the 
doors that 100,000 persons might 
file past the bier ln silent tribute 
to her. He could have forbidden, 
but did not. the miles long funeral 
procession in which Infantry and 
cavalry marched past a million ci­
vilians banked along the route, but 
he and his fellow officials followed 
the red hearse on foot.
It was a marvelous display, hilt 
wfiy should the Soviet bestow It up­
on a woman whose only claim to 
fame wns that she was Stalin's 
wife? Was there some secret, 
known only to a few, why it should 
wish to bury her In splendor among 
those of royal blood?
Did Mme. Stalin die a martyr to 
her devotion to her world-famous 
husband?
Did she sacrifice her life lhat the 
dictator might live?
rI'M CRAZY ABOUT MY 
NEW WASHER - BUT 
I WISH I COULD GET
WRONG
HAVE THE SAME 
KIND OF WASHER 
- MINE'S OK.
YOUR CLOTHES 
ARE ALWAYS 
SO WHITE! 
HOW 00 YOU 
D© IT?
I KNOW I COULDN'T 00 IT 
WITH SUDS AS FLAT AS 
THESE. I USE RINSO — 
ITS SUDS ARE RICH
AND CREAMY r 
-*
So economical—TRY IT 
in tub, washer, dishpan
YOU’LL say its economical, too, when you see how long one big box of Rinso lasts. That’s because 
you only have to use a little Rinso to get a lot of 
thc thickest, liveliest suds you ever saw... in any 
kind of water.
Rinso is equally good in tub or washer. Dirt 
loosens and floats right off in its creamy, cleansing 
suds. You don’t have toscruborboilthewash. Rinso 
does a complete job—just by soaking. This saves the 
clothes from being scrubbed threadbare; saves your 
hands from getting red and washworn, too. Rinso ’a 
active suds speed up dish- ___
washing—make all clean­
ing easier. Try Rinso in 
your tub or washer—and 
dishpan. Get the BIG box. 
a noDucr or LSVEI aaos. co
The biggest-selling package soap in America
SUNSET , The guests were Katheryn Osgood, ; Barbara Holmes, Gladys Pray. Ruth 
Smith, Ernestine Withee, Shirley 
Withee, Helene Burns. Mary Burns 
, and thc honor guests Fanny Ames 
and Mary Butman. Miss Irma 
'Morse and1 Mi;s Margaret Withee 
a . ti d ln serving.
SWAN'S ISLAND
Mrs. Nelson Morse entertained at 
dinner last Thursday. Sylvia Stock- 
bridge, Marion Herrick. Sadie Oross, 
Ruby Holmes, Margaret Sprague 
Mary Trask, Lucy Smith, Nina 
Sprague, Sophia Stockbridge, Hestei 
Freethey, Myra Bridges, Laura Stln- 
j son and Mary Butman.
Postmaster Cari Sprague has been 
1 confined to his bed for several days 
with grippe.
Miss Velma Morse entertained a 
i group of friends at her home Satur­
day afternoon, on the occasion of her 
ninth birthday. Gaines and puzzles 
were enjoyed, Barbara Holmes and 
Helene Burns winning the prizes. 
Refrcs-hments consisted of ice cream, 
j candy, fancy cookies and the regu­
lation birthday cake, which was cut 
by Velma's teacher Miss Fanny Ames.
Everett Dunham is at home on a 
vacation.
Thc annua! roll call of the Con­
gregational Church was held Jan. 22. 
Over half of its members responded 
either in person or by letter. An en­
tertainment completed the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell were 
in Bangor Monday and Tuesday of 
ast week.
Mae Dunham spent the weekend 
with her sister, Mrs. Hardy of Ston­
ington.
Dawn Snowden has been confined 
to the house for several days by Ill­
ness.
Carrie Brown spent Friday with 
■Irs. Pickering of Derr Isle.
Mrs. Christine Pickering and son 
Frank visited Sate.day afternoon 
vith Mrs Thomas Dole.
George Sylvester is home after 
pending the part few months at 
!agle.
The young people are enjoying the
kating.
Mrs. Ruth Perez spent Friday aft- 
moon with Mrs. Mae Brown.
An old familiar landmark, known 1 
is the "Raynes' Homestead," one of j 
he first frame house* on thc island, | 
■as been sold and is to be torn down.
Thc Church Ala met Thursday last 
week instead of Wednesday, on ac- 
:ount of church roll call.
A group of schoolmates and tr.ends 
?f Murry Forcyth gathered at his 
rome last Thursday evening for a 
urprise party, the occasion being his 
'3th birthday. Supper was served at 
5 30, after which an evening of 
James was also enjoyed. Murry re­
ceived numerous nice gifts. In the 
'ompany besides thc young host were 
June, Ellwood and Junior Snowden, 
Earle Cole. Bernice Dunham. Shirley 
Eaton. Anna McVeigh. Percy Brown, 
Gwendolyn Eaton. Raymond Haskell, 
and Winifred Forcyth.
BONES OF SALMON
The bones of canned salmon are 
softened by the great heat they are 
subjected to during the canning 
process. They are not softened by 
oils or chemicals* as sometimes sup­
posed.
Row Over Gem Recall* 
Queen in Old Scandal
Psrls.—The necklace of 45 very 
beautiful diamonds given by the 
city of Paris to Marie Antoinette, 
princess of Alsace-l-orralne, on the 
occasion of her marriage to Izxils 
XVI, king of France, has become the 
center of a dispute here.
It Is being waged among the heirs 
of the late Don Jaime de Bourbon, 
Csrllst pretender to the throne of 
Spain. He died without leaving a 
will and has six helra His fortune 
consists of a number of beautiful 
chateaux and Improved farming 
property and some very gorgeous 
jewels, among them the necklace.
This necklace was the reason for 
the public beating administered to 
the Countess de la Motte, a beauti­
ful adventuress, who was stripped In 
the Place de la Bastille by the pub­
lic executioner nnd whipped by or­
der of the queen.
The queen's anger was due to the 
fact that the countess had conspired 
with the Due de Rohan and some 
jewelers to perguade the queen to 
buy another necklace.
The story got atiout that the duke, 
who was in love with Marie An­
toinette, was going to give the queen 
this necklace, a circumstance that 
led to the belief that the king's con­
sort had been too friendly with the 
duke. For all this the countess was 
held responsible and punished In the 
fashion of that time.
The rabbit would be a ferocious 
animal if the furriers called him the 
same names in life that they apply to 
him in death—Norfolk Virginian- 
Pilot.
A was/lotd aud Gutii
“I was so tired and cross with the children, I 
didn't want anyone to conic around me. Every 
month I suffered terribly so that I couldn't do 
my work. After taking two bottles of your 
medicine I feel as I had been born again. I am 
strong and jolly and like to have company."
MRS. B. B. NYE 
1319 S. Kentucky, Sedalia, Mo.
Try this medicine yourself. Find out why 
half a million women say, "It helps me.” 
Liquid or tablet form. Al all drug stores.
Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compoundlain, with Mrs. E. C. Labe organist: Eva Mooers, worthy matron; Fred 
Ludwig, worthy patron; Hannah 
Staples, associate matron; Sanford 
Cargill, associate patron; Nina 
Johnston, secretary; Horace J. Moore, 
treasurer; Marion Mitchell, con­
ductress; Lilia Pierpont, associate 
conductress; Edith Overlook, chap­
lain; Esther Peabody, marshal; 
Blanche Johnston, organist; Helen 
Bowes. Adah; Ida Hatch. Ruth; 
Nellie Crooker, Esther; Rhoda Suke­
forth. Martha; Ina Ludwig, Electa; 
j Clara Overlook, warder; Harvey B 
; Mooers, sentinel.
] The installation was private and 
i there was large attendance. Wl- 
: runia Chapter of Waldoboro was in­
vited and several different chapters 
were also represented. After the in­
stallation ceremonies a gift was pre­
sented to the installing officer Ida 
Stahl by the presiding matron Eva 
Mooers, to which Sister Stahl 
| pleasingly responded. Interesting re­
marks were made by Past Matron 
Ida Stahl, Sace Weston, worthy 
matron of Wtrwuna Chapter, and 
Marie Butler of Orient Chapter. 
| Singing by Mrs. Louise Miller and 
readings bv Mrs. Sace Weston and 
A
banquet was served in the dining 
room.
Sunday Haircutting I*
Illegal Even for Son
New York.—Jack Latorglo, fifty- 
two, wss charged with violating the 
Sabbath law. Patrolman Coffey In­
formed Magistrate Malbin that 
Latorglo had been found cutting the 
hair of *n bnknown man Sunday. 
Latorglo protested: “That wasn’t 
an unknown man. That was my 
son. He needed a haircut and that 
was the only time 1 could find to do 
It” On Sunday a barber may not 
cut even his son's hair, said Magls 
trite Malbin, suspending sentence.
WEST PENOBSCOT
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Bolduc are 
receiving congratulations on thc birth 
of a daughter Jan. 19.
There was a chimney fire at Norris 
Heath's one day last week. It was 
put out without much damage.
Ralph Clement recently butchered 
a fine pig.
Raymond York is improving ill 
health and his friends will be glad­
dened when he is again able to par­
ticipate in thc singing at thp chinch.
The snow is all gone and it looks 
like spring, only the sun is not yet 
back on its course.
CLARK ISLAND
I
Electric Light “Gun”
Used to Direct Flyer* I Mrs. Bond were greatly enjoyed
Los Angeles.—An electric light 
“gnn" that "shoots" landing and 
take-off signals at air pilots is now 
being tested at the United airport, 
model air terminnl at Los Angeles. 
It has a conventional pistol grip 
and sights, and when aimed and 
fired with a trigger. It flashes red or 
green lights, equally visible by day 
or night for twenty miles. The 
beam gun hag been developed by 
the Department of Commerce to 
supplant flag signals for directing 
flyers to land and take off.
Blind Man Plan* to Go 
Places on Tandem Bike
Granite Pass,Ore.—"Blind George," 
whose fingertips serve faultlessly 
as eyes In the conduct of Ids con­
fectionery and news stand here, 
says he’s tired of feeling his way 
about the city. He plans to buy 
a tandem bicycle and put a cliuuf- 
»ur la the pilot's sent.
NORTH WASHINGTON
Edward Grinnell of Appleton was 
in town with his two big German 
police dogs last Saturday on the trail 
of a cow that had bolted and es­
caped from the place of hf>r owner 
in Palermo.
Mrs. F. W. Cunningham is caring 
for her daughter Mrs. Leon Faxon, 
at Paistow. N. H„ for a time. There 
is a new arrival in the family, a nine 
■ pound son.
Elbridge Lcnfcst is engaged with 
his two horse team, getting out lum­
ber ln Liberty for Hooker Ripley of 
Washington.
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
FLU-GRIP
Keep the bowels open and take
BROWN’S RELIEF
on arising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co. 1-tf
At Capone is in Atlanta, Ralph Ca­
pone is on McNeil's Island, and Jack 
Guzik, Sam Guzlk, Terry Druggan, 
and Frankie Lake are ln Leavenworth. 
Doesn’t it beat everything how thc 
old gang eventually gets scattered?— 
Nashville Banner
WILLIAM E. DORNAN 
& SON, inc.
Cemetery Memorial* 
EAST UNION, MAIN!
Nothing for You, She 
Tell* Bandit; He Goes
Washington. D. O.—An armed man 
knocked at the door of the apart­
ment of Mrs. Robert A. Lord and at­
tempted to rob her. Mrs. Lord said 
th* man left without taking any­
thing after she had told him she had 
no valuables.
Cigarette Coupon*
Used for Currency
Washington.—Javanese natives 
have adopted cigarette coupons 
a* a new form of currency, ac­
cording to advices to the Oom 
merre department. Faced with 
an increasing lack of money, the 
natives started using the cig­
arette coupons lasued by domes­
tic producers as legal tender 
among themselves. The use of 
the coupons as currency has now 
developed to a point where they 
ere good for purchasing meals, 
clothing, phonograph records and 
even motor cars.
“Women eft all ages and young 
girls traveling unescorted enjoy stay­
ing at the Bellevue in Boston. Mass., 
which is one of thc few hotels on 
the approved list of Boston's finest 
schools."
Germany was not responsible for 
Uie World War, says the Kaiser. May­
be they Just wanted to see Paris.— 
Chattanooga News.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Wall and 
family of RacklifT Island have moved 
into the Albert Davis house.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Chaples art 
confined to thc house by illness.
Mr. and and Mrs. Charles Butler 
were called to Port Clyde by thc ill- i 
ness of the latter’s mother. Mrs 
Jennie Butler.
Mrs. Sadie Page of East Belfast 
was weekend guest of her brothers 
William and Albert Davis of this 
place.
Heibert Butler of Bath is visiting 
his brother Henrv Butler.
Mrs Mary Wall and Mrs. Charles 
Wall motored lo Eel Bella I re. 
cently.
Kheumalic Finds 
122-Year-Old 
Pain Relief!
The prescription of n phynician who lived 
122 yearn »»go is bringing comfort and 
relief from pains of rheumatism, neuritis, 
lumbago and sciatica to hundreds of folks 
hereabouts. It is called Johnson’s Anodyne 
Liniment, and its action is so swift, sooth­
ing and harmless that it checks back­
breaking aches and pains, reduces stiffness 
and swelling from tortured limbs and 
joints like magic.
Simply get a hot tie of Johnson's Anodyne 
Liniment from your drug or grocery store. 
Bathe the sore pnrts with water as hot 
as you can hear and then dry. Then apply 
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment several times 
a day, rubbing gently with palm of the 
hand If pain is too severe for rubbing, 
saturate a clean cloth with Johnson’s 
Anodyne Liniment and apply until dry. 
men put on another cloth saturated with 
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. You’ll feel 
•o much better. Try it tonight. Long-last­
ing bottle costa only 35{. Three times a*
only ftOf,
jEveiy Inchih?^
of advertising 
space in this 
paper will pro­
duce profits 
for your busi­
ness $$$$$$ 
especially 
used with
MEYER BOTH 
Illustrations
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THOMASTON
The operetta, "Dream Boat." under 
the direction of Mrs W H Brackett, 
wilh Miss Alcada Hall aceompunisl 
will be given In Watts hall Peb 4 In­
stead of Peb. 3, as previously an­
nounced. Rehearsals have been in 
progress for several weeks and with I 
a cast of 50 children, cutchy music 
and pretty costumes this entertain­
ment promises to be unusually pleas­
ing. A ticket canvass of the town ts 
now being made by grammar school' 
pupils and a large sale is hoped for 1 
as the proceeds are to be devoted to a 1 
worthy cause, that of the Thomas- j 
ton Nurse Association.
Vicks Makes Special Offer . 
To Every Antiseptic User
Makes Possible, At Small Cost, Test of the New Vicks 
Mouthwash and Gargle—For Halitosis, Oral 
Hygiene and Other Antiseptic Uses
CLENDENNING’S MARKET
248 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL 993
ROCKPORT
l.wal Druggist* Have limited Sup­
ply of a Special Trial She—A 25 
Cent Value For Only 1# Cents.
Users of mouth-washes, gargles and 
antiseptic lotions can now save more
raw materials—combined with Vicks 
mass production and world-wide dis­
tribution of quality products.
Mild Enough, Strong Enough 
Vicks Voratone is a balanced anti­
septic. Mild enough Ao use daily with­
out risk to delicate membranes.
Miss Mary Nicholson of Cam- than half the costs of tills modern Slrong enough to (to everything an
bridge. Ma-ss.. who is a guest of Mrs. 
John Chisholm. Rockland, visited 
her aunt. Mrs. P M. Sanfey, of 
Thomaston, this week.
Miss Margaret Ruggles went to 
Portland Wednesday.
Misses Mildred and Viola Smith of 
Portland, whose mother was former­
ly Miss Sidensparker of Thomaston, 
are visiting relatives on Ship street. 
Miss Mildred has a position in thc 
Portland Public Library.
Mrs. Carrie Smalley entertained 
three tables at bridge Tuesday eve­
ning at her home on Green street. 
The players besides the hostess were 
Mrs. Oeorgie Robinson. Mrs. Susie 
Newbert. Miss Eliza Whitney, Mrs. 
Ora Woodcock, Mrs. John McCoy, 
Mrs. Ella Dunn. Mrs. Mattie Smalley, 
Mrs. Edith Clark. Mrs. MildTed Clos- 
son, Mrs. Ruby Hall, Mrs. Lucy
daily necessity. This tremendous sav­
ing comes with the introduction oi ■ 
the new Vicks Voratone Antiseptic— ] 
by the makers of Vicks VapoRub.
That ail antiseptic users may test 
for themselves its quality—and its i 
economy—the makers have supplied 
druggists with live million bottles ol 
a special trial size at less than cost.1 
This is a 25c value, but is priced at ] 
only 10c. while the supply lasts.
Born in a depression year, Vicks 
Antiseptic Is priced accordingly. The 
regular size is a large 10-ounce bot­
tle— a usual 75c value — priced at 
only 35c. This new low price level is I
made possible by record low prices of gargle or lotion.
oral antiseptic can and should do 
Vicks chemists could produce noth-1 
ing better . . . and they were aided i 
by the chemists, pharmacologists, and ! 
bacteriologists of their 16 allied or-1 
organizations, here and abroad.
Vicks Antiseptic is designed, ol 
course, for all the customary uses 
of an oral antiseptic. The most con­
vincing evidence of its quality and 
savings is to get a trial size of Vicks 
Voratone, and use this generous 
quantity in the usual way You: 
druggist has it. Get a bottle today 
for each member of your family who 
uses an antiseptic mouth-wash.
TENANTS HARBOR WARREN
. | Mrs. Edgar Brown of Rockport Is Because of illness In the casts the I 
Clark. , Highest scare was made by 0( her mother Mrs Amelia Tay- two plays. "Squaring It With the 
Mias Whitney. ior. Bess" and "His Butler's Wife." sched-
Callers Tuesday on Mr. and Mrs. Mrs Ljncojn Monaghan is at a Bos- uled for this Thursday evening under 
Theodore J. Bradtord were Alfred .on hospital where she recently un- the auspices of the Mystic Rebekah
Davis of Waldoboro. Mrs. C.ara q^rwent an operation for appendi- Lodge, will bo postponed until Feb. 2. [
Davis and Mrs. Leila Creighton ol c!tis Al latest reports she was doing Sunday morning at the CongTega-
Union. Mrs. Mabel Achorn of Thom-, comfortably well. Mr. Monaghan was tional Church the pastor will speak
aston formerly of this place. on "Rewards of Faith." At the eve-
Tl»> Baptist Mission Circle me: The odd Fellows and Rebekahs ning worship the sermon lecture,
with Mrs. A D Davis Tuesday celebrated William Wielder's birthday "Atheism Throughout the World."
afternoon Mrs. A F^ Rice ^wus J anniversary Tuesday night. Sand- 'postponed from last Sunday, will be
wiches anil cotfee were served after j given.
the meeting Myron Wiley the new Rev. Howard A. Welch was speaker 
noble grand is having good attend- , last Friday evening before the Wam- 
ance. i an's Educational Club of Rockland at
The young people are enjoying the their meeting at the Copper Kettle, 
fine skating and a few of the older Miss Esther Anderson of Warren 
ones as well. with her uncle Henry Laurila of
Mi s Minnie Benson is in Knox Thomaston motored Sunday to Hyan- 
Hospital and Saturday underwent a nis. Mass., where she will be employed 
surgical operation. Friends are ex- in the heme of Mr. and Mrs. Oerard 
tending to her best wishes for com- ’ Bessey.
plete recovery. j Congratulations are in order for |
Charles Harriman is Hl with the1 Mr. and Mrs Leonard Cousins to
prevailing epidemic. whom a daughter. Laura Ann. was j
The wood choppers are hoping for born Tuesday.
snow that they may haul out their Ralph Starrett is at his home at 
wood. They don't need to worry. Souh Union, confined by illness, 
there will be plenty before winter ts Mrs. Emily Hodgkins has returned 
over. to the home of her daughter Mrs. Ida
Word has been received here tha: Mallett at North Waldoboro.
Mrs Etta Hart recently fell down the Hubert K Thomas has been ill. 
stairs with a pitcher of hot water in [ The Contract Club was entertained 
her hands, scalding her hip badlv by Mrs. Fannie Wyllie Monday eve- 
and breaking her wrist. She Is in a ring.
Portland hospital. Earl Gammon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
leader, and the topic, "Foreign Mis­
sions." Those present: Mrs. Edith 
Kilborn. Mrs Abbie Shaw. Mrs. A 
F. Rice, Mrs. I M. Newcombe, Mrs. 
Louise Brown. Mrs. Letitia Starrett, 
Mrs. Lucy Siliery. MU* Minnie 
Hanley. Mrs. Clara T Sawyer. The 
hostess was assisted by Mrs. Siliery 
in serving refreshments.
Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan Butler 
have a son born to them Sunday 
morning at their horn .
The W.C.T.U. will meet at th,? 
home of Mrs. Evelyn Snow Friday 
at 2 o'clock. Mrs. Katie Webster 
will be the hostess. Important busi­
ness will be acted upon
Following is the program for Sun­
day evening at the Baptist audi­
torium. music by Clark's Little 
Symphony Orchestra:
Prelude—Lost Chord ...
Invocation 
Melody in G 
Melody in F 
Scripture 
Hymn
Angel's Serenade 
Prayer
Prayer at Eventide 
Offertory -Summer Dream 
Pastor's Talk
Overture The Bridal Rose 
Benediction
Postlude Boston Commander
Sullivan
Beethoven
Rubinstein
Braga
Justin Elie 
..... Flath
I^tvalle
Orient Lodge Installation
Orient Lodge. RAM., held in­
stallation cf officers Tuesday eve­
ning The ceremony was attended 
by members of thc order and invited 
guests who were deeply interested ir. 
the exercises as performed by Grand 
Deputy John Mitchell assisted by the i 
lodge marshal. Cork's Little Sym­
phony orchestra furnished music for' 
the evening. Refreshments were' 
served in the banquet room. These 
officers, elected and appointed, were j 
installed: Aaron Clark, worshipful 
master: Edgar Ames, senior deacon;
Ellis Young, junior deacon; Bernard 1 
Robinson, senior warden; Robert j Everett Torrey have been confined 
Watts, junior warden—not present: | to the house with gTippe colds, but 
R. O. Elliot, treasurer; Arthur J. i are now improving 
Elliot, secretary; William Lenfest. ; Mis9 Marie Morris is ill from 
chaplain; William Matthews, mar-' pleurisy. She is attended by Dr. 
shal; Peter Hilt, tyler. j Gross, and showing signs of improve-
It is worthy of note that the first ment. 
installation held by Orient Lodge ! Howard Monaghan is driving Alll- 
was on Aug. 7. 1806. A list of the ton Morris' express truck every othei
WEEK END SPECIALS
LEAN
Hamburg, 2 lbs 25c
STEAKS
Bottom Round, lb. 17c
Top Round,lb. 23c
Boneless Sirloin, lb 29c
Porterhouse, lb. 33c
Choice Rump, lb. 39c
Pork Steak, lb. 17c
SWIFT'S PREMIUM
Ham, center cuts 25c
HOME MADE
Sausage, lb. 17c
HONEYCOMB
Tripe, 3 lbs. 29c
Y. E. Beans, qt. 09c
Salt Pork, lb.. . 09c 
Chuck Roast, lb. 10c
Pot Roast, lb. 15c
Codfish Bits, 4 lb 25c
Fish Strips, 2 lbs. 25c
BONELESS SMOKED SHOULDERS, ib 12c 
NORMAN R FLOUR, 24% lb., bag, 59c 
STRICTLY FRESH EGGS, dozen, 29c
Raisins, 4 pkgs. 25c
Cream Tartar, % lb. 10c 
Soda, package, 06c
New Jello, 2 pkgs 15c 
Con. Sugar, 2 nkgs. 15c 
Crab Meat, 2 cans, 43c 
N.W. Soap, 3 lge cks lOf 
3 Crow Lemon, bot. 27c 
3 Crow Vanilla, bot 25c
FRESH FROZEN
Strawberries, bx 19c
HOPEMrs. Ernest Rawley spent Sunday Edwin Gammon is ill with chicken 
with Mrs. Roy Meservey. pox. I --------
Henry Lowell is ready to pitch hts Seventy-five members of the locals j Mrs. Bessie Hardy was guest Sat- 
fust game when the baseball season of the Eastern State Farmers' Ex- urday of Miss Ruth Clark on a motor 
opens. His good right arm has not change and their wives met Tuesday t0 Castine and improved the ep­
ic t its cunning evening at the Lafe Saver. Several I portunlty to spend the weekend with
Miss Margery Moores and Theodore teams in Knox and Lincoln Counties j (,er daughter Miss Gertrude who is 
Stimpson were initiated into Naomi were represented, among them Union attending Normal School there. She 
Ciiapter. O.ES. Friday evening at St, Oeorge. Waldoboro. Wiscxssst also m»t Mi.«s Mary Bills another of 
the regular meeting. A large number Jefferson and Damariscotta. The Hope's daughters who is a member of 
was present and a very pleasant eve- meeting was in charge of Mr Wilber
ning enjoyed. Ice cream, fancy cook- cf Springfield. Mass., with John K. 
ies and saltines were served under We 'berg also of Springfield, as the 
the supervision of Miss Harriet Long, principal speaker. Reels of pictures 
Mr. and Mrs Granville Bachelder were shown of grain raising, from the 
were in the village Saturday. time it Is sown until marketed.
Jimmie Henderson is in a Boston a rehearsal of the present officers
hospital receiving treatment. He has and officers-elect of Ivy Chapter, 
many friends here who extend to him C.E.S . will be held at 7 30 next Tues- 
their best wishes. day evening. All officers are request-
Harold Hupper was in town Sat-,ed to be present.
urday At a meeting held recently. Oscar
Fred Smalley. Leonard Romkey and Starrett and Willis R Vlnal were ap­
pointed as trustees for the Mathews 
Memorial Library, to fill the places 
cf Nathaniel B. Eastman and R J
LARGE CALIF.
Oranges, dozen, 23c
LARGE FLORIDA
Grapefruit, 4 for 23c
BUNCH
Carrots, 4 bnch, 25c
NATIVE
Turnips, Ib., 02c
10 POI ND BAG
Onions,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell mo­
tored to Portland Sunday where Mrs. 
Buzzell will visit her parents Mr. and 
Mrs. John T. Vase for a week. Mr. 
Buzzell returned Monday.
Mrs. Elmer C. St. Clair is ill at her 
home on Limerock street.
Mrs. Isaac DavLs has returned to 
Rockport utter a stay of severul 
weeks in another part of the State, 
and is now confined to her home by 
illness.
Mrs. Eben Calderwood and Mrs. 
Harry I sine were visitors Tuesday 
with Mr and Mrs. Horace Coombs In 
Rockland.
The Tuesday Bridge Club was en­
tertained this week by Mrs. Maynard 
C. Ingraham There were two tables.
In Everybody’i Coltmni f*************'’
AdvertiMmeoU In thU column Dot to ’ DALE£exceed three 11om lnurted once for 
cents, three tlmea fo' oO centa. Addl 
tional llnea live centa tech tor one time. 
10 centa tor three times. Six word* 
make a line.
Mw*w**-**ww w ♦ w w ♦ H 
♦
*
«
A«
THREE ROYAL typewriters, excellent 
condition. Will be sold at u sacrifice. 
PHONE Rockland. 428 ll-lt
LOST AND FOUND;
TIRE COVER lost Saturday, stamped 
with Three Crow Brand trade mark. Re­
ward. JOHN BIRD CO.. Rockland
10-12
RIFLE tor sale. Antique. Silencer 56 
calibre, inodeg 1862 blue steel, six shot; 
weight ten pound*; mechanically per­
fectone of the llrst repeating rules 
made In U. 8. Apply C W. CARVER 
I 28 Crescent St_____________________11-13
THE 8. J. DAVIS place on Summer Bt. 
ta for ule. All modern, healed garage. 
R. U. COLLIN8. Real Estate. 37S Male 
St.. Rockland. 149-tl
FOURTEEN FT. dory lost, lead color, 
top streak yellow CHARLES BURKE. 
Spruce Head.__________________ 11-13
~ Nona 
savings
E— Is hereby given of the loss of 
book numbered 904 and the 
owner of said book asks for a duplicate 
In accordance with the provision of the 
State law. SECURITY TRUST CO. 
An afternon with Mendelssohn will Warren. Me o. D. OOULD. Mgr
constitute the Twentieth Century-------------------------------------
C’lnh nrnflrn.ni F'riH iv jlL (Mp home ' RED lvniulp fox hound lost, ur&y on liud program rTKuy at me nomt bark of neck Reward. CAPI’ B V 
10*12of Mrs. Blanche Steward which will 
be in charge of Mrs. Nellie Magune 
chairman of the entertainment com­
mittee. Unless illness prevents sev­
eral musical selections will be pre­
sented. as well as other interesting 
features.
Miss Marion Upham was among
WALL. Pe»rl St , Camden
WANTED
19c
wag sg
LUMP soft coal, 17.50; screened. $9.50; 
hard coal. $13 50. coke. $10 50 J B 
PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2. 6tf
FEMALE rabbit hound for sale, black 
and tan. one of the best ln the State, 
guarantee her o. k DR SHERMAN. 
Rockland Tel 598-W___ __________9-11
COUNTERS, show cases and scales for 
sale MRS ANNIS. 154 Union St . corner 
PTh-17 i Willow 11*13
♦
♦ ~:— ♦ 
MAN wanted with auto to handle our
TWO FAMILY house on Lake Avenue 
for sale, has toilet, and electric 
light®, three fireplaces, first class con­
dition Inside and out. Large barn, about 
two acres of field, and two acres pasture. 
Can be sold at low price on rent plan. 
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080. 
_________________________________ Stf
GOOD feeding hay. baled or loose. R. 
E. JONES. South China. Me Tel. 14-12. 
___________________ ________________9*11
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all time®.th1 »u«U entertained at bridge Sat- of^oods m ^..nd^nd^urround- , p,^L5e Mwake <&
man who can adapt himself ln selling____________________________________
consumer « line of household neces- por gale VALUES New. Just Opened
sltles. A smalt bond and references re-1 Thf jrlrsl o, lM gind ln Maine A CASH 
qulred Address GRAND UNION TEA j, CARRY drain 8lore. with Depression 
vO.. 241 Congress St., Portland. Maine. p^of Methods CARLOAD-LOTS Direct
___________ “-18 From the West to YOU. NO MIDDLE-
PART-TIME office work wanted by I MEN One Farmer last week drove 40
urday by Mrs. Vivian Kimball in 
Rockland in honor of the birthday 
anniversary of Mrs. Altena Thomp­
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes were 
dinner guests Tuesday night of Mr. 
and Mrs Henry Bryant in Camden.
Mrs. Edna Robbins recently enter­
tained the members of the T Club J 
at bridge at her home on Beauchamp 
street.
Miss Katherine Veazie of Rockland — — — — — — — — — — — — — - 
is substituting this week at High i j 
School for Mrs. Kora Farmer who j , 
remains ill at her home at Boothbay '
Harbor.
Mrs. Mary Spear was hostess to 
the G W. Bridge Club Tuesday 
afternoon.
The Trytohelp Club was enter­
tained Monday evening at the home 
of Mrs. Irvin Cain.
Several of the grammar school 
pupils have the distinction of being 
on the honor roll all the year for 
rank in studies or attendance. Re- 
port cards given out for the first I
period of this term show the follow- fnd Uarl,,c ,is month,
ing honor pupils in grade eightr grocery store location for 50 year®. V. |
Ee. sie Hardy. Mrs. Emile Hobbs and 
Nathan Barrett.
Mrs Belle Wiley ot Lincolnville is 
visiting her granddaughter Mrs. Lura 
Norwood this week.
Everyone who travels our State 
highway must appreciate the work of 
nightly grading done by Herbert 
Hardy as it relieves much of the rutty 
condition so many roads have, due to 
the mild winter weather.
Mrs. Florence Allen of Lincolnville 
spent two days last week with her 
sifter Mrs. J. B Marriner and also 
called on the family of her brother 
Loring Athearn.
Don't forget the Grange meotlnq 
Saturday Jan. 28, when these newly 
installed officers will occupy the 
chairs: Master, Elmer L. True; over- 
seer. Raymond Ludwig; lecturer. Mrs 
A. I. Perry; steward. E. Donald Perry; 
• assistant steward , Ellen Ludwig;
the faculty Mrs. Hardy greatly en. 
joyed the trip and appreciates Miss 
Clark's kindness in providing the way 
for the delightful vacation.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson is at the home 
of her son Frank Payson in Lincoln­
ville for a visit.
Jethro Simmons of Warren visited 
his brothers Riley and Jedediah at 
the home of their niece Mrs. E P..
Norwood two days last week
Miss Jessie M. Lawrence. H D A., in­
structed a coat making class at the 
home of Mrs. Oeorgia Brownell Sat­
urday afternoon and her services 1 chaplain, Estelle Bartlett; treasurer
Mile® and saved $10 00 . We mixed a 
PURE 20'; Dairy Ration ln our Larg*> 
Electrical Mixers for another Farmer, 
hl® own Formula. He SAVED $6.50 Per 
Ton. He bought 2 Tons and Saved 
$13.00 on hl® load Still another, bought 
5 i a ton of EGG Mosh and saved $8.00. 
« Another Dairyman gained 2 qts of 
, i MILK per Cow per day after feeding our 
PURE 20r; Dairy Ration for only one
♦ week The Gain from the extra Yield. 
a paid for all HIS FEED FREE Why wait
— ! for TAXES to come down, they will
* eventually, but you can pay them now 
STORE to let. middle section of 8tud- 1 with the saving® made here today, and
18 ft. front, two EVERY WEEK Some extra Special® for 
ed 8u
Business College graduate. Write MIS 
— - * Box 315, “ *M . P O Rockland. 9'11
SET carpenter's tools wanted. E. J. 
RANTA. Box 44. St. George road. Thom­
aston. Me , R P. D. llUt
TO LET
Roberta Holbrook, Carl Eaton. Len- 
dell Merrill, Catherine Annis. L. 
True Spear, Jr., Barbara Noyes. 
Those not absent or late: Catherine 
Simonton, L. True Spear. Jr., Doro­
thy Burns. Roberta Holbrook and 
Wilbert Ames, grade eight; Lillian 
Whitmore, Arlene Tomlnski ana 
Elizabeth Lane, grade seven. Only 
five have been able to keep this rec­
ord through the year, Catherine Sim­
onton. L. True Spear. Jr., Dorothy 
Burns, Lillian Whitmore and Eliza­
beth, Lane. Spelling shows five in 
grade eight with the rank of A: 
Dorothy Burns. L. True Spear. Jr.. 
Roberta Holbrook. Carl Eaton. Bar- 
| bara Noyes, the last three having 
this rank for the entire year Arlene 
Tominski was the only pupil in grade 
seven to have perfect rank.
Rockport High defeated Camden 
High at thc local gym Tuesday night 
in a blazing battle, the score 38-35 
Rockport opened up an early lead 
but Camden made a desperate rally 
i in the final period and nearly pulled 
; a victory. The Camden girls, how- 
' ever, were more successful winning 
over the Rockport girls by a score ot 
52-25
MAKES WOMEN 
LOSE FAT
Andrews, deceased. Other officers ««* much appreciated by the seven Frank Payson; secretary. Emile
elected were: George Walker, presi­
dent; Robert Walker, vice president; 
(Fred Mathews, secretary and treas­
ure-.-.
Sunday mcming at the Baptist
ladies present. Miss Ruth Clark. 
4-H Club leader was also in town Sat­
urday and attended meetings of the 
leur club* here at the home of their 
leaders. Mrs. Georgia Brownell. Mrs.
officers shows the names of repre- ' day to Rockland. Allison is just get- Church the pastor will deliver the 
sentative men of the town, which at I ting out after being housed with the ■. third sermon in a series. "The Ser- 
that time also included Ro:kland.! grippe. men on the Mount;” Bible school at
This lodge has always had in its 
membership the business men of the 
community and likewise its many- 
sea captains Its reputation has 
been high, and is so today.
The music rendered by the or­
chestra was highly appreciated. 
The personnel: First violir, Gabriel 
Winchenbach: second violins. Wil­
liam Anderson. Beatrice Haskell; 
'cello. Ralph Davis; bass, Herbert 
Everett: clarinets, Joseph Paquin, 
Luther Glidden; comet. Charles 
Montgomery; horn. Edward Hayes; 
baritone. Charles Robinson; drums. 
Levi Flint; pianist. Mrs. Vera Rob­
inson; director. Luther A. Clark.
Food sale at the parish rcoms of 
the Episcopal Church Friday.
Mrs. Frank D Elliot. Mrs. Charles 
Creighton and Miss Jessie Crawford 
spent Monday afternoon in Camden 
with Mrs. Stonie W Jamison.
At the basketball games at An­
drews gymnasium Wednesday night 
the scores were: Boys, Rcckland 38, 
Thomaston 33 Girls, Rockand 39, 
Thomaston 20.
Mrs. Annie Wyllie, Mrs. Georgie 
Thorndike and Richard Wyllie at­
tended the funeral of Orrin Wood­
cock Tuesday in Cushing.
News of the death of Edward Big­
gins in Bangor Wednesday morning 
has been received here. The re­
mains will be brought to Thomaston 
lor interment.
William Smith made a business 
trip to Paris Wednesday.
Mrs. Ethel Butler of North Haven 
was guest Tuesday of her sister 
Mrs. Herbert Fales.
The Baptist Ladic.V Circle met 
Wednesday afternoon and knotted a 
quilt. An excellent supper was 
served by Mrs Susie Newbert. Mrs. 
Bertha Ames, Mrs. Georgie Robin­
son. Mrs. Clara T. Sawyer and Miss 
Eliza Whitney. Attendance was 
somewhat reduced owing to sickness 
prevailing in town.
The family of Wilbur Strong who 
have been confined to the house for 
a week with grippe arc out again.
Pinching times have been a boon 
to at least one industry. The snufl 
manufacturers are paying extra divi­
dends.—Harrisburg Patriot.
Mrs. Margaret Reid, son John and noon; Christian Endeavor at 6; at 7 
daughter Margaret arrived home o'clock, following an opening sor.g 
Monday after four weeks' visit in f>rvlce, Rev. Howard A Welch will 
Massachusetts and New Hampshire deliver the sermon for the evening. 
During the time they were all victims Gerald Brown, clerk at Gardiner's 
of the grippe. Drug Stcre, attended the Rexa.ll Cott-
Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey, vention Tuesday and Wednesday of 
Mrs. Maud Paterson. Mrs. Mildred this week at the Eastland Hotel. 
Slingsby. Mr. and Mrs Elmer Allen. Portland.
Mrs Cynthia Hopkins, Miss Mabel ------------------
Barter and Miss Mary Snow were 
Rockland visitors Monday and at­
tended Strand Theatre where the pic­
ture "Tess of the Storm Country” 
was being shown.
Mrs. Wallace McLaughlin and fam­
ily are recovering from severe colds
Here is something that will interest 
everybody. If you have news of any 
kind that you want to appear in thc 
Tenant's Harbor items please hand 
to any of The Courier-Gazette's cor­
respondents and they will gladly at-1 
tend to it. How are they to know it | 
you have relatives visiting you or if 
you are planning, or have taken a trip 
somewhere, if you do not inform 
them.
NORTH WARREN
Mrs. Rosa Cutting of South Warrer. 
ipent Monday afternoon with Mrs. 
Alma Jameson.
Grippe colds are prevalent here, 
crucially among the school children.
Mrs. Stillman Whitney visited her 
sister Mrs Anthony Castner in Wal­
doboro this week.
'Pigeons flying about the Hotel 
Bellevue Roof in Boston. Mass, re­
mind: one of St. Mark's Square in 
Venice.”
Fewer Colds, 
less severe colds, and 
less expense —with 
Vicks Plan lor better 
Control*ol*Colds.
To END a 
Cold Sooner
To PREVENT 
many Colds
Light Trucking
Parcel Delivery
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Waiter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R
Ity Bieck. Main St,
entrances, first cla_-------------- --------
llnoleumt. beam celling. 825 month. V lb. Cotton Bags for 43c. Occident Flour 
F gnini.rv 283 Main St. Tel. 1080 I 74c, Pillsbury's Best 68< Fancy All- 
4-tf Round Flours. Stover's Pride S3c. Kid
— - ;—r—7---- ,,... T—. ;.L Glove 49c. White Rose 43c. Fancy Corn
, 1 Per Bag The Lowest Price Ever Re-
heated. Tel. 733-M 34 FULTON ( corded* We carry a complete line of
8T-________________________________ 11 131 PEED8TUFFS and do Custom Mixing.
FOUR room unfurnished apartment Cut Prices on Everything Make 1933
to let. range, connected with boiler. 85 work for THEE Your DOLLARS will
week without garage, and 85.50 with1 double ln value here Now Booking 
garage V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St orders on Best Grade of 41'; Cottonseed 
Tel. 1080. 3-tt ’ Meal for Delivery on arrival of cars
BTcnw ."rf i.t—wHT about Feh. 15th at 81 17'2 Per Bag.STORE and equipment to let. West- Order t(xjBy Spot Deliveries from Ware­
house slightly Higher. Mall or Phone 
Orders un Bookings. Phone Rockland 
1 1200 STOVERS CASH GRAIN Stores, 
Distributors for Stover Feed Mlg Co, 
on track at 86 Park St . Rockland. Maine. 
LOWEST CASH 6t CARRY PRICES IN 
NEW ENGLAND PLUS DELIVERIES 
ANYWHERE WANTED, LOCAL AND 
LONG DISTANCE 10-12
end
______ ____
F STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1000
3-tf
FnEE First month's rent at 17 War­
ren St., to reliable parties, also prices 
reduced; four to nine rooms. Qarase 
Apply 11 JAMES ST._______________151-tf
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. modern 
Improvements. DR F. O. BARTLCTT. 41 
Limerock St Tel. 982 1-tf
»
.partments. all modern, tout {(«****«»»*«««**■ 
ily at CAMDEN A BOCKj LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock-
------------ _---------------------- -— > land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
I HAVE furnished rente and uttfur- ■ incited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J 
nlshed rents at all prices: also good bar- l-tf
APARTMENT to let ln Blckneu Block 
MRS B. B. SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264 
1-tf MISCELLANEOUS
RESTED a 
room.,. Apply 
LAND WATER
gains
UNS. 375 Main St Tel. 77.
COL-
1-tf
; EGGS AND CHICKS;• J
- NOTICE This Is to notify all that 
— from thi® date I will pay only those bllla
1 contracted by myself. CHARLS2S W. 
K LEACH. Warren. Me Jan 24. 1933
___________________________________ iri3
NEW’ YORK Tailor, cor Mam and 
Summer St®.. City. Alteration®, clean­
ing and pressing Suits made to order 
$17.50._______ •_______ ______________8-tf
WATCH and Clock Repairing. Grand- 
, father and antique®. Call and deliver. 
. S. A. MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St . 
, Rockland. Me______ _ ___________156*1 Qtf
WHEN you are planning to well you#
' chickens
WARDS
and
Tel
fowl, call PETER 
806-J. Rockland
ED-
1-tf
YOU FOLKS WHO BURN OIL try 
Shell. It give® good heat, burn® cleaner 
' than other oil®. You'll welcome the re- 
I suits. GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL 
COMPANY. Camden. The only dlstrlbu- 
! tors of Shell Fuel Oils. ltf
Miss Rea M. Haines of Davton. Ohio 
writes: "I weighed 180 so started to take 
Krusrhen. I never was so surprised as 
when I weighed myself the first week—I
Hrhhs- oatp keener Bitrtnn Hall' loit 7 Pounds. 1 just bought mf 3d jarHCDOS gate Keeper, Burton Mall. jnd Jn) down to I4S_am stll7 ukint
Ctres. Marion Hobbs; Pomona, Eileen them and neser felt better In mv life."
Payson; Flora, Rachel Noyes; lady 
assistant steward, Margaret Wright 
Dinner will be served at noon.
The lowest priced fine tea 
you can buy
SALADA BROWN LABEL
. . . A Revelation in Tea Value
SALADA RED LABEL
|30* */2Lk. 
<23e%l.b.
(June 17. 1932).
To take off fat—take one-half tea­
spoonful ot Kruschen Salts ln a 
glass cf hot water in the morning 
before breakfast—one bottle that 
lasts 4 weeks, costs but a few cents 
—get It at any drugstore in America.
! If this first bottle fails to convince 
you this is the SAFE and harmless 
way to lose fat—your money gladly 
! returned.
Don't accept anything but Krus- 
i chen because you must reduce safely.
America's Finest Tee (45' l/2 Lb
SALADA’ TEA
SOO.A
—
LAST THREE DAYS
JANUARY HARVEST SALE
J. J. NEWBERRY CO. 
CUT PRICE GROCERY DEPARTMENT
Campbell’s Tomato Soup 
Domino Sugar C0SfflY 
Phillips Vegetable Soup 
Coffee Our Own Blend 
Baked Beans large
can
pkg.
can
lb.
can
5c
5ic
6c
20c
10c
Finest Quality BUTTER & BACON On Sale
S C. R I RED CHICKS, high produc-_______________________
lng strain. State tested, and accredited BANKRUPTCY NOTICE
for pullorum disease Write or phone There will be a meeting of the cred- 
56-14. M M. KINNEY. TTiomaston. Me. itors of Walter D. Boyd of Warren, 
St George road 10*>E Maine, who was adjudged bankrupt
' January 21. 1933. at the Knox County
Court House In Rockland. Maine, on the 
4th day of February. 1933. at 11 45 A M , 
at which time creditors may attend, 
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, 
examine the bankrupt and transact such 
other business as may properly come 
before said meeting
FREMONT J. C. LITTLE, 
ll'lt Referee tn Bankruptcy.
BABY CHIX. Wyllle'a Strain S C Reds 
State accredited for white diarrhoea 
Bred for eggs type and color: 814 per 
hundred for March Discount on 500 
or more. F. H WYLLIE A SON, Thom­
aston Me Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6
ONE CYPHUS Incubator. 140 egg ca­
pacity: one Buffalo Incubator, 240 egg 
capacity; two International Sanitary 
Hovers: one Cyphus Colony Brooder 
100 chick capacity, for sale, all In good 
condition. 20 MAIN ST., Thomaston. 
Me.
Every bird on farm blood tested and 
found free from pullorum disease 
Breeding stock, good size and color, 
extra good laying strain, all eggs used 
ln Incubator two oz. and over Am 
booking orders for March and April de­
livery; 1 to 500 814 per 100. 500 to 1000 
813 1000 and over 812 per 100. Delivered 
and guaranteed to be o. k. Flock has 
been fully accredited for five years C 
N LIGHT Tel. 17-12. Waldoboro. 8*19
FORFXLOSl'RE NOTICE 
Whereas. Llnnle J Green of Rockland
I In the County of Knox and State of 
Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated the 
; 15th day of March 1929. and recorded ln 
the Knox Registry of Deed®. Book 217. 
Page 189. conveyed to the Rockland Loan 
d; Building Association, a Corporation 
legally organized and having Its place 
of business at said Rockland. Knox 
County. Maine, a certain lot or parcel 
of land with the buildings thereon, 
situated In Rockland, bounded and de* 
scribed as follows, to wit;
Beginning at a stake and stone® at the 
corner of land owned by W. S Hemln- 
way on Summer Street; thence west- 
1 erly seventy-five feet on said Summer 
Street to an Iron bolt; thence northerly 
about one hundred and thirty-six feet 
to an Iron bolt; thence easterly seventy- 
five feet to an Iron bolt; thence south­
erly about one hundred and thirty-five
feet to the first mentioned bounds.
And whereas the condition of said 
mortgage has been broken;
Now therefore, by reason of the breach 
of the condition thereof said Rockland 
Loan &. Building Association claims s 
foreclosure of said mortgage
In witness whereof, the ®ald Rockland 
Loan & Building Association has caused 
this Instrument to be sealed with It® 
corporate seal and signed ln It® cor­
porate name by Harry O. Ourdy. Its 
Secretary, thereunto duly authorized, 
this 18th day of January ln the year of 
our Lord one thousand nine hundred 
and thirty-three
(Corporate 8eal)
ROCKLAND LOAN Az BUILDINO ASSO­
CIATION
By HARRY O OURDY
Secretary.
STATE OF MAINE 
Knox SS ’an 18th. 1933
Personally appeared • is above named 
Harry O. Gurdy. Seer .ary. and made
LIVE POULTRY wanted 
call any time. Highest
Truck will 
rices paid p ice®  
PAPER CITY POULTRY CO. 741 Main 
St.. Westbrook. Me. 4*27
STATE Or MAINE 
In Senate. January 4. 1933
Ordered, the Houm concurring, that 
no bill or resolve be received by thlx 
legislature after four o'clock In the. 
afternoon of Tuesday. February 7. 1933. 
except by unanimous consent In the, 
body ln which It Is Introduced, and 
further.
That any bill or resolve which shall be 
received In either body of thia legisla­
ture by unanimous conMnt after four 
o'clock ln the afternoon on Feb 7. 1933 
shall be referred to the Eighty-seventh 
Legislature If unanimous consent for Its, 
reception Is not given In the other body 
tn concurrence.
These orders shall not apply to bills 
reported by any joint standing or Joint I 
select committee In the regular courae 
of business nor to such bills and resolves 
as are intended only to facilitate the 
business of the Elghty-slxth Legislature
oath to the truth <! 
notice ol foreclosure 
capacity.
8-Th-14
EDWA' 
Just I
a7he
in
foregoing 
his said
') It OOULD 
ot the Peace.
A CLEAN PLACE TO EAT
FOODIE
SERVED IN HOME STYLE
QukJk: Courteous!
Penobscot Grill
Where Food Price, Are Lowest 
Main St. Opp. Perry's Market
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Kry, made to order. Key, maae 
to fit lock, when original key, are 
lost. Hoose, Office or Car. Cade 
book, provide key, for all lock, 
without bother. Sclaaore and 
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, KeaMnoble Prtcee
Crie Hardware Co.
MS MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Telephone 7»1
•B-tf
J EMBALMING 4 
MOTOR AMBUIANG
81nce 1840 this firm has falthfu'ie 
served the families of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
STATE OF MAINE
In Senate. January 4. 1933
Ordered, the House concurring, that 
no bill for private or special legislation 
be received by this legislature after four 
o'clock ln the afternoon on Tuesday, 
January 31st. 1933 except by unanimous 
conMnt In the body In which It It Intro­
duced and further,
That any bill for private or special 
legislation which shall be received In
either body of this legislature by — 
unanimous conMnt after four o'clock — 
ln the afternoon on Tuesday. January . 
31st. 1933. shall be referred to the Eighty-1 
seventh Legislature if unanimous con­
Mnt for Its reception la not given In the 
other body ln concurrence.
A true copy of above orders 
Attest: ROYDEN V BROWN.
5-13 Secretary of the Senate.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You tan buy 
coplm of The Courier-Oaiette. with thi 
home newa. at Central Newa Co.. 88 Con- 
greM St.; or Rom Newa-atand. 3111b Con- 
------Rt
FOR SALE .
RUUD
Instantaneous Automatic
GAS HOT WATER 
HEATER
SIm«. Style F 
Practically New 
Can Be Seen At Thti Office
ISO-tf
Why suffer tortures from Rheuma­
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular 
Lameness. Sprains and BrulMs when 
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief? 
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
73 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price 
50 rents lg-Th-tf
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
If you are a subscriber tn 
The Courier-Gazette and are 
leaving home for any time, long 
or snort, let us mail the paper to 
you during your absence. The 
regular copy of the paper will 
go to the home as usual. Just 
telephone the address to the 
office, or mall a card. The paper 
will follow wherever you go, and 
will stop on notice when you ar­
rive home. There will be no 
charge.
Gilchreat
Monumental Works 
Main Straat 
Thom,,ton, Main, 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS 
Telephone Connaetlon
Every-OtKer-Day Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 26, 1933 Page. SeveB
1 As * 
c^ece&rari/ 
p. zzj the
DouqueT
WELL, rather—for without the invita­
tions there would scarce­
ly be need for a wedding 
bouquet. And both must 
be notably beautiful and 
ultra-correct. For the in­
vitations, this means that 
they should be engraved 
upon the faultless texture 
of the Linweave Wedding 
Papers
The Courier-Gazette
can show you samples and 
advise you upon the cor­
rect engraving.
MAV fAlA'WEUBINV PAPERS
r ouiV
PRINTING
[PRICEf are LOWEST
1
FRI.-SAT.
LOVE—REPUTATION an< 
A FORTUNE AT STAKI
TODAY
CLIVE BROOK
in
"SHERLOCK HOLMES” 
Home of Paramount Pictures
BUCK
JON6T
HELLO TkOUEIf
Lina Basquette 
Wa//ace MacDonald
PAR
FRI.-SAT.
Ike FURYofa.
toned Woman Sent him
Ci>rfa^e st{*r 
f. '®Ce’r . C 9S
NOW SHOWING
"BILLION DOLLAR SCANDAL"
with
CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
A Paramount Publix Theatre
STB5ANID.
Shows at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
In addition to, personal notes regard- 
ng departures and arrivals, this depart­
ment especially desires Information of 
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. 
notes sent by mall or telephone will be 
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ________ -.............- 7» er IM
Letters received by Mr. and Mrs. 
J. F. CoojJer from their daughter, Mrs. 
Kenneth Lord, in Washington, D. C., 
tell of a delightful call on Mrs. E. C. 
Moran Jr. at her apartments on Con­
necticut avenue.
Miss Madlene Rogers was hostess 
to the Monday Night Club at her 
Lome on Amesbury street. Honors In 
bridge were won by Miss Beda Gray, 
anti Miss Martha Burkett.
Mrs. Sumner Perry entertained the 
T. and E. Club yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. H. Adelma Higgins who has 
been quite ill with influenza at her 
home. Maverick square is improving 
slowly.
Mrs. Oscar E. Robinson Sr., is con­
fined at her home with influenza, but 
is recovering slowly. Her daughter 
is also at home with a severe cold.
Mrs. E. C. Boody Jr., entertained the 
Itcoevik Club at dinner Tuesday, the 
alternoon being spent in relief sew­
ing. The club has received severs! 
letters from soldiers to whom Christ­
mas bags were sent.
The Methebesec Club meets tomor­
row afternoon at 2.30 at the Central 
Maine club rooms. Main street. Miss 
Lucy Rhodes will present a program 
based on “The African Deserts."
Success crowned the efforts of the 
Miriam Rebekah women as their card 
party Tuesday evening had eight 
tables. Honors were won by Mrs. L. 
P. Chase. Mrs. Orrin Smith. Mrs. 
Lucia Burpee. J. E. Winslow, Mrs. 
Chester Stewart, Mrs. J. S. Jenkins. 
Mrs. S. A. Burpee, Mrs. Lucius York, 
Mrs. Curry, Mrs. Lillian McRae and 
Mrs. Austin Brewer.
The Chummy Club met Tuesday 
evening at the home of Mrs. Augustus 
B Huntley at The Highlands, with 
Mrs. Huntley and Mrs Bertha Hig­
gins as hostesses. Bridge honors 
were won by Miss Eva Rogers and 
Mrs. Flora Pernald. Late lunch was 
served.
I ETY.
Mrs. Fred Achorn, Mrs. Harold 
Thomas and Mrs. Altena Thomp­
son won honors at the card party 
given by the Auxiliary of Sons of 
Union Veterans Tuesday evening at 
Orand Army hall. Mrs Mae Reed and 
Mrs. Mary Jordan acted as hostesses, 
and there were three tables. Buffet 
lunch was served.
The Diligent Dames will havc 1 
o’clock luncheon tomorrow at the 
home of Mrs Waiter S. Rounds, 
Beech street, with Mrs. Rounds and 
Mrs. J. O. Stevens as hostesses.
■ Mrs. Walter C. Ladd entertained at 
bridge Tuesday evening. There were 
two tables, and honors were carried 
off by Miss Ann McLaughlin, Mrs. 
J. P. Burgess and Mrs. Raymond 
Moulaison.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Ourdy go to 
Bangor today called by the death of 
Mr. Ourdy's brother-in-law, C. P. 
Ingraham, formerly of Rockland.
Mrs. Herbert Kalloch. Amesbury 
street, was hostess to the Tuesday 
Night Bridge Club at supper. Bridge 
honors fell to Mrs. Guy Douglass, 
j Mrs. Clifton Cross and Mrs. Law­
rence Leach.
Small muffs are coming back into 
' vogue again fashionists tell us. In 
1742, men as well as women wore 
muffs and thev were not small ones, 
i but three times as large as those in 
j style today. Years ago. during the 
! winter months mest every matron 
i and maid carried a muff to keep 
' her hands warm. Gradually the fe- 
' male sex decided that they could 
! keep their hands from getting chilled 
’ without the use of a muff, and until 
I recently few women have carried 
| one. There are many muffs tucked 
, away in the bureau drawers in dif- 
I ferent parts of Maine and they may 
be trotted out and made over to con- 
| form with the prevailing style.
FROM SUNNY SOUTH
Comes Gossip Concerning 
Some of Our Folks Who 
Are Sojourning There
Iffl
IMIN'T (IVI.Itl.GOK OUR HOSIERY BARGAINS THIS MONIII
GREAT
January Clearance
ALL ThIS WEEK!
Sparkling!!
NEW
Dresses
The Shakespeare Society 
Monday evening at the home of Mrs. 
Ruth Ellingwood, Talbot avenue. 
With Miss Alice Erskine as leader Aft 
IV of “All's Well That Ends Well" will 
be read A paper prepared by Mrs 
Ruth McBeath on “Shakespearean 
Drama in the Reign of Elizabeth" will 
be presented.
Mrs. Raymond Cross of Broadway 
was hostess to the Swastika Club
Florida advices note the arrival of 
Mrs. Jennie W. Bird, who will spend , 
‘ the winter at the Coral Gables home 
meets jof Capt. and Mrs. George W. Snow 
When Mrs. Bird took train at Tren­
ton after a visit with her daughter 
Madeline, she noticed among the pas­
sengers an elderly couple, who pre- 
r.ntly disclosed themselves as Col. 
and Mrs. W. P. Hurley, enroute for 
their winter stay in Fruitland Park, 
Fla. Here was a pleasing home- 
folks reunion, which was accentu-
Materials Include:
NEW' Rough Crepe Prints . 
NEW Print Combinations. 
NEW Fancy Smart Wools .
All Brand New $
Advance Spring Fashions 
Women’s and Misses’ Sizes
Underwear Sale
On Fourth Floor "Bargain Attic"
YOUR CHOICE
Monday evening at bridge, in which 1 ated a few moments later when 
honors were won by Mrs Herbert I Adriel U. Bird, accompanied by his ■
Kalloch and friend Samuel Bickford of New York 
on their way to Miami, walked 
J through the car.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry 
with young daughter Marie and maid 
are located tn the Beverly Terrace 
I apartment at 3224 Biscayne drive, 
The Charity Club has luncheon to- I Miami. Marie is enjoying her win-
Kalloch, Mrs. Elmer 
Miss Marian Upham.
Miss J Aitken who has been guest 
of Mr. and Mrs. H O. Ourdy fcr two 
weeks has returned to New York.
BLOOMERS, regular size 
BLOOMERS, extra size 
PANTIES, regular size 
PANTIES, extra size 
STEP-INS, extra sire 
VESTS, regular siw 
VESTS, extra sire 23c
day with
street.
Mrs. N. F Cobb, Main
Browne Club meets tomorrow eve­
ning at the First Baptist parlors. 
Go prepared to tack quilts.
Mrs. Evelyn McKusick who has 
been very U1 with influenza is show­
ing encouraging gain.
The Wawenock Club met Monday 
evening with Mrs. Evelyn Snow, 
Thcmaston. Response to roll call was 
made by quotations from Edgar
i ter visit by attending the Cates pri- 
I vate school at Miami Beach.
Messrs. Bird and Bickford, who are 
j making a brief stay at the Roney 
. Plaza, varied the visit last week with 
an airplane trip of a couple of days 
to Havana. C. H Berry making a 
third member of the occasion, of 
which Mr. Bickford was the host.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller, after J 
week at the Miami Biltmore, in 
Coral Gables, are now at theOralynn, 
in Miami, for the remainder of the 
season. D. H. Fuller, whose chief 
time is spent on the Beach sands.
Not on sale until Saturday
A Guesk's worits and the usua! headquarters at thc Venetian
routine of question box and current . . , . .
events was carried out. The papers The concern which has been mam- 
were unusually interesting, including by the Miami sununer colony
"Governor King" by Mrs. Cora as to *elfa^e of Cyrus H. K. Curtis
Smith; “The Lost City of Norumbega.' 
by Mrs. Fanny Norton; "Thomaston" 
by Mrs Evelyn Snow; and "Rev 
Elijah Kellogg” by Mrs. Hattie Keat­
ing. The meeting next Monday eve­
ning will be with Mrs. Cora Snow
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie of Shaw avenue 
is hostess to the Thursday Auction 
Club this afternoon.
Clifford Ladd has been home from 
University of Maine for a few daysj 
during mid-year exams.
was greatly relieved this week upon 
receipt of news that he has shown 
marked improvement of late, and 
rails today on his yacht Lyndonia for 
his usual 'winter visit.
MRS. CHILDS WON
Waldoboro Woman Keeps 
Poultry — Poultry Keeps 
Her, Also Her Auto
Mrs. E. R. Veazie gave a dinner 
Tuesday evening at her home on Tal­
bot avenue, honoring her house guest 
Mrs. Mae Cushing, who ts returning to 
Hamilton, Ont„ today. Guests were 
Mrs. Genevieve Frye, Miss Alta Mc­
Coy. Mrs. Oeorge Gilchrist. Miss Edna 
Watts. Mrs. Mary Bunker and Mrs 
Louis Hanley, all of Thomaston.
Ellis Mills who was called here by 
the death of hts grandfather, Ambrose 
Mills, returns to New York today.
The Junior Harmony Club meets 
tomorrow evening at 6.15 at Legion 
halL this meeting to bring the club 
back to its regular schedule.
Mrs. A, W. Childs of Waldoboro 
won the second prize of 810 in the re­
cent Statewide essay contest on 
"What Our Hens Have Bought." 
The contest was sponsored by thc 
Maine Farm Bureau Federation ln 
cooperation with the Extension Serv­
ice. The essay follows:
"In 1902 my husband and I left 
Massachusetts to go to Eastern Maine 
to live and try to get a living from 
, dairying and raising garden stuff. 
As a side line I started In with six 
mongrel pullets. From that time up 
to 1913 I had changed to pure bloods 
and increased the flock, averaging 
about 200 a year From the surplus 
income I bought, during the years, an 
old hunter’s camp, remodeling it into 
a 12x14 ft. henhouse; later built a 
small granary, 10x12, a long hen­
house, 10x44, and a small bre jer
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, director of 
the 9th district, and Mrs. Angelica 
Glover, president of the Methebesec house, 10x12. The hens paid for two 
Club, go to Augusta today to attend registered Shorthorn heifers and a
the midwinter meeting of the Maine 
Federation of Women’s Clubs. They 
•111 be present at the Presidents' ban­
quet this evening, when each club
bull calf costing $200. As my husband 
felt he was not making good in dairy­
ing, we were advised to try Califor­
nia. We sold off all but the farm
president will speak for two minutes ' and furniture and went. After one 
cn the subject “Adventuring With the *“J * * “■ * '
Clubs." Mrs. Marie Peary Stafford
of Portland and Cambridge will be 
guest speaker Friday afternoon. The 
daughter of that intrepid Maine ex­
plorer, Com. Robert E. Peary, Mrs 
Stafford not only has a wealth of 
reminiscence about her famous 
father, but is herself a wide traveler.
Bern farther north than any other 
white chilli, Mrs. Stafford as a little 
girl returned to the Arctic with her 
me ther each summer for many years, 
and since then also has visited Green­
land. Her most thrilling experience 
was last summer when with her two 
tons she went to Greenland and there 
dedicated a monument to her father.
She has great enthusiasm for the un ­
usual and is said to be a brilliant 
speaker.
and a half years out there, we found 
•nothing doing' and came back in 191.5 
to our old farm.
"Then I began to raise poultry as 
the main line and my husband took 
up cows as the side line. I had 
Barred Rocks and tried out a few 
Rhode Island Reds. As I had begun 
to trapnest and was having more call 
for Reds, I gave up the Rocks. The 
Reds seemed better for that section.
“I sold baby chicks and pedigreed 
stock. I kept from 300 to 500 every 
year up to 1928 During those years, 
we tore down all our old henhouses, 
bcutfit a woodman’s camp, remod­
eled lt into a garage, 14x20, lor the 
truck the poultry bought, built a 
new granary. 12x16. and a long hen­
house, 96x16, a brooder house, 20xlG, 
and a cockerel house, 12x10. They
It's natural that we "get a kick out of an announcement 
like this after telling you for six years that we thought 
No-Mend was “The Best."
ANNOUNCING
The year’s most sensational 
hosiery news!
Famous Impartial. Non-proW]
| Group Gives Its Highest»«' <
to NoMend on 4 Counts
“ Following °n **£*dmg' hos'0™
S»5«i*•
Mend s‘lk-Hot ^yvIliu,- and Wear 
lor Style. Quality. V J r(.RuUs ol
conV‘'££? by the Hur. au that 
the severe bynprecedentcd «td>
it has taken the.npre Qf No. 
o( authorizing t uureau's sealMend to attach he Da,r^ *
of appro™1,„to every 
Mend stockings. lhis remarkable
Automat,ca*b. thlsour RlorP the 
indorsement °llprs for hos-
rM"'S"“"„rS”«rr>. » ™»- 
icry — opc“u“‘’ thp judgment ol 
pletely connr’J,.np women »ho have 
,hc diserhnh™“ ’ Mpnd customers
ixvn our best Now announce-
Av thc same time, tne 
ment will be moa Whose hosiery hundreds of "^^cstrlcled 
expenditures ha f mUy ,,i-
ai ° ren cause • X results ot the 
tomes. B'C’USC d,,linU(.iy tha,
l^iomleal ..squisu.
h-Xrvn^inl-on
srht wilh ‘'>'2',. Ubrii- mt,
i V^ ahd their
1 melr slim. l>un lit * 
moderate prices
JtoWeng
Silk Houcm 
The Stocking 
approved 
for
HIGHEST QUALITY 
by
Better Fabric* 
Testing Buieau
TESTED 
’and APPROVED5
Better Fabrics Testing Bureau J 
hr
MIGNIS1 QUALITY
Far your protection, thit 
I approval teal ol Betrer 
habrti i Toiling Bureau 
tt on every fair vj No-
MtuJ.
For a limited time only to get 500 new friends on this 
wonderful hose we will offer
All $1.00 No-Mend H5c; 2 for $1.
The above includes extra sizes.
50
*7
Playing Cards!
Wholesale prices on Ca- ds
Bluebird Gold Edge. .25
Clarldge, by U. 8., .17
Gibson, reg. 50c; 2 packs .59
Flat Silverware!
Heavy 4 ounce Spot illoublei Plate
Wk
Stainless Steel Knives, .15
Please Note—This Is 20 Year Guar­
antee; Not 10!
Orange Squeezer!
Everybody’s drinking orange Juice 
these days; you will want one of
these!
$1.00
Unbleached Cotton!
88 inches wide—Fine cont.
19c yard
MEN’S
Broadcloth Shirts!
Fourth Floor—Bargain Attic
49c
Fast Color—Collar Attached
Green, Blue, Tan. Whits
Hot Water Bottles!
Guaranteed Not To Leak 
Assorted Colors
29c
Worth $1.00 or More
Pequot Sheets!
63x99, .74
72x90, .74
72x99. 76
81x99, .8?
81x108, -90
Chocolates!
Real Hand Dipped Lusciously Fresh
25c
About 30 Unusual Varieties
Winter Coats!
To Close Out—Last Call
$6.95
Dress Coats with Fur Collars and 
Cuffs, Silk Lined; regular price 
$16.50.
Fourth Floor—"Bargain Attic"
Turkish Towels!
Double Thread. Heavy
Size 18x36
9c
Fourth Floor—“Bargain Attic"
Lamps!
By request anolher lot of the 
Large Table Lamps
16 Inch Shade. Only—
98c
Orosset & Dunlop
Popular Fiction!
3 (or $1.00
Regularly 75c each
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Children’s Coats!
Choice of any coat in stock; some 
worth $9-50
$2.98
Blankets!
On Fourth Floor "Bargain Attic" 
Double Grey—Full Size
47c
Sheeplined Coats!
Wombat Collar 
Faced with Corduroy
$1.98
Sizes are C to 18
bought and paid for installing a light 
system through thc residence, barn, 
and all the henhouses. They paid for 
putting in the telephone, which cc»' 
us nearly $75, as we were a mile and 
one-fourth from the main line. They 
paid for all equipment, such as two 
coal burning brooders and 10 incuba­
tors of various sizes, which would 
take about 2000 hatching eggs. They 
paid for three automobiles at differ­
ent times. Besides all this, they paid 
for most of our living expenses.
"In late 1928 my husband passed 
away. I sold the farm and every­
thing. Later I bought an old house, 
all run down, and an acre of land ir 
Lincoln County. Since I came here I 
have repaired the house, remodeled a 
wood shed into a 20x20 henhouse, 
built a new garage, remodeled a 
brooder house, and built a new hen­
house, 24x20. T7ie hens have paid for 
tt all.
"I am still keeping poultry, only on 
a smaller scale. The hens are keeping 
I me and the auto. The hens paid for 
my typewriter also.”
CAMDEN
RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
AfL MAKES OF SETs
W. TYLER
raoNi u-u
At the annual installation of 
Camden Lodge. K. of P., held this 
week, these officers were installed 
by Deputy Chancellor George 
Pitcher of Friendship, assisted by 
Grand Master-at-Arms E. A Win­
capaw of Friendship and Orand 
Prelate W. A. Smith of Camden; 
Howard Page, C.C.; Nathan Hop­
kins. V.C.; Harry Sylvester, prelate;
I Alvin Wiggin, M. of W,; Charles 
Whaley. K. of R. and S.; L. B. Ross, 
M. of F.; Arthur Davis. M. of E.; F. 
S. Wellman, M. at A.; Edward Fer­
ris, inside guard; Fred Gregory, out- 
sid? guard. Supper was served at 
] 6.30 o'clock.
The auxiliary to the Sons of Union 
Veterans will meet Friday at 730 
at the Grange hall. Sewing circle at 
2 o’clock. There is work for every­
one.
George Sides of Boston is the 
guest of his brother Mark Sides. Me­
gunticook street.
Dr. J. Carswell who has been 111 
at his home on High street, is now 
able to be out again.
Nelson McDougall of Portland has 
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Marcus 
Chandler, Eaton avenup.
Mrs. George Thomas has returned 
home from Community Hospital.
The Garden Club met Tuesday 
afternoon with Mrs. Allie O. Pills­
bury.
Miss Ruth Thomas, supervisor of 
music in the public schools in Saco, 
will spend the weekend with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. 
Thomas.
Frank Barnes of Boston is the guest 
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Barnes.
Mrs. Clarence Taylor entertained 
the ladies of the Methodist society 
Wednesday afternoon.
The firemen were called Wednes­
day morning for a chimney fire at 
the house on Mechanic street owned 
by Mrs. J. W. Ingraham and occu­
pied by Mrs. Sarah Barlow.
Mr and Mrs. Edwin F. Burkett 
have been spending a few days in 
Bangor.
Last night was observed by 
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge as 
charter members’ night. The de­
gree was conferred by past noble 
grand.. Buffet lunch was served.
Charles Dyer died Wednesday 
afternoon after a long and painful 
illness. He leaves a wife, three sons, 
Milton and Roscoe Dyer of this town 
and Lloyd Dyer of Dark Harbor and 
a daughter Mrs. Dorothy Gray of 
this place. Mr. Dyer was born in 
Islesboro and had lived in Camden 
about ten years. Funeral arrange­
ments have not yet been completed
There was a meeting of the Farm 
Bureau Wednesday at Megunticook 
Grange hall, subject, “Storage 
Spaces in the Kitchen." Mrs. Let- 
tie Bagley in charge.
A play has been produced in 
America with only three actors tn the 
cast. We remember seeing some 
plays with three less than that.— 
I Punch.
FRIDAY’S W. C. T. U. MEETING
Membership Drive Has a Very Defi­
nite Goal, Including lUIH, New 
Recruits
The W.C.T.U. meeting. Friday 
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Mar­
garet Crie, offers a very Interestin.; 
program, on the subject, "Our Inter­
national Relationship." Mrs. Louis ; 
Ingraham will be program leader, 
with Mrs. Clara Sawyer of Thomas­
ton as guest speaker. Mrs. Sawyer , 
has made considerable stuav of this 
subject and is prepared to talk upon 
the latest developments on disarms- j 
ment and peace among nations. The j 
meeting is open to any who would 
like to hear this most opportune sub­
ject discussed.
’ The drive for new members in thc 
W.C.T.U. is now on with these defin­
ite goals for 1933—1.000 new mem­
bers, new unions, increasing mem­
bership in existing unions through 
individual effort, keepers cf the flag, 
doing intensive work new! Every 
”1933 Keipcr of the Flag” who hold* 
fast her five members and secures 
one new member will receive an in­
vitation to the second annual suppci 
given by the State W.C.TU. Every 
member who shall secure five new 
dues-paid members will receive an 
invitation and be known a a Keeper 
of the Flag. All 1933 Keepers of the 
E’lag will be presented a State of 
Maine flag.
JEWISH GOVERNORS
There are live Jewish governors in 
the United States, as a result of thc 
November election They are Her­
bert H. Lchjnan of New York. Henry 
Horner of Illinois. David Scoltz of 
Mexico ar.d Julius L Meier of Ore­
gon. a
Representative Blanton demands 
' Araichists and cranks" be kept out 
of the House chamber But who can 
override the will of the electorate?— 
Washington Post.
MIAMI, FLORIDA 
The most interestin; spot In 
the Eastern Hemisphere dur­
ing the winter months.
HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all activities. 
Beautiful rooms and high 
class service.
\ Modern Fireproof Struc­
ture. Every room steam heated
Hates: (European Plan) 
Single rooms >2 50 per day
upwards
Double rooms $5 00 per day 
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe in thc j 
Building
Ownership-Management f 
WILLIAM M IRMLY.
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Trip-a-kDay
Tales-
“City Of the Name Of God”
Macao, or to give it its official name, 
“the City of the Name cf Ood," is a 
Portuguese City of the Orient, not a 
great way from Hong Kong. The 
Hound-the-World-Tourist should not 
miss it, as it is not only quaint and 
picturesque, a bit of the old world in 
the east, but in a garden of Macao is
BOOM HIT CHURCHES
Research Shows They Did 
Not Share When Pros­
perity Was General
That boom times, good business and 
general prosperity may have an in­
verse effect on the health and mem­
bership of churches, was suggested by 
Dr. Herman C. Weber, for 12 years 
grneral statistician of the Genera' 
Council of the Presbyterian church 
and editor of "The Year Book of 
American Churches," to be published 
by the Round Table Press about Feb 1
For years interested in the socio­
logical approach to religion, Dr 
Weber has recently been able to test 
out some of his theories, which arc 
founded on Roger Babson's statistical 
methods, in the compilation of mate­
rial for the first annual “Year Book." 
Hc har prepared many charts, which
the shrine of Luis de Camoens. the d'al graphically with suca problems 
16th century soldier bard, whe helped membership growth. rate of church 
occupy the island in 1553. and later income and the effect of revival meet- 
wrote Portugal's Natio-ial epic "Os inKs uP°n religious health of the 
Lusiadas." Macao is also of interest i community. .... ..
as the oldest European settlement in 1 Another chart is concerned with the 
the Par East, and its attractions in- j relation of the business cycle to Uie 
evangelistic index, which Dr. Weberelude a famous gambling resort.
Fireworks and incens? are among its 
chief industries.
The Country Mozart Set To Music
The country that Mozart set to 
music is all that region of Austria 
which runs from Salzburg, through 
the Salzkammergut and about Bad 
Oastcln. Approaching from Hof Oas- 
tein, the Hohe Tauern Mountains 
hurl themselves dramatically against 
the sky, and if it were not for some 
fcur or five palatial hotels jutting cut 
beside the ravine, ycu would say that 
it was a wild and lovely mountain 
village, wh-'re one of the most famous 
cascades of Europe, the boiling River 
Ache throws itself with violence into 
the valley nearly five hundred feet 
below The beautiful lakes of the 
Salzkammergut and such villages as 
Ttauernkirchen make the region 
unique in beauty.
Belgium. “The Little Fellow'’
Belgium is only “a little fellow," __________  _ _
about the size of our smaller states, i Christians numbering more than 16.- 
such as Maryland, but it packs more QOO.OOO. Their total vield in new mem- 
things of genuinely deep interest to for the has reached in
Americans than almost any other excess of a millions
spot of similar size in all Europe ; The percentages on the chart show the 
Eefore the war Belgium was known as | proportion of new members to the
has compiled from new membership 
! in the twelve leading Protestant de­
nominations for thc last decade. In 
i the main, the lines vary their direc­
tion inversely, going in thc same di-
• rection only for 1925
“Since onl» 10 years arc charted.' 
Dr. Weber said, it may be rash to gen­
eralize too broadly from the graphs. 
But the trend is clearly indicated, 
when people are immersed in 'good 
business' the growth of the churches 
falls off. This implies that luxury or 
. indulgence stimulated by easy money 
is not good for the religious tenor ot 
the country. Another suggestion, and 
one far less pleasant, is that the so- 
called 'good business' of the last dec­
ade had something at its core so ir­
religious -and unsound that its reflec­
tion may be found in the loss of faith 
in religion."
The evangelistic index, interpreted 
separately, represents productivity ir 
new members won to the twelve de­
nominations by a body of activi
thc least expensive country to travel 
and stay in. and even today it com­
pares very favorably with other lands 
in this respect. Its cities are par­
ticularly fascinating. Antwerp. Brus­
sels, Bruges. Ghent. Louvain. Malines 
Liege, Ostend. Namur. Spa. are all so i 
near each other that a good walker 1 
could almost dispense with railways. 
You can see more ar.d spend less tn a 
day in Belgium than elsewhere, and 
"the little fellow" specially likes big 
Americans.
total for each year.
The Year Book contains statistical
material in great detail, including th. 
actual figures for the Methodist. Bap 
tist. Reformed. Episcopal. Presbyter 
ian and other bodies. The collatior 
of this material under one head fo 
the first time is expected to be very 
useful to the scholar, providing sug­
gestions for future development.
"I firmly believe," Dr. Weber said 
"that the cycle of influence of or 
antzed religion is discoverable fo’ 
the last 100 years and that it bears a 
relation to the business cycles whicf 
have been worked out by economists
The great star Betelguese, 300 times
larger than the sun. "appears to us no
j * ‘ i .. i uuui vuru v uv ccuuutiusu*A u f0rty m“fS aW?y This relation remains o be discov-
In these tunes, however, even a dune ! ered 
looks big ioity miles away —Arkansas 1
Gazette.
LUDEN’S
SECRET
FORMULA
(ci Quickest
vCOUGH
RELIEF
For 35 years i t has helped 
millions — and you'll 
find it only in Luden's.
LUDEN’S
Menthol Cough Drops
With the Extension Agents
— And The —
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
BRIDGES FOR FRISCO !
Out Where the Blast of the 
Ferryboat Whistles Never 
Ceases
The HAPPY ENDING By Jimmy
Energetic San Francisco 1s about 
to begin work on one of the largest 
bddge projects in history. Next
r.<.++++++++>+++4+4++++++++^ ++++^+++*+*^w^+ ;^ f,o7blrhuar^ns s^cllj111or *
Agricultural
Farmers having waste land might 
consider planting fir and spruce 
Christmas trees. Thc expense is small 
and the income in five or six years 
should bc very satisfactory. Anyone 
interested should get in touch with 
County Agent Wentworth.» * • •
Joe Genthner of Aina has a quartei 
acre of young pine thinned ano 
pruned and it is worth looking over 
by anyone interested in giowing bet­
ter lumber. Norris Waltz of Dam­
ariscotta has pruned and thinned 
-.early an acre oi pine this winter 
lesides getting a gcod supply of wood 
he has improved the wood lot.• • • •
Harry Richardson, poultry spectal- 
st, was in the county this past week 
assisting County Agent Wentworth 
on pedigreed breeding work. Calls 
vere mad? on Henry Keller. West 
Rockport, who is pedigreeing and 
irogeny testing S.C R I. Reds and 
another call on Luther Carney 
Iheepscott, who has Barred Rocks.• • • »
Poultry meetings are now being 
.eld in the county by the Extension 
'entice. These meetings bring out 
.ie poultry situation and manage­
ment practices that are necessary to 
produce profitable pullets. A film 
strip is used to show the best 
nethods. all pictures being taken in 
he state. Coming meetings are: 
Today. I.O.OF. hall. Union; Friday 
Jrange hall. Appleton; and Wednes- 
ay. Feb, 1. Mountain View hall, 
tockland These are all day meet­
ings. starting at 10.30.• • • •
Next week radio talks will be given 
jy Knox-Lincoln poultrvmen ovei 
tations WCSH 12.30 and WLBZ 
11.45. Jan. 31 Luther Carr.ey, Sheep- 
cott, will talk on "Good Range Nec- 
ssary;" Wednesday, Feb. 1. Foster 
.'ameson. Waldoboro. “Producing 
lealthy Chicks;'' Thursday, Feb. 2 
R. C. Teague. Warren. "Raising 
thicks on Limited Range;" and Fri- 
lay. Feb. 3, Arthur Paquette. North 
Jdgeeomb, "Importance of Good 
Ireeding Stock." All of these men 
ire successful 'poultry raisers, ana
eep from 600 to 2000 hens.
;pw to judge muffins were taken up 
before holding a final judging con­
test.
The Hatchet Mountain bo>% lield a 
club meeting at the home of Mrs
series of mighty spans which will 
link downtown San Francisco with 
its neighbor Oakland, eight miles 
across San Francisco Bay.
Frederick Simpich. in a communi-
Bessie Hardy and took up points on 1 -ation to the Washington. D. C 
he selection of beans for seed ano headquarters of the National Geo- 
the different kinds of beans. graphic Society, describes the pro-
Hope Happy Farmers held a clut i posed bridge and the teeming city 
neeting'at Nathan Barrett’s home I which will realize a 50-year dream 
ind planned out their year's ptograr. when the span is completed, 
ef work. The boys are planning tc ; "Remember that San Francisco 
rake axe handles at their next meet-1 itands on a peninsula.” he writes, 
.ng. | “North and east of it spreads the
The Gold-n Rule girls of Hope treat haibor; to the west, the Pa- 
held a Judging contest on yeas! t clfic. So most travelers reach It b> 
bread. This is the first judging con- ; water
test that has been held in the county Blast of Ferryboat Whistles 
for 1933. Katherine True is the Judg­
ing champion and will receive the
Judging ribbon. I ;ound never cett£es. counting com­
muters. nearly 55,000.000 people a 
I vear pass through the vast Ferry 
Building at the foot of Market
"San Francisco's voice is the hoarse 
blast of ferryboatsZon the Bay. That
Orff's Corner Boys' Club reorgan­
iz'd their 4-H Club al the home ol 
their lccal Icader Albert Elwell Jan 
?0. There were ten members present 
Kenneth Elwell was elected president 
Junior Ralph vice president, and Roy 
Ralph secretary. Their next meeting 
will be held Feb. 3.
SITTING BI LL'S GRANDSON
Indian Mho Claims That Distinction 
Is IU At thr Togus Home
With the Homes
Sitting Bull's grandson has come 
to Togus. but not for long, he says— 
only until he recovers from a tem­
porary illness as the result of expo­
sure when, being denied a passport, 
he stowed away aboard a ship bound 
for Europe At least that was how a 
surprisingly copper-hued man. giv­
ing his name as Chief Hiawatha Wi 
Sheariwakenkawa II, and with docu­
ments to back his statements, outlines 
the situation.
Denied a passport to Boston, the 
Chief stowed away aboard a vessel 
which, much to his surprise and 
chagrin, docked at Halifax, where hc 
was apprehended by customs officials 
and put aboard a train for Boston 
He said he was on his way to Paris 
to lecture, dance tribal figures and 
build a residence.
Chief Sheariwakenkawa was only 
10 years old when the famous chiei- 
tain. Sitting Bull was killed in the 
big fight of 1890. and the little fel-
At the coat making meeting held | 'ow &°l 1® scalps in that one battle 
it Mrs. Georgia Brownell's Satur- ^e said. Not that he shot the enemy 
lav five coats were started. The Indians off their horses; his older 
ailor's cushion and beater were companions did that. He just "fln- 
ound to be quite useful in making
Other tables in the Year Book show 
in graphic form that loss in church 
membership from death is annually 
heavy and is not counterbalanced by 
the annual gain of throe-fourths of a 
million new members Dr Weber, also 
director of the Presbyterian church 
seriously believes that persona) 
evangelism, as opposed to reviva 
meetings and exhortation will create 
more and better church members Ir 
the future.
ished them off with bow and arrow 
and circled their heads with a scalp- 
rig knife—as easy as that.
But it was the visitor's age which 
puzzled everyone. Looking no more 
than about 25 or 30. with papers he 
claims are official documents bearing 
the signature of Vice Preslden* 
Curtis, of the United States, and 
ethers to show his identity, he as- 
sumingly remarked that he was 52 
years old.
“When I'm in collegiate clothes, 
you'd think I was only about 19," he 
said. "Indians don't seem to get old 
they are getting 100. After 
mark they just shrivel up.
THE PAY OF CONGRESSMAN
U. S. senators and representative? 
I now receive a salary of $9,000 a year 
and senators are allowed $9,160 and 
representatives $4 580 for clerk hire, 
etc. They are paid regularly each 
month the year round whether Con­
gress is in session or not. No mat­
ter how many extra or special ses- 
i sions they are called into during any 
i year they do not get any extra salary.
he seam lie perfectly smooth.• • • •
As a result of the home organiza- 
.on meetings held this past week in 
Vhiteflcld. Aina and Hope, wher 68 
uen and women discussed making 
md spending the family income.
.here are certain practices that these 
leople are considering. These prac- 
ices follow:
Keeping accounts — Household Ac­
count book-, were taken by Mrs 
Jrace Bailey. Whitefield; Mrs. G.ivc 
5ow. Wiscasset; Mrs. Charles Hen- 
rickson. West Aina; Mrs. Allie until 
Ulen. Mrs Alice True and Ben that 
'Ilchols. Hope; and Mrs. Lura Nor- Their hands and face get wrinkly" 
vood. East Union. The record claimed by Chief She-
Hunting for one leak in spending ariwakenkawa is amazing. A vet- 
ind correcting it. tran of the Spanish-American and
Providing one inexpensive home World Wars, he says tn the former 
ecreational activity. be served under Lieutenant Pershing
Making one improvement in the the General Pershing of later years: 
louse by using material cr labor on in the latter, first as an infantryman
HOTEL
GRALYNN
Corner Second St. nad First Ave.
FLORIDA
YOU’RE
//
i n th
SWIM //
pH’hing from 
thc hotel
A mcriean and 
European Plan
t the BLACKSTONE
.... Outstanding among the fine hotels of 
Miami Beach and famous for its hospitality. 
. . . Here's a friendliness that makes you 
Iccl immediately at home This, with its 
proximity (200 yards) to the ocean, its sun 
baths, its dances in the gardens and its de­
licious food, is sufficient reason why the 
Blackstone is always comfortably filled and 
why you should make reservations in good 
lime. Send for booklet of details and sched­
ule of sensible rates.
BLACKSTONE HOTEL
hand.
Planning a budget.
Watching the automobile expenses.
Providing a maximum amount of 
ood on the farm.
Planning for a hobby.
Studying prices.
Increasing cash income by poultry 
ale of home products cr other re­
nunciative activities.
A meeting will be held on this sub­
iect at Rockland ln the Mountain 
View hall. Wednesday. Feb. 1.
• • • »
4-H Club Notes
Lctieda Fowle of Rockport has been 
•hosen secretary of the Junior Sun- 
hine Workers of Simonton's Cor­
ner. Cathcnne Annis of West Rock- 
:ort, the former secretary, resigned.
and afterward as a flyer in the Lafay­
ette Escadrille. when he brought 
down 11 German planes, being credit­
ed with three. He claims to have 
served under the famous flying Ace 
Eddie Rickenbacker.
And that's r.ot all. He played 
football, he says, with Jim Thorpe 
ar.d other famous stars 'way back in 
19C7 at Carlisle Indian School, where 
he was quarterback on the first 
team: he started at West Point Mili­
tary School, but after two years his 
Indian blood got the better of him. 
He returned to hts people
Chief Sheariwakenkawa will be 
the ruler of the Sioux ration of 68 
tribes and 185.000 people, he said, 
when hts father. Chief Sitting Eagle, 
dies. His mother was ol German 
r.cbilitv. a seventh cousin to ex- 
Kaiser Wilhelm
Bern on the Pine Ridge Reserva­
tion. Pine Ridge. South Dakota, near 
Rosebud, thc Chief says when he is 
home hc prefers a tepee for sleeping 
rather than his modern bungalow 
with all conveniences. His wife died
The first public demonstration for 
he year was given by the Sunny- 
tidc-Up 4-H Club of Waldoboro, 
lan. 10 at the Women’s Club. Three 
if the girls. Betty Stahl, Shirley 
Sums and Beverly Richards demon-
trated making and baking muffins. ■ , , . ....Other members of the club served a ye?? ‘~vlng SiX ChUdrcn
street, a city within itself.
"Por years men have talked of a
bridge across the Bay tying f,in 
Francisco to Oakland. Now it is as­
sured—a toll bridge, to be part of the 
3tate highway system. An engineers 
boat loiters near Yerba Buena Island. 
On board are world authorities on 
foundations and bridge-building. 
Deep borings are made to determine 
the structure ol the earth lar under 
the Bay, for this will be a colossal 
feat. Nearly eight miles long and 
rising to a height of 680 feet, the 
bridge will take flve years to build. 
The estimated cost is $75,000,000.
"Planned as a double-decker. It 
will carry nine lanes of automobiles 
and two tracks of street cars. At 
present the Bay ferryboats haul 
about four and a half millions of ve­
hicles each year. The new bridge 
will be able to handle 15.000 vehicles 
an hour, at the peak ol traffic, and 
may carry as many as 40.000.000 a 
year, the engineers estimate.
Another for Golden Gate
“Still another bridge, higher but! 
shorter, is also being surveyed, actu-' 
ally to span the picturesque Golder, 
Gate itself, that spectacular breach 
in the Coast Range through which, j 
long ago. a great river flowed and 
which still forms the only flood gate 
for draining the vast inland valley ol 
Central California.
“You can think of this Bay as a 
great turning-around basin for ships 
of all nations. In a year, between I 
7,000 and 8.000 vessels sail in and out 
of the Golden Gate. Once California 
was the Union's greatest wheat ex­
porter: now. on boats from this Ba\ 
you find the first ten items in point 
of value to be mineral oils, dried 
fruits, canned fruits, barley, ciga­
rettes, automobiles, canned milk 
sardines, redwood lumber, and wheal 
flour.
“Richard Dana, writing a century 
ago. said: Tf ever California becomes 
a prosperous country, this Bav will 
be the center of its prosperity.' A 
bold prophecy then, for the land 
was empty. Now more than 1.750.00C 
people live about the Bay in Alameda, 
Berkeley. Oakland. San Jose. San 
Francisco—in all the sixty-odd towns ' 
and cities that cluster on the Penih- [ 
sula and along the Bay shores.
“8an Francisco is one of our rich­
est cities, per capita, in real and per- I 
sonal property; yet one of thc most 
democratic You may see a 
ous old gentleman buy flowers from 
l street vender, tnen climb on a tinj 
cable car for a five-cent ride to clut 
or mansion up the hill. At sea­
food lunch stands millionaires stop 
tor a crabmeat cocktail or a hot 
:1am bioth, rubbing elbows with 
newsboys.
"To boisterous San Francisco of 
gold-dust days, music and drama 
were born ln those noisy nights when 
shouting miners threw nuggets at 
the twinkling feet of Lotta Crabtree 
and Lola Montez danced "The Spider' 
to forget her romance with Ludwig, 
mad King of Bavaria.
"Now new stars rise on bigger and 
better stages to entertain the crow­
ing city. In the Civic Auditorium 
where opera is sung. 11.000 people 
flnd seats; and the city's Symphony 
Orchestra ranks with America's best. 
It has an opera association which 
supports a permanent ballet, chorus, 
and its own scenery painters; its 
Chamber Music Society tours the 
Nation."
the muffins to the members and visit, 
ors. Cake, coffee and cocoa were also | 
served. Bread and sewing articles' 
were on exhibit.• • • •
The Happy Workers' Club of Orff's ! 
Corner held a very good meeting 
Ian 21 at the home of Mrs. Amber 
Childs. The sewing girls worked or. , 
holders and buttonholes and the 
cooking and housekeeping girls made 
potato soup. Tlie meeting closed 
with singing songs.a • • •
• Four 4-H meetings were held in 
Hope Jan. 21. The Junior girls’ met 
at Mrs. Brownell’s home and held a 
preliminary judging contest on muf­
fins. Points on muffin making and
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SALES TAX FOR MAINE
The Mississippi Act Is Being Studied
By Our Lawmakers At Augusta
A general sales tax patterned after 
that in operation in Mississippi is 
planned by some members of the 
Maine Legislature charged with the 
necessity of balancing thc State 
budget. Ralph W. Farris. Republl- 
! can floor leader ln the House, said 
j that a bill setting up such a tax was 
in preparation. He was not certain 
who would introduce the measure
State budget officer, William H 
Deering, and Philip D. Stubbs, mem­
ber of thc attorney generals staff, 
i have been studying the Mississippi 
statute and have received from G L 
I Rice, attorney general of that state, 
statistics dealing with the operation 
of his state's sales tax. Thc Missis- 
ippl act passed less than a year ago 
was estimated to wield approximate­
ly $4,000,000 for the biennial.
No estimates of thc amount Maine 
would realize from a similar tax has 
been made.
Maine is facing a revenue loss es­
timated at $2,500,000 during the fiscal 
j year ending June 30. Virtually every 
; commodity sold or manufactured in 
i Mississippi is subject to a tax.
THE TALE OF KATY CALF
IFor Thc Courier-Oazette|
I'm used to toll. I've tilled the soli.
I've done my share I think;
But the hardest task. II one should ask 
Was teaching the calf to drink.
Now some will drink as quick as a wink 
While some will fight like a mule; 
But this black boss made me terribly
cross—
She played like a kid from school.
She chewed my clothes, and she trod my 
toes.
And she whacked me with her tall. 
She lapped my ears 'til It brought the 
tears.
And she overturned the pall.
I sat me down, and a troubled Irown
Took the place of my cheerful grin; 
And she came too. and tried to chew
An Inch or two off my chin.
Now. "Never say die" Is an old war cry,
And you can't keep a good man down 
So said I. "You'll drink. I rather think
Or else, by heck, you'll drown!"
I wrestled that calf an hour and a half -
My patience was ebbing fast.
When she heaved a sigh and rolled one
eye
And swallowed It all to thc last. .
With the Job well doDC, she licked her 
tongue
And spanked herself with her tall; 
While out of breath and done to death
I fanned myself with thc pall.
Peggy
BLUE BARREL CAMPAIGN
Bangor Kiwanians are starting a 
blue barrel campaign, these recepta­
cles being set in grocery stores for 
contributions through the week.
[ Every Monday the Kiwanian com- j 
j mittee will gather up the contribu- , 
tions and turn them over to welfare I 
groups for use among the unem- 
' ployed.
WHAT ARE 
YOU DOING 
MARGARET?
f I dont see HOW THEY DO ITT
MARGARET, JIM GETS THE 
SAME SALARY I DO-YETTHEY 
SAVE MORE MONEY 
AND LIVE BETTER
'OH!I ASKED SALLY’ 
HOW SHE AND JIM 
MADE OUT SO WELL 
SHE TOLD ME IT 
WAS ORGANIZED
WELL, HARRY, WE'VE SAVED TWO 
HUNDRED EXTRA DOLLARS IN 
THE LAST YEAR AND BOUGHT 
LOTS OF THINGS WE DIDN'T 
THINK WE COULD AFFORD BEFORE
YOU BET.MARGACET 
THAT ORGANIZED 
BUYING IS 
BUSINESS
It’s simple. First, of course, comes the planning of a simple, 
flexible budget. Then take this copy of this paper and look 
carefully through the ads to find the items that you need at 
the prices that fit your budget. Fill your wants every day 
by reading the advertisements in this paper to balance your 
budget before you go out to buy instead of buying things 
you want and then seeing if your budget balances . . . this 
is organized buying and will give you more things for less 
money; less effort.
THE
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“SELLING COMMUNISM"
- (Nor York Herald Tribune' 
Unnecessarily harsh, it seems to j
us. is the sentence passed by Judgt 
Lee Wvatt of Atlanta, upon Angelo 
Herndon, >a Negro accti. ed cf pos­
sessing Communist literature and 
convicted of intent to overthrow the ! 
government under a law passed jn 
fastidl- 1 -’arPe!-ba«8ln8 daVs — a dusty, sixty- 
year-old law designed to punish un­
regenerate secessionists for conspir­
ing against the "reconstruction” I 
government. The jury recommended 
mercy for the Negro, but Judge Wy­
att sentenced him to spend from 
eighteen to twenty years in prison 
Eighteen to twenty years for sign­
ing up members, receiving dues and 
distributing the literature of a patty 
which, in spite of unemployment and 
depression, has cut a marvelously in­
significant figure in the United 
States is severe, not to say cruel 
Worse than that, it is extremely 
stupid, for such a sentence is a gen­
erous contribution to 'ne very cause 
which Angelo Hcrr.don is being pun­
ished for promoting. The Commun­
ists, finding white labor, no matter 
how jobless and di grunt'a I. very 
lukewarm toward the pedantic 
ideology of Marx and Lenin. have f<>.- 
years been conducting a campaign 
to convert American Negroes, using 
the injustices of which Negroes arc 
victims as ammunition. The greater 
and more frequent the injustices 
done to the Negroes the better are 
the chances of that campaign's suc­
cess. One of the best as-:ets of com­
munism is martyrdom. If our law 
eourts behaved sensibly the Com­
munist cause in this country would 
starve to death for lack of martyrs. 
Oeorgia. by locking up Angelo Hern­
don for eighteen years, will provide 
the Communists with another first- 
class martyr and enough sales talk 
to last them indefinitely.
CANADA IS LARGER
The Dominion of Canada is larger 
than the United States. Thc area ol 
the United States 1s about 3.026.790 
>quare miles; that of Alaska. 590.885, 
making a total area of 3,617,675 
square miles. Canada has an area 
of 3.729.665 square miles, or 111,990 
square miles more than thc United 
States proper and Alaska combined.
ITHE TALLEST BUILDING
The Empire State Building in New 
York City is the tallest building in 
America. In fact, it 1s lhe tallest ■ 
man-made object in the world. It is j 
266 feet higher than the Eiffel Tower 
in Parts. Its 85 floors of office space ■ 
rise to a height of 1.058 feet—12 feet 
higher than the very tip of tlie 
Chrysler Building, its nearest rival.. 
From that point the combination ! 
mooring mast and observation tower 
goes us 190 feet—the equivalent of 
102 stories in all. The tip of the 
building is just 72 feet less than one- 
fourth of a mile from the street.
And if grass does grow in the 
streets of 100 of our cities, Jt will 
afford thc flrst opportunity in several 
years for the inhabitants to get a 
glimpse of the long green.—Atlanta 
Journal.
PAGE FARM BUREAU
A single Maine - grown lemon 
weighing two ounces less than a 
pound, and large enough to make* a 
lemon pie, was grown by Mrs. M. E. 
B Wood or Orono. Orowlng oranges 
and lemons te somewhat of ^.fcobby 
with Mrs. Wood, who klso has an or­
ange tree which bears edible fruit. 
The lemon tree has cruel-ilooMng 
barbs some nearly three Inches long. 
Mrs. Wood sent West for the trees 
and finds they will grow In ordinary 
Maine soil, with no particular kind of 
fertilizer.
SMOK
Soothes the 
throat Fresh­
ens the mouth
luto"
i Go'*6*
OVERCOMES BAD BREATH
V// n/£ HE A fir QE
Plveienl iwvlu . 
ealaA^ A
Sqvar* . . A perfect betel fee tbe vtelter . .
ROOM with BATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR
from ’3 Singlo ond M Double 
e
JOHN I. Will. Menee^
N«« Under New Meeegeaent . . ."A telieere NeM**
INCOLN
44th TO 45th STREET - Bth AVENUE, NEW YORK
TO STAY AT The L/WCOLW 
IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
vWYWvWwY"™^
We Suggest—
HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STREET
Apply I agpeptlpe,4talekl It joothr, 
the pain—prevent, infection and ugl, Kin. A,k 
your druwin for the red-eod-yellow tube, JOc.
Unguentine
BgHetrp. rip, hfngg. heaHn,
MIAMI, FLORIDA 
The moil interesting spot in 
the Eastern Hemisphere dur­
ing the winter months.
HOTEL URMEY
In the heart of all activities. 
Beautiful rooms and high 
class service.
A Modern Fireproof Struc­
ture. Every room steam healed 
Rates: (European Plan) 
Single rooms >2.50 per day 
upwards
Double rooms 85.00 per day 
upwards
A Laura Jacobsen Cafe in the 
Building '
Ownership-Management 
nWlLUAM M. LRMLY
BOSTON, MASS.
Located en Bearon 
Hill Nett to the 
State Houm.
Jaat a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial, 
and shopping centers.
New Lower Rates
Rooms without hath, «2.00 up; with bath, »3.00 up 
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
■weuamwwwww
